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ABSTRACT 

This project is concerned with the development of software to invert seismic 

reflection data for acoustic impedance, with application to the YY -reservoir area in 

Gialo Field, Sirte Basin. The problem was that of inverting post-stack seismic 

reflection data from two seismic lines into impedance profiles. The main input to the 

inversion process is an initial guess, or initial earth model, of the impedance profile 

defined in terms of parameters. These parameters describe the impedance and the 

geometry of the number of layers that constitute the earth model. Additionally, an 

initial guess is needed for the seismic wavelet, defined in the frequency domain using 

nine parameters. 

The inversion is an optimisation problem subject to constraints. The 

optimisation problem is that of minimising the error energy function defined by the 

sum of squares of the residuals between the observed seismic trace and its prediction 

by the forward model for the given earth model parameters. To determine the solution 

we use the method of generalised linear inverses. The generalised inverse is possible 

only when the Hessian matrix, which describe the curvature of error energy surface, is 

positive definite. When the He~ian is not qefinite, it is necessary to modify it to 

obtain the nearest positive definite matrix. To modify the Hessian we used a method 

based on the Cholesky factorisation. Because the modified Hessian is positive 

definite, we need to find the generalised inverse only once. But we may need to 

restrict the step-length to obtain the minimum. Such a method is a step-length based 

method. 

A step-length based method was implemented using linear equality and 

inequality constraints into a computer program to invert the observed seismic data for 

impedance. The linear equality and inequality constraints were used so that solutions 

that are geologically feasible and numerically stable are obtained. 

The strategy for the real data inversion was to first estimate the seismic 

wavelet at the well, then optimise the wavelet parameters. Then use the optimum 

wavelet to invert for impedance and layer boundaries in the seismic traces. 

In the three real data examples studied, this inversion scheme proved that the 

delineation of the Chadra sands in Gialo Field is possible. Better results could be 

obtained by using initial earth models that properly parameterise the subsurface, and 

linear constraints that are based on well data. Defining the wavelet parameters in the 

time domain may prove to be more stable and could lead to better inversion results. 
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parameters in YY04. Wavelet number 1 is the initial parameterised wavelet. Note 

that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.35. The optimum wavelet in YY04 is wavelet number 5 Note that 

the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.36. The optimum impedance profile in well YY04. Zero on the time 

axis corresponds to 610 ms of two-way travel-time. 

Figure 6.37. The observed seismic traces (CDP's 748-787) from Line 1973. 

The two sand bodies concerned are the two positive reflections (peaks) at about 710 

ms and 730 ms on CDP 748. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel

time in ms. 

Figure 6.38. The initial earth model section for the observed seismic traces 

from Line 1973 (Figure 6.37). Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way 

travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.39. The initial earth model section of Figure 6.38 displayed without 

the observed seismic traces. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel

time in ms. 

Figure 6.40. The initial synthetic seismograms for the earth model section in 

Figure 6.39. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.41. The initial error traces corresponding to the synthetic 

seismograms in Figure 6.40. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel

time in ms. 

Figure 6.42. The final impedance solution for the initial earth model of 

Figure 6.39. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.43. The final synthetic seismograms for the impedance solution of 

Figure 6.42. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.44. The final error traces corresponding to the synthetic 

seismograms of Figure 6.43. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel

time in ms. 

Figure 6.45. The observed seismic data of CDPs 1612-1661 in Line 1977. 

The seismic event (peak) at about 730 ms is interpreted as positive reflection from a 

Chadra sand body, and the broad positive reflection at 750-760 ms is a two step 

limestone bed. The two events are separated by a low impedance layer that has a 
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contact with the Chadra sand at 740 ms. Note that the vertical axis represents the two

way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.46a. The initial earth model section for CDPs 1612-1636 and the 

corresponding observed. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel

time in ms. 

Figure 6.46b. The initial earth model section for CDPs 1637-1661 and the 

corresponding observed traces. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way 

travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.47a. The initial earth model section for CDPs 1612-1636. These 

impedance profiles are also displayed in Figure 6.46a. Note that the vertical axis 

represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.47b. The initial earth model section for CDPs 1637-1661. These 

impedance profiles are also displayed in Figure 6.46b. Note that the vertical axis 

represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.48. The initial synthetic seismograms for the earth model section of 

Figures 6.47a and 6.47b. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel

time in ms. 

Figure 6.49. The error section corresponding to the initial earth model 

synthetic seismograms in Figure 6.48. Note that the vertical axis represents the two

way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.50a. The final impedance section for CDPs 1612-1636. The sand 

layer that starts at about 730 ms appears to be a continuous sand body. The limestone 

layer, however, becomes more sandy to the left of the section. Note that the vertical 

axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.50b. The final impedance section for CDPs 1637-1661. The sand 

layer that starts at about 730 ms appears to be a continuous sand body. The limestone 

layer, however, becomes more sandy to the left of the section. Note that the vertical 

axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.51. The final seismic solution section for CDPs 1612-1661. Note 

that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.52. The error traces section corresponding to the seismic solution in 

Figure 6.51. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.53a. The initial earth model section for example 2 in Line 1977 for 

CDPs 1536-1560. The upper sand at 705 ms is overlain by shale, and the two 

limestone layers below are underlain by shale. Note that the vertical axis represents 

the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.53b. The initial earth model section for example 2 in Line 1977, 

CDPs 1561-1585. The upper sand at 705 ms is overlain by shale, and the two 
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limestone layers below are underlain by shale. Note that the vertical axis represents 

the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.54a. The same initial earth model section in Figure 6.53a 

superimposed on the corresponding observed seismic traces of Figure 6.55. Note that 

the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.54b. The same initial earth model section in Figure 6.53b 

superimposed on the corresponding observed seismic traces of Figure 6.55. Note that 

the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.55. The observed seismic traces CDP 1557-1581 for example 2 from 

Line 1077. The positive seismic event at 705 ms is a sand body. Note that the 

vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.56. The synthetic seismograms of the initial earth model traces in 

Figures 6.53a and 6.53b. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel

time in ms. 

Figure 6.57. The error traces of the synthetic seismograms of Figure 6.56. 

Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.58a. The final impedance solution for example 2 on Line 1977, 

CDPs 1536-1560. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in 

ms. 

Figure 6.58b. The final impedance solution for example 2 on Line 1977, 

CDPs 1561-1585. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in 

ms. 

Figure 6.59. The final seismic solution section corresponding to the 

impedance solution in Figures 6.58a and 6.58b. Note that the vertical axis represents 

the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.60. The error section of Figure 6.59. Note that the vertical axis 

represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.61. The results of the eight iterations of the first wavelet parameters 

inversion at well YY31. Wavelet number 1 is the initial guess wavelet given by the 

parameters W;
11

; = [6 38 50 80 109000 109000 -0.2 0.115 O]T, and wavelet number 

9 is the final optimised wavelet for this inversion run. This wavelet has the 

parameters wsot = [4 24 70 74 109000 109000 -0.209 0.115 O]T. Note that the 

vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.62. The impedance profiles for the only boundary locations 

inversion needed when optimising the wavelet at well YY31. The initial guess 

impedance profile is the dashed line with cross marks, and the solution impedance 

profile is the solid line. Note that all boundary locations are adjusted by 2 ms (one 

sample interval), except for the 10-th boundary location which was adjusted by 4 ms. 
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Figure 6.63. The results of the nine iterations of the final wavelet parameters 

inversion at well YY31. The optimum wavelet obtained is wavelet number 10 which 

has the parameters wsot = [3.9 24 70 74 109022 108993 -0.206 0.115 O]T. Note 

that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.64. The results of the 38 iterations of the first wavelet parameters 

inversion at well YY04. Wavelet number 1 is the initial guess wavelet given by the 

parameters W;n; = [17 32 42 67 113330 113330 0.1 0.12 O.)T. Wavelet number 39 

is the final optimised wavelet for this wavelet parameters inversion run, this wavelet 

has the parameters wsot = [21 36 60 66 113330 113330 0.7962 0.115 O]T. Note 

that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.65. The impedance profiles for the only boundary locations 

inversion needed when optimising the wavelet at well YY04. The initial guess 

impedance profile is the dashed line with cross marks, and the solution impedance 

profile is the solid line. It can be observed that only boundary locations 3 and 4 are 

adjusted by 2 ms (one sample interval) each. This represents the minimum shift a 

single boundary can be adjusted. 

Figure 6.66. The results of the nine iterations of the final wavelet parameters 

inversion at well YY04. The optimum wavelet obtained is wavelet number 44 which 

has the parameters wsot =[16.4 45.1 67.2 81.8 113330 113330 0.3128 0.118 O)T. 

Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.67. The initial guess impedance section, or earth model section, that 

constitutes the input to the inversion of the observed section of Figure 6.68 around 

well YY31. The well is located at CDP 555, and measures the time window 580-804 

ms two-way travel-time. The earth model data strictly follow the impedance profile of 

well YY31 given in Figure 6.14. The seismic time window was further extended, into 

the Augila Limestone, to 900 ms two-way travel-time. Note that the vertical axis 

represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.68. The observed seismic section used to invert for impedance 

around well YY31. This section is part of seismic Line 1973 between CDP 535 and 

CDP 575. The start of the well impedance measurements tie the seismic data at 580 

ms and extends to 804 ms two-way travel-time. The 96 ms of section time between 

804 ms and 900 ms is an extra section extended into the Augila Limestone. The 

initial guess earth model section for this observed seismic data, shown in Figure 6.67, 

has 18layers. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.69. The initial guess seismic response section around well YY31. 

The well is located at CDP 555. This section is generated from the initial guess earth 

model of Figure 6.67 and the seismic wavelet optimised in section 6.9.1. Note that the 

vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.70. The final impedance solution section around well YY31. The 

Augila Limestone starts at about 800 ms and continues to 900 ms two-way travel

time. The impedance contrast across the boundary represented by the top of Augila 

varies from one profile to the next. There is a large impedance contrast for the middle 

profiles that surround the well at CDP 555. The impedance contrast decreases to the 

left and right. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6. 71. The seismic solution section of the final impedance solution of 

Figure 6.70. The seismic events in this seismic section should be compared to the 

seismic events in the observed section in Figure 6.68. Note that the vertical axis 

represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6. 72. The observed seismic section used to invert for impedance 

around well YY04. This section is part of Line 1977 extending from CDP 1073 to 

CDP 1113. The well is located at the middle trace which is CDP 1093. The well 

impedance measurements start at 610 ms and extends for 234 ms to 844 ms two-way 

travel-time. The 56 ms of section time between 844 and 900 ms is an extra section 

extended into the Augila Limestone. The initial guess earth model section for this 

observed seismic section has 10 layers and is given in Figure 6.73. Note that the 

vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6. 73. The initial guess impedance section, or earth model section, that 

constitutes the input to the inversion of the observed seismic section of Figure 6.72 

around well YY04. The well is located at CDP 1093, and measures the time window 

610-844 ms two-way travel-time. The earth model profiles are obtained from the 

impedance profile of well YY04 given in Figure 6.29. The seismic time window is 

further extended into the Augila Limestone to 900 ms. Note that the vertical axis 

represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.74. The initial guess seismic response section around well YY04. 

The well is located at CDP 1093. This section is generated from the initial guess earth 

model of Figure 6.73 and the seismic wavelet optimised in section 6.9.2. Note that the 

vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.75. The final impedance solution section for inversion around 

YY04. The shallow layer is the Chadra A sand. It is thin at the middle traces and 

thicker to the left and right. The Augila Limestone starts at about 750 ms two-way 

travel-time. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6. 76. The seismic solution section corresponding to the impedance 

solution in Figure 6.75. The high amplitude associated with the middle traces for the 

shallow event is due to the thickness of the Chadra A sand being at, or near, the tuning 

thickness. The decrease in amplitude of the shallow event to the left and right of the 

middle traces is an indication of thickness increase of the sand body. The lower part 
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of the section, starting at about 750 ms, describes the Augila Limestone and closely 

resembles the corresponding section on the observed seismic section in Figure 6. 72. 

Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.77. The 11-CDP observed seismic section which is part of Line 

1073 used to invert for impedance around the intersection with Line 1977. The 

middle trace, CDP 1042, is the trace located at the intersection. Correlation with Line 

1977 produced only 7 seismic events that have good signal-to-noise ratio. The 7 

interfaces are shown in the 8-layer initial guess impedance section of Figure 6.78. 

Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6. 78. The initial guess impedance section on Line 1973 containing 11 

impedance profiles around the intersection with Line 1977. The impedance profile 

located at the intersection is profile number 1042. this 8-layer impedance section was 

generated from the correlation of 7 seismic events on the two lines that have a good 

signal-to noise ratio, and the two impedance profiles of wells YY04 and YY31. Note 

that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.79. The initial guess seismic response section on Line 1973 around 

the intersection with Line 1977. The shallow part of the section, above 700 ms two

way travel-time, is the response of the three interfaces in the Chadra sands, and the 

lower part, below 750 ms, is_ the response of four interfaces in the Augila -Limestone. 

Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.80. The final impedance solution section corresponding to the 

observed seismic section on Line 1973 around the intersection with Line 1977. The 

impedance profile at the intersection is profile number 1042. This impedance section 

should be compared with the impedance solution section along Line 1977 given in 

Figure 6.85. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.81. The final seismic solution section of the impedance solution on 

Line 1973 shown in Figure 6.80. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way 

travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.82. The 11-CDP observed seismic section which is part of Line 

1077 used to invert for impedance around the intersection with Line 1973. The 

middle trace, CDP 1707, is the trace located at the intersection. Correlation with Line 

1973 produced only 7 seismic events that have good signal-to-noise ratio. The 7 

interfaces are shown in the 8-layer initial guess impedance section of Figure 6.83. 

Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.83. The initial guess impedance section on Line 1977 containing 11 

impedance profiles around the intersection with Line 1973. The impedance profile 

located at the intersection is profile number 1707. this 8-layer impedance section was 

generated from the correlation of 7 seismic events on the two lines that have a good 
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signal-to noise ratio, and the two impedance profiles of wells YY04 and YY31. Note 

that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.84. The initial guess seismic response section on Line 1977 around 

the intersection with Line 1973. The shallow part of the section, above 700 ms two

way travel-time, is the response of the three interfaces in the Chadra sands, and the 

lower part, below 750 ms, is the response of four interfaces in the Augila Limestone. 

Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.85. The final impedance solution section corresponding to the 

observed seismic section on Line 1977 around the intersection with Line 1973. The 

impedance profile at the intersection is profile number 1707. This impedance section 

should be compared with the impedance solution section along Line 1973 given in 

Figure 6.80. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

Figure 6.86. The final seismic solution section of the impedance solution on 

Line 1977 shown in Figure 6.85. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way 

travel-time in ms. 
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CHAPTER 

1 
INTRODUCTION 

To deduce information about the subsurface rock properties, we use seismic 
-· 

reflection data recorded at the surface of the earth. The most straightforward 

subsurface property which may be estimated from seismic reflection data is probably 

the acoustic impedance. Estimating subsurface parameters from the surface recorded 

seismic data is a seismic inverse problem. This thesis is concerned with inverting 

seismic reflection data to deduce the acoustic impedance distribution in the 

subsurface. 

To solve the inverse problem, it is necessary to formulate the forward.problem. 

The forward problem, or the forward model, is a mathematical relationship that 

predicts the observed data for a given set of model parameters. In the inverse problem 

we start with the observed data and a mathematical modelling procedure, and we 

estimate the model parameters. 

The choice of the forward modelling procedure is crucial to solving the inverse 

problem at hand. In this research the objective is to determine the lateral distribution 

of the Oligocene Chadra sands of the Arida Formation in the Gialo Field, Sirte Basin. 

To achieve this, I have attempted to estimate the acoustic impedance profiles of 

observed seismic traces. The Chadra sands were deposited as sheet-like bodies, or 

bars, over a gently dipping surface. The bars are elongate, widespread sand bodies 

that interfinger and lens, and they extend for 4-6 km in width and 12-16 km in length, 

with thicknesses of up to 30 m. Such simple layer-cake geology suggests that the 

common depth point (CDP) stacking procedure is appropriate for this area, and the 
<{·="~\~ t).:,__po;-; 
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application of normal-moveout correction followed by stacking approximates the 

response of normal incidence plane waves in a layered medium. Thus an appropriate 

trace model is assumed to be the convolutional model (Robinson, 1983) 

s(t) = w(t) * r(t) (1.1) 

where s(t) is the synthetic seismic trace, w(t) is the seismic wavelet, r(t) is the 

reflection coefficient function, tis a time variable, and * denotes convolution. 

The advantage of using the convolutional model is that the continuous 

representation (1.1) is readily adaptable for the discrete case. The discrete 

representation of (I. I) is given by 

II 

si = Lr;wi-J 
j=O 

i=O, 1, 2, ... , m+n (1.2) 

where s, r, ware digital wavelets of length m+n+l, n+1, and m+l, respectively. 

The estimation of reflection coefficients in (1.2) is obtained by using the 

Goupillaud earth model which consists of a stratified system where all layers have 

equal two-way travel-time (Goupillaud, 1961). Thus for an earth model with n+l 

interfaces the reflection coefficient for particle displacement (or velocity) at the k-th 

interface is 

k=O, 1, 2, ... ,n (1.3) 

where Ak is the acoustic impedance of the layer above the k-th interface. Equation 

(1.3) shows how the reflection coefficients are related to the acoustic impedances for 

the two-way travel-time to each interface. 

When solving the inverse problem, we make estimates of the model 

parameters. Thus it is important to know how many model parameters should be used 

and which parameters are significant. These model parameters define a geologic 

model whose seismic response agrees with the observed seismic data. The rock 

property that can be readily estimated from observed seismic data is the acoustic 

impedance, so that our aim becomes that of converting the seismic reflection data into 

acoustic impedance profiles as a function of two-way travel-time. Thus the geologic 

model parameters are those defining an acoustic impedance profile. 

The acoustic impedance of the earth is a continuous function of time and to 

parameterise it we use a restricted number of layers. To each layer we assign three 
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parameters: (1) a parameter defining the two-way travel-time to the bottom of the 

layer; (2) an acoustic impedance parameter defining the starting value of the acoustic 

impedance in the layer; and (3) a parameter defining the linear gradient of the 

impedance within the layer. An example of acoustic impedance parameterisation is 

shown in Figure 1.1. 

Equation ( 1.2) shows that knowledge of the seismic wavelet is essential to 

calculate the forward model response (synthetic seismogram). The seismic wavelet 

can be estimated as a Wiener shaping filter at a borehole located on the observed 

seismic data. This shaping filter converts the reflection coefficient sequence, obtained 

from the sonic and density logs at the borehole, into the seismic trace recorded at the 

well location. The seismic wavelet is parameterised in the frequency domain using 

nine parameters. They include four bounding frequency parameters defining a band

limited amplitude spectrum, two amplitude parameters defining the amplitudes of the 

two middle frequency parameters, and three phase parameters defining the phase 

spectrum in the following form 

(1.4) 

In t~is expression ¢0 is_ a constant p~ase parame_ter, ang has t_be most effect on the 

wavelet (White; 1987). The term ¢1 only produces a time shift so it has no effect on 

the shape of the wavelet, and the quadratic term ¢2 describes the frequency dispersion 

in the wavelet. An example of amplitude spectrum parameterisation is shown in 

Figure 1.2. 

Choosing the appropriate forward model and model parameters is only part of 

the inversion process. Indeed, the diversity of the inverse problem is not only due to 

the numerous forward models that can be adopted for a specific problem but also the 

variety of methods by which it can be solved. 

A well studied impedance inversion method is recursive inversion. This 

method was described by Lavergne and Wills (1977), and Lindseth (1979). The 

recursive inversion is based on equation ( 1.3), where it can be rewritten to express 

Ak+I in terms of Ak and rk: 

A =A 1+rk 
k+l k 1 - rk 

(1.5) 

That is, the impedance of a layer can be deduced from the reflection coefficients and 

the impedance of the layer above it. Although Lindseth (1979) demonstrated that the 

inherent band-limitedness of the seismic data could be largely overcome, mainly by 
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extracting the low frequency components from other types of data such as sonic logs, 

the recursive method still performed poorly in the presence of noise. 

Describing the convolutional model for the seismic trace in terms of acoustic 

impedance parameters for layers and wavelet parameters makes it possible to solve the 

inversion problem using optimisation methods. Parker (1994) regarded the 

geophysical inverse problem as an optimisation problem subject to various 

constraints. 
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Figure 1.1 Parameterising a continuous acoustic impedance log 
(dotted line) into restricted number of layers (solid line). 
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Figure 1.2 Parameterising an amplitude spectrum of a wavelet by 
four bounding frequency parameters and two amplitude parameters 
that describe the amplitude of the two middle frequencies. The four 
frequency parameters are marked by circles on the frequency axis 
and the corresponding amplitudes are marked by astrisks. 

To use optimisation methods to solve the inverse problem, we use generalised 

linear inverses, which are linearised least-squares procedures derived by replacing the 

non-li11_ear relationship between the observed data and the unknown parameters ·by a 

linear approximation. Unique and stable generalised inverses are possible only when 

the inverse problem is well-posed and noise-free. The important papers of Backus 

and Gilbert (1967, 1968, 1970) analysed the problems of uniqueness, resolution and 

stability of the inverse problem. In the Backus-Gilbert approach the unknown model 

parameters are obtained from linear combinations of the observed data. That is, 

observations are combined using an averaging kernel designed to optimise the trade

offbetween the resolution and the accuracy of the model. The Backus-Gilbert method 

was extensively applied to a variety of geophysical problems. Oldenburg (1981) and 

Treitel and Lines (1982) showed how the Backus-Gilbert theory is related to seismic 

wavelet deconvolution. 

An elegant method for solving generalised linear inverse problems is based on 

the singular value decomposition, or SVD. Such an inverse is known as Lanczos 

inverse (e.g. Golub and Van Loan 1983). Jackson (1972) discussed using SVD to 

obtain stable solutions from ill-conditioned systems. Wiggins et al. (1976) analysed 

the residual statics problem and used SVD to obtain solutions for the linear systems of 

equations that are inherently non-unique for the very long spatial wavelength of the 

residual statics. van Riel and Berkhout ( 1985) used SVD to determine the resolving 

power of the linear inverse problem. Bilgeri and Carlini (1981) used SVD to solve the 

linear inverse problem for the reflection coefficients and also obtained wavelet 
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estimates, in the frequency domain. They then used the estimated reflection 

coefficients to compute acoustic impedance profiles using equation (1.5). 

A popular generalised linear inversion method was first discussed by 

Levenberg (1944) and later refined by Marquardt (1963). To obtain a stable solution, 

the Marquardt-Levenberg method restricts the deviations of the estimated parameters 

from a reference parameter by using a damping factor. Draper and Smith (1981) and 

Fletcher (1987) describe the method in great detail. Lines and Treitel (1984) 

presented an excellent review of least-squares inversion and illustrated the use of 

Marquardt-Levenberg method to obtain stable generalised inverses. They also 

explained the damping factor in terms of the SVD method. 

The Marquardt-Levenberg method has been widely used in geophysical 

inversion problems. Jupp and Vozoff (1975) used a modified Marquardt-Levenberg 

method to invert resistivity data. Sain and Kaila (1994) used the Marquardt

Levenberg method, where they called it damped least squares, in the inversion of 

wide-angle seismic reflection times to calculate interval velocities. More importantly, 

the Marquardt-Levenberg method was applied to calculate estimates of acoustic 

impedance profiles from stacked seismic data. Cooke and Schneider (1983) used the 

Marquardt-Levenberg method to invert for acoustic impedance from mainly synthetic 

data. Keys ( 1986) used the Marquardt-Levenberg method to show a relationship 

between generalised linear inversion methods and another class of linear inversion 

methods that are based on the Born approximation. Tian Gang and Goulty (1996) 

used the method to invert for the coal seam thickness, with special emphasis on thin 

layer inversion. 

The Marquardt-Levenberg method is in a class of methods termed trust-region, 

because the restricted step length to the estimated parameters from the reference 

parameters is always taken to be unity (Gill et al., 1981). In practice it usually 

becomes necessary, when the problem is ill-posed and contains noise, to compute 

several trial steps before finding a satisfactory step. This means that algorithms based 

on trust-region methods will tend to be slow, especially when the problem involves a 

large number of parameters. A different class of methods are step-length-based 

methods (Gill et al., 1981 ). In a step-length-based method a step-length procedure 

must be included because a step length of unity does not necessarily satisfy the 

conditions of a solution. In this way only one step is computed, then scaled if 

necessary to obtain a satisfactory solution. This research uses an algorithm based on a 

step-length method that uses Cholesky factorisation to obtain a stable generalised 

linear inverse. Furthermore, this method lends itself to using linear equality and 

inequality constraints which are used here to steer the solution into a region that 
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satisfies geologic information known a priori, mainly from well log data, thus 

reducing the problem of non-uniqueness. 

This thesis is organised as follows: chapter 2 gives a statement of the geologic 

problem and discusses the objectives of this research. It also describes the seismic 

and well log data available from two wells, how the analogue paper displays of the 

well data were digitised and used to compute a reflection coefficient sequence in each 

well, and the wavelet estimation. In chapter 3 the generalised linear inversion is 

discussed in terms of minimisation of the error energy function using the Gauss

Newton method. The conditions that must be satisfied for a solution to be a minimum 

are also discussed, and a Cholesky factorisation based method to obtain a stable 

solution, and a step-length procedure known as line search by back-tracking are 

described. Chapter 4 describes the theory of linear equality and inequality constraints, 

then restates the minimisation problem of chapter 3 subject to linear equality and 

inequality constraints. A computer program based on the active set strategy, which 

implements the methods of chapters 3 and 4, is discussed in chapter 5. Included in 

chapter 5 are tests on synthetic seismic data to assess the program performance and 

establish the validity of its results so that a strategy for the inversion of stacked 

seismic data could be developed. Inversion of the field data is discussed in chapter 6. 

Three examples taken from two seismic lines recorded in the Gialo area, Sirte Basin, 

are discussed. In each example, inversion for the Chadra sands was performed in an 

attempt to delineate these sand bodies by inversion for acoustic impedance. The 

conclusions of this research are summarised, along with recommendations for future 

work, in chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 

2 
GEOLOGIC PROBLEM, OBJECTIVES AND 

DATA 

2.1. Introduction 

To extract stratigraphic information about the subsurface geology from seismic 

reflection data that were recorded at the surface, we use the seismic inversion method. 

The inversion method used here inverts the seismic data into acoustic impedance, 

which is related to lithology. Section 2.2 starts by giving a brief description of the 

regional geology of the Sirte Basin. The main aim of that section, though, is to 

discuss the geologic problem to be solved by inversion, which concerns the potential 

reservoir rocks, the Oligocene Chadra sands A, B and C. These sands will be 

discussed in terms of their geologic aspects that are related to their inversion into 

acoustic impedance. The important parameters of the Chadra sands are their geometry 

and lithology; thus we describe their areal extent, orientation and thickness trends, and 

also describe their lithology type and contact relationships. We especially concentrate 

on the YY reservoir area where the seismic data available for this research were 

recorded. Indeed the objective of this research is to attempt to delineate the Chadra 

sands in the YY reservoir along the two seismic lines 1973 and 1977 using seismic 

inversion. 

The seismic and well log data available for this research are described in 

section 2.3. Acquisition parameters for the seismic data were chosen to maximise the 

useful band-width, then later processed with relative amplitudes preserved and zero 

phase wavelet for best inversion results. The well data include mainly well log 
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measurements of sonic and density, but SP, caliper, gamma ray and resistivity 

measurements are also available. All the well log data are available in analogue paper 

display form, so they had to be manually edited first, then digitised to be used in a 

computer program. The steps of a computer program that produces an acoustic 

impedance log from the digitised sonic and density data are explained in section 2.4. 

Another output of this program is the reflection coefficient sequence at the well 

location. Section 2.5 discusses using the computed reflection coefficient sequence 

and the seismic trace at the well location to find an estimate of the effective seismic 

wavelet as a Wiener shaping filter. 

Estimating seismic wavelets is always subject to errors. There are different 

possible sources of errors and section 2.6 discusses these error sources in some detail. 

The last section shows the results of estimating the effective seismic wavelets in the 

two wells YY04 and YY31 on seismic lines 1977 and 1973, respectively. 

2.2. Geology of the area and objective of research 

The Sirte Basin, in north-eastern Libya, was formed by large scale subsidence 

and block faulting which started in late Cretaceous time and continued, at least 

intermittently, to the Miocene and perhaps the present. Basement is formed by 

Precambrian to Cambro-Ordovician rocks, which were covered by early Palaeozoic, 

Mesozoic and Cenozoic sediments. Late Palaeozoic rocks were later removed by 

erosion. In Upper Cretaceous time, thick organic-rich shales, terrigenous clastics and 

evaporites were deposited on the down-faulted blocks or grabens. The horsts were 

probably sub-aerial at this time. In early Tertiary time (Palaeocene-Miocene) a marine 

transgression inundated the basin resulting in the deposition of carbonates (Augila 

Limestone). The carbonates grade into terrigenous clastics and evaporites to the 

south. This event was followed by a regression of the seas that culminated in 

Miocene time with relative emergence of the basin and retreat of the coastline to its 

present position, and development of the present geography by the end of Palaeocene 

time. 

It was the Oligocene and Miocene regressions that resulted in the deposition of 

the thick Arida Formation. The Arida Formation is made up of the upper Arida shale 

and underlying Chadra sands. The Chadra sands were deposited on the Gialo 

structure, which is a horst and graben structure of mild relief defined by northwest-to

west trending faults. The Chadra sands may have a slightly unconformable contact 

with the underlying Augila limestone, but are conformably overlain by the thick 

Arida shale (Barr and Weegar, 1972). 

The faults of the Gialo structure horst block break up the Gialo Field into 

separate pools. The amount of movement on the faults is uncertain, but it appears 
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that, at the Oligocene level, a throw of 3-5 m is most common. It is a characteristic of 

the Sirte Basin that deposition is contemporaneous with faulting. In this area fault

controlled movements formed a structurally high feature that was probably expressed 

as shoal during the deposition of the Chadra sands. Further, the orientation of the 

sand bodies in the Gialo Field area is largely controlled by the faults. Thus the Chadra 

sands are generally thinner over the high structure where it is approximately 60 m 

thick; to the east they are more than 90 m thick; in the west and northwest they are 

more than 120 m thick and more than 150 m thick in the south and southwest 

(Shelton, 1976). 

The Chadra sands may be broadly divided into three sandstone units 

interbedded with shale, namely Chadra A, B and C. The sands are very fine to fine 

grained and are unconsolidated. Some discrete sand bodies in the Chadra units are 

recognised locally in Gialo Field. Units within A and B are more widely distributed 

as distinct bodies than units in Chadra C (Shelton, 1976). The interbedded Chadra 

shales that separate the sand bodies vary in thickness from less than a metre to 

approximately 15 m thick. Also, it should be noted that in spite of the structural 

growth, the thinner sections of the three sands are not vertically disposed but more 

nearly compensatory. That is, sand build-ups of Chadra C apparently contributed to a 

relatively thin section of Chadra B, and where Chadra B experienced build-up, Chadra 

A may be relatively thin. In general, the sand bodies are widespread and interfinger. 

They appear to have been deposited as sheet-like bodies or bars that pinch out up and 

down dip over the gently dipping surface of the Gialo structure. The bars are 4-6 km 

wide and 12-16 km long, and can be up to 30 m thick. 

The contact relationships in the Chadra sands vary from massive sand bodies 

with sharp top and bottom contacts to a coarsening upward sequence that grades 

upwards from shales into sand, or a fining upward sequence that grades upwards from 

sand into shale. More commonly though, the sand bodies tend to have coarsening 

upward-fining upward cycles, with a hinge in the middle. In these cases, the hinge in 

the middle of the cycles is where the best reservoir rock (i.e. cleanest sand, highest 

porosity and permeability) and greatest hydrocarbon saturation occurs. 

The Gialo Field is divided into three reservoirs, or pools, by the northwest 

trending faults: the E pool, the YY pool and the 4V pool. It is the objective of this 

research to define a seismic method to determine the distribution of the Chadra sands 

in the Gialo structure area by studying the possibility of delineating the sand bodies in 

the YY reservoir area. 
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In the YY area, the Chadra A and B sands are the dominant sand bodies 

(Shelton, 1976; Robinson, 1974). The Chadra B sand is older (stratigraphically lower) 

and is well developed over all the reservoir area. The thickest part of the Chadra B 

sand lies across the northwest portion of the YY reservoir forming a northwest 

trending elongated sand which thins off gently to the southwest. The Chadra B sand 

has a sharp lower contact and a thick shale bed which underlies the sand body. Figure 

2.1 shows an isopack map of Chadra A, and Figure 2.2 shows an isopack map of 

ChadraB. 

The Chadra A sand in the YY area consists of three sand bodies. The lower 

sand body is quite wide and covers most of the YY pool. The structurally high part is 

at the centre of the pool and coincides with the thickest lower sand body where it has 

about 30 m thickness. The sand pinches out rapidly in all directions. In most cases 

the lower sand has a sharp bottom contact with a thick shale layer which directly 

overlies the B sand. 

The middle A sand body is found throughout the YY reservoir area. The 

thickest section of this sand body is found to the southwest of the structural high. 

This sand slopes off uniformly in all directions. A thick shale interbed lies between 

the middle and lower A sands, and the contacts are sharp. 

The upper A sand_body in the YY reservoir area occurs only in the southwest 

part of the area. It is thin and is separated from the underlying sand body by a 

reasonably thick shale barrier. The upper A sand is overlain by the thick Arida shale. 

For the purposes of this research, this sand is irrelevant since the seismic data 

available does not cover the area where it is present. 

As previously mentioned, the objective of this research is to investigate the 

possibility of seismically delineating the Chadra sands in the YY reservoir area of 

Gialo Field. To do this, the seismic inversion method will be used to invert the 

seismic data into acoustic impedance to give an indication of lithology in the seismic 

traces. A computer program that performs the inversion of seismic data has been 

developed. The results from this research could later serve as a method to delineate 

the Chadra sands throughout the Gialo area, and then possibly attempt to detect the 

Chadra sands in W aha concession areas to the north and northeast of the Gialo area, 

where these sands are known to exist, with possible sand pinch outs which make good 

stratigraphic entrapment possibilities. 
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Figure 2.1. Approximate isopach map of Chadra A sand around the six seismic lines 
1973-1978 in the Gialo Area. The contour interval is 20ft. After Robinson (1974). 
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Figure 2.2. Approximate isopach map of Chadra B sand around the six seismic lines 
1973-1978 in the GialoArea. The contour interval is 20ft. After Robinson (1974). 
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2.3. The well and seismic data available 

2.3.1. Summary 

The seismic data available for inversion are two intersecting seismic lines, 

namely lines 1973 and 1977. Located on line 1977 at shot point 548 (CDP 1093) is 

well YY04, and located on line 1973 at shot point 245 (CDP 555) and offset by 50 m 

is well YY31 (see Figure 2.1). In the sedimentary section ofinterest, sonic and density 

log data were recorded in both wells. None of the wells had check shots recorded in 

them, so problems with tying the well and seismic data are possible. The two seismic 

lines were recorded and later processed with the Oligocene Chadra sands in mind. 

2.3.2. Field recording parameters and arrangements 

The two seismic lines 1973 and 1977 are part of a survey comprising six lines 

totalling more than 60 km which were recorded in August 1989. The recording 

parameters were designed to allow the optimum possible frequency bandwidth for the 

Chadra sands section. In general, ground roll noise in the Sirte Basin tends to have 

_long_wav:elength_components .. and.high amplitude,-so-that-source-and receiver-arrays. 

are always designed to be long enough to cancel-out the ground roll noise. In order to 

accommodate enough fold in the data, long receiver arrays translate into a long spread 

arrangements. Having a long spread is not a desirable recording pattern for the 

Chadra sands, because they are relatively shallow. Long off-set traces would have to 

be muted because of extensive NMO stretch, or even because of interference due to 

_refr~:ted arrivals. NMO stretch would_ ad~ to the hi~h !r~_ql.len~y filt~~i!!g_eff~ct_~f 

long receiver and sources arrays. The dilemma was that if one requires high 

frequency content in the data, then short source and receiver arrays have to be used 

implying that a dominant ground roll noise will also be recorded, thus resulting in 

seismic data with low signal-to-noise ratio. Conversely, if one uses long source and 

receiver arrays, which means also recording with long spread, then the resulting 

seismic data will not have the desirable high frequency content. The solution to this 

situation lies in the processing of the data: provided that the ground roll noise is 

recorded without spatial aliasing, thenjk-filtering can be used to eliminate it and short 

receiver arrays will be satisfactory for recording the data. 

From the analysis of two noise studies previously recorded in the area, it was 

decided to use 10 m receiver arrays and 20 m source arrays. A 120-channel 

symmetric split spread arrangement with the short 10 m length arrays were juxtaposed 

at 10m spacing. The nearest offset (i.e. the nearest live geophone) was 65 m away 
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from the centre of the spread and the far offset was 655m. The energy source used 

was Vibroseis with a linear 10-82 Hz sweep, and the sweep length was 10 s. This 

arrangement gave a fold coverage of 30 fold. There was enough normal moveout at 

the Chadra sands two-way travel-time of approximately 600-750 ms to largely 

suppress multiple renections. The sampling interval was 2 ms and the total two-way 

time recorded was 3 s. 

2.3.3. lP'~rocesshllg I[Jlammeaers and! seqpuel!lce 

The two seismic lines 1973 and 1977 were actually processed twice, with 

Western Geophysical and CGG, both in London. Mainly the CGG processed lines 

will be discussed here because they were processed with preserved relative amplitudes 

and a zero phase wavelet; these data were used in the inversion analysis. 

The processing sequence of the seismic data with CGG was as follows: 

1. First, demultiplexing the field data, where the seismic traces for individual 

receivers are reassembled. 

2. Sweep signal cross correlation with field recorded signals. This is done to 

compress the 13 s long frequency-sweep wave train into 3 s seismic traces. 

3. Minimum phase conversion using the recorded sweep autocorrelation. This is 

necessary for seismic deconvolution. 

4. Spherical divergence correction. This IS applied to correct for geometrical 

spreading, that is, the signal amplitude decrease due to the energy distribution on 

expanding wave fronts. 

5. Surface consistent amplitude conection to compensate for variations in coupling 

and attenuation by gathering traces according to their offsets, sources or 

receivers, and analysing their average amplitudes. 

6. jk-filtering passing dips within the range - 5 ms/trace. 

7. Gapped deconvolution where the operator length is 300 ms, the design window 

is from 0.2 to 2.7 sec, and pre-whitening of 1% was used. The gap was 16 ms 

long. This is a short gap in comparison to previous deconvolution gaps used on 

other vintages of data in the same area. This is due to the higher frequency 

content of this set of seismic data. 

8. Application of field static corrections computed from the 49 upholes drilled on 

the six seismic lines, including the intersections. The seismic datum used is 100 

m above sea level. 

9. Long wavelength surface consistent residual static corrections. In CGG 

terminology a long wavelength anomaly means more than one-half of the 

maximum recording distance. 

10. Short wavelength surface consistent residual static corrections. That is for less 
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than one-half of the maximum source-receiver offset distance. 

11. Normal moveout and mute. 

12. 3000% stack. 

13. Zero phase conversion. 

14. Bandpass filter of 6-10-80-90 Hz applied to the whole trace. 

15. Application of a constant regional equalisation to all the data, since the relative 

amplitude of the data is preserved. 

The dominant frequency obtained in these data was 50 Hz, which is better than 

any data recorded in this area before, where the dominant frequency was normally 35 

Hz. 

2.3.41. WeHB Data 

There are two wells that can be used in this area; well YY04 and well YY31. 

Only YY04 is actually located on a seismic trace on line 1977, whereas YY31 is offset 

by 50 m to the nearest trace on seismic line 1973. Both of them have sonic and 

density measurements in the sedimentary section of interest, that is, the section 

between the Arida shale member, the three Chadra sand members (A, B, and C) of the 

Arida Formation, and the top part of the Augila Limestone. They also have resistivity, 

gamma ray, SP and caliper measurements. Well YY04 was recorded in 1970 and well 

YY3l in 1975, which meant that no digital recordings were available only paper 

displays. Furthermore, both wells have suffered from caving which sometimes is 

severe. When the caving is severe, the sonic log readings do not accurately represent 

the rock formation they measure, and this turned out to be a very important error to 

correct so that reasonably accurate acoustic impedance estimates at the two wells 

could be obtained. 

2.4. Computing acoustic impedance from sonic and density logs 

The acoustic impedance measurements at well locations are used to compute 

the reflection coefficient sequence, to compute an estimate of the seismic wavelet, and 

later in the inversion program to obtain an initial guess input for the seismic traces 

near the well, and also to give a general acoustic impedance trend for the whole area 

of study. 

The impedance is computed from the velocity of the rock formations which is 

obtained from the sonic log, and the density which is obtained from the density log. 

In order to do this, we first need to digitise the analogue paper displays of these logs 

(by digitising on the break points, so that the values between any two adjacent points 

can be linearly approximated). The digitised data constitute the input to a FORTRAN 

program which has been specifically written to produce an acoustic impedance log as 
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an output, sampled at the seismic data sampling interval of 2 ms, and from which the 

reflection coefficient at the well is generated. 

In this program, the first step is to transform the digitised data from the 

digitising table coordinates to the well log coordinates. This involves the translation of 

the point of origin of the digitised data to that of the well log, then rotating about this 

origin so that the two coordinate systems are fitted onto each other, and then scaling 

the data to the well log scale. This is done to both the sonic and density logs 

independently. 

Because the sonic measurements, recorded as transit times, represent the time 

taken by an acoustic pulse to travel through a one foot thick section of the formation, 

and are hence given in units of microseconds per foot, it becomes logical to subdivide 

the section covered by the sonic log into one foot thick intervals and take their 

corresponding log readings as a measure of the travel time (one-way) through each 

interval. In doing so we have redigitised the sonic log into one foot thick intervals. 

Now, if we add as many of these one foot intervals (or their fractions) as needed to 

make the total of their corresponding transit time readings add up to 1 ms, the result 

will be a redigitised sonic log into I ms intervals, that is, we have sampled the 

sedimentary section measured by the sonic log into 1 ms sampling interval, or 2 ms 

sampling interval of two-way travel-time, which is the sampling interval of the 

seismic data. 

To redigitise the sonic or density data into one foot intervals, the program 

takes the digitised depth values and simply rounds them to the nearest whole (integer) 

number of feet. This rounding will not result in great loss of accuracy in the depth 

values if we consider that normally any two successive digitised points cover at least a 

few feet of section; also an accuracy of- 0.5 ft at the ends of an interval of few feet 

should give an acceptable error. Having established these intervals along the digitised 

sonic or density log, the program then linearly interpolates within the end points, 

taken one interval at a time, to determine the transit time and density values at one 

foot spaced depth points. This is done for the complete log length, for both sonic and 

density. 

In both wells in this area the sonic log covers most of the sedimentary section 

penetrated by the well while the density log covers only the zone of interest, including 

all the Chadra sand bodies. For this reason, when the sonic and density information 

are required to compute the acoustic impedance, the program selects only the zone of 

overlap between the sonic and density measurements and disregards the rest. The 

results of the program at this stage for the two wells are shown in Figures 2.3-2.6. 

Figure 2.3 shows the one foot sampled sonic log of well YY04 covering the interval 

of overlap with the density log. The depth interval covered here is approximately 
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600-951 m below the Kelly Bushing (KB). Only the one foot sampled data is shown 

in the Figure since they do not differ from the digitiser results. Figure 2.3 shows the 

one foot sampled density log for the same well in the same interval. In Figure 2.5 the 

sonic display for well YY31 is shown, where in this figure the depth interval covered 

is approximately 512-816 m, and Figure 2.6 shows the corresponding density interval. 

It is important to note that the difference in depth to the top of each interval in the 

wells does not reflect the structural dip in the area. The reason for this difference in 

depth is that recording of the density log in YY31 started at a shallower stratigraphic 

level and then only recorded a few metres in the underlying Augila Limestone, while 

in YY04 the density recording started at a deeper level and continued well into the 

underlying Augila. Also, note that all the results shown in Figures 2.3-2.6 are 

obtained after the analogue paper displays of the sonic and density measurements of 

the two wells were manually edited. 

Next the selected sonic part is redigitised at 1 ms sampling interval. As 

previously mentioned, the way the program performs this is by adding as many of the 

one foot intervals of the sonic data, or their fractions, as needed to make the total of 

their transit times equal to l ms. It then determines their total thickness. 

The thicknesses of the 1 ms intervals along with the selected density part (the 

part of the density data that overlaps the sonic data redigitised into one foot thick 

intervals) are used to define the thickness intervals in the density data that correspond 

to those 1 ms intervals of the sonic data. This is done by adding as many of the one 

foot thick intervals of the density log, or their fractions, as needed to make their total 

thickness equal to the thickness of the corresponding 1 ms intervals of the sonic, 

which were determined earlier, and then computes their average densities. 

At this point we have 1 ms intervals with known thicknesses from which we 

can calculate their interval velocities. Also available are the corresponding average 

densities for these intervals, so we can readily compute their acoustic impedance and 

the corresponding reflection coefficient sequence for the well location. The acoustic 
7 ~ l .8 

impedance results for well YY04 are shown in Figures ~--5 and ),6. In Fig. 2.6 the 

acoustic impedance is displayed against the two-way travel-time sampled at 2 ms, 

while Fig. 2.5 is a display of the same acoustic impedance sampled at the 

corresponding depth intervals. The difference, due to interval velocity, in time 

thickness and depth thickness of the limstone formations, starting at depth of about 

790 m, and the shallower section of sandstone and shales is readily observed in the 

two Figures. Similar results for well YY31 are shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. 
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Figure 2.3 The sonic log of well YY04. 
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Figure 2.4 The density log of well YY04. 
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Figure 2.5 The sonic log of well YY31. 
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Figure 2.6 The density log of well YY3l. 
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Figure 2.7 The acoustic impedance of well YY04 displayed against depth. 
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Figure 2.8 The acoustic impedance log of well YY04 displayed against two-way 
travel-time 
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Figure 2.9 The acoustic impedance log of well YY31 displayed against depth. 
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Figure 2.10 The acoustic impedance log of well YY31 displayed against two-way 
travel-time. 
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2.5. JEstfum.ating the wavelet from seismic and weU data 

The sonic and density information in a well can be used to obtain an acoustic 

impedance log, from which a reflection coefficient sequence at the weii location can 

be computed. By assuming the noise- free convolution model, an estimate of the 

seismic wavelet can be made in a given seismic trace at, or close t6, the well. That is, 

given 

s(t) = w(t) * r(t) (2.1) 

where s(t) is the seismic trace at the well location with the computed reflection 

coefficient sequence r(t), and w(t) is the seismic wavelet to be estimated (Lines and 

Treitel, 1985), the problem becomes that of finding the equi-spaced coefficients, at the 

same sampling interval as the seismic traces, of a finite length Wiener shaping filter 

w(t) that shapes r(t) into s(t). This is done by minimising the error energy between 

the desired output s(t) and the actual output c(t) = w(t) * r(t). 
When minimising the error energy we obtain a system of linear simultaneous 

equations in the unknown wavelet coefficients. The solution of these normal 

equations comprises the wavelet coefficients. In solving the normal equations we use 

a recursive method developed by Levinson which exploits the symmetry about the 

main diagonal of the reflection coefficients autocorrelation matrix, or Toeplitz matrix. 

In order to stabilise the matrix division in the computation of the Wiener filter white 

noise may be added (Danielsen and Karlsson, 1984). This is achieved by adding a 

small positive constant to the diagonal in the Toeplitz matrix. 

In practice we find that the reflection coefficient series determined at a well 

location is shorter than the seismic trace from which we need to compute the wavelet. 

Consequently we select a window on the seismic trace, the desired output, that 

corresponds to the reflection coefficient series. It is desirable to choose the seismic 

trace window to have the same length as the reflection coefficient series so that we 

can limit the contribution of those amplitude values outside the seismic trace window 

to the cross correlation function of the reflection coefficient series and the seismic 

trace window, hence limiting their effect on the wavelet estimate. 

Estimates of the effective seismic wavelets in both wells YY31 and YY04 

were made and the results are shown in Figures 2.11 and 2.12, respectively. In each 

well a set of seven wavelets was estimated. The central wavelet in each figure, 

wavelet number 4, is chosen as the effective seismic wavelet at the well location 

because it had the lowest error energy. For YY31 the effective wavelet was obtained 

when the tie between the acoustic impedance log and the seismic trace were at sample 

280, which corresponds to two-way travel-time of 560 ms, while for YY04 the tie was 
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at sample 295, which corresponds to two-way travel-time of 590 ms. This large 

difference in the seismic tie for the two wells is largely due to the difference in depth 

at which each density log start. In both Figures 2.11 and 2.12, the wavelet estimate 

numbered 1 was obtained by shifting the acoustic impedance log 3 samples shallower 

than the tie sample position. In the wavelet numbered 2 the shift was 2 samples 

shallower, and in wavelet numbered 3 the shift was 1 sample shallower. For wavelet 

estimates numbered 5, 6 and 7 the time shift was deeper by 1, 2 and 3 samples with 

respect to the tie sample, respectively. This was done to optimise the wavelet 

estimate. 
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Figure 2.11 The wavelets numbered 1-7 are the effective seismic wavelets estimated 
at well YY31. The wavelet numbered 4 has the least error energy so that it is selected 
as the effective seismic wavelet at this well location. Note that the vertical axis 
represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

1 3 5 7 

3 5 7 

Figure 2.12 The wavelets numbered 1-7 are the effective seismic wavelets estimated 
at well YY04. The wavelet numbered 4 has the least error energy so that it is selected 
as the effective wavelet at this well location. Note that the vertical axis represents the 
two-way travel-time in ms. 

2.6. The error in estimating the seismic wavelet in the area 
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It can be observed that there are two sources of error when estimating the 

seismic wavelet in any of the two wells. The first is due to inconsistencies in the 

seismic data and the second is due to inconsistencies in the well log data. 

One obvious inconsistency in the seismic data applies to line 1973, where the 

nearest seismic trace on this line to well YY31-59 is about 50 m away. Such a 

distance could cause errors when estimating the wavelet, due to lateral variation in 

geology. 

The other possible source of noise in the estimated seismic wavelet is due to 

the way in which the seismic amplitudes were processed. For example, if the seismic 
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data were processed toward structural interpretation, which is better achieved by 

minimising amplitude differences between events, automatic gain control is applied to 

the final display. This problem is minimised in this area by processing the two 

seismic lines concerned with preserved relative amplitudes. Relative amplitude 

preservation (Becquey et al., 1979; Lavergne and Wills, 1977) means that a given 

reflecting horizon should show the same amplitude characteristic in the final 

processed seismic data as those measured by the sonic and density readings. This 

mini~ises the inconsistency in amplitudes between the computed reflection 

coefficient sequence and the corresponding seismic trace window, thus minimising 

errors in the cross correlation function and hence in the estimated seismic wavelet. 

In this area, however, it is more likely that inconsistencies due to well log 

measurement errors will cause more instability in the estimated wavelet rather than 

inconsistencies of the seismic data. Errors in the log measurements are echoed as 

errors in the computed reflection coefficient sequence, and these errors will show up 

as high amplitude noise at the tail of the estimated wavelet. 

To understand how errors in the computed reflection coefficient series are 

generated, we first need to understand how the sonic measurements are made with the 

sonic tool (Labo, 1986). In its simplest form a sonic tool consists of a pulse signal 

transmitter and two receivers. The receivers are placed one foot apart while the 

transmitter is positioned at least 5 feet away from the nearest receiver to separate the 

different wave modes that are generated when the pulse travels in the borehole, thus 

allowing the P-wave energy to arrive first at the receivers. The first arrival of each 

receiver wavetrain is then timed using a pre-assigned amplitude threshold. The arrival 

times at the two receivers are then subtracted and the difference !1t corresponds to the 

transit time, measured in ,usft-1
, of the one foot section of the formation between the 

two receivers. The validity of the sonic measurements depends largely on changes in 

the hole diameter (Labo, 1986; Rider, 1986; Kokesh and Blizard, 1959). When the 

hole diameter is uniform and similar to the drill-bit size, the sonic readings are very 

reliable and no noise should be generated in the estimated seismic wavelet from the 

reflection coefficient series computed at such a well-behaved hole. When the hole 

diameter is larger than the drill-bit size, however, the hole is caved, due to fracture or 

erosion by the circulating mud, sonic readings may be unreliable. Caving is expected 

to occur in this area because the shales are young and unconsolidated, and also the 

Chadra sands are known to be fine-grained and loose. When the caving is serious, the 

travel path for the emitted pulse becomes considerably longer causing its amplitude to 

be significantly attenuated before it reaches the receivers. The far receiver signal will 

suffer more attenuation than the near receiver signal. 

When the far receiver amplitude is attenuated enough and becomes near that of 
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the threshold amplitude, its detection time Will come later than that of the near 

receiver causing the difference in detection time to be stretched. This is called At 

stretch and it can easily be up to 10 ps. The reading obtained by the sonic tool in this 

case will .erroneously give a longer transit time, or lower velocity value, for the 

measured interval. In caved zones the far receiver attenuation may be so sever~ that 

the amplitude of the first cycle of the emitted signal. drops below the threshold 

detection level, so this cycle is skipped and the second cycle is detected instead. This 

is called cycle skip and again gives an erroneous lower velocity value for the 

measured interval. If the cycle skip persists throughout the caved zone, the whole 

zone will be indicated as a low velocity zone by the sonic log. In some cases the 

caving is so severe that it becomes shorter for the transmitted pulse to travel through 

the mud than travelling through the formation, that is the P-wave energy lags the mud 

wave so the two receivers record the mud wave. In this case the sonic log gives a 

reading corresponding to the mud transit time, which is about 190 psft-1
, instead of 

that of the formation. On the other hand, zones where the hole diameter is smaller 

than the drill-bit size are tight spots where the sonic tool might get obstructed while 

being pulled out during the recording of the sonic log. Such obstruction causes 

vibrations when the tool collides with the tight spots, and if they reach the receivers 

before the transmitted signal a higher velocity noise spike will be indicated by the 

sonic log. These can be readily seen on the sonic log as isolated spikes and thus 

edited out. 

These unwanted logging effects will tend to increase (in the case of noise 

spikes), or decrease (in the case of ll.t stretch, cycle skip or when recording the mud 

wave) the velocity values measured by the sonic log. 

Enlargements in the hole diameter cause similar unwanted effects for the 

density log measurements because of the shallow depth of investigation of the density 

tool (about 10 em) (Rider, 1986). If the hole diameter becomes large, the density tool 

loses contact with borehole wall and thus measures more of the drilling mud density 

which results in low density measurements. 

The combined effect of enlarged holes is the measuring of low acoustic 

impedance in the zone where the hole was enlarged. When a reflection coefficient 

series is computed from this well, we obtain high amplitude reflection coefficients at 

the boundaries of the caved zone which do not represent the actual subsurface 

reflection coefficient series at the well location. When a seismic wavelet is estimated 

at the well, the computed reflection coefficient series does not compare to that in the 

seismic trace window; thus the cross correlation function will be in error which results 

in noise in the estimated seismic wavelet. Figure 2.13 shows an example of sonic log 

editing. 
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Figure 2.13. An example of sonic log editing. The spike denoted by cs, at depth · 
1828 feet, is an example of cycle skip. The part of the log marked by a cross is to be 
approximated by the solid line of lower transit time. 
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CHAPTER 

3 
LEAST SQUARES INVERSION 

3.1. Introduction 

In this chapter the theory of least squares inversion is discussed. The least 

squares problem is presented as a minimisation of the error energy function which is 

the ~-norm squared of the residual, or error, vector. The error vector is the 

difference between the observed seismic trace and the forward model, i.e. the 

synthetic seismogram. Thus the ~-norm is a measure of the degree of fit between 

the observed and the synthetic trace. Since the synthetic seismogram is a function of 

certain subsurface parameters, the least squares inversion is an optimisation process 

in which the subsurface parameters are optimised to produce the best fit between the 

observed trace and the synthetic trace. 

Where the synthetic seismogram is a linear function of the parameters, the 

optimisation problem becomes that of finding a generalised inverse of a rectangular 

matrix of derivatives, called the Jacobian matrix, which defines the variation of each 

of the error vector elements due to a change in each of the parameters. Where the 

synthetic seismogram is a non-linear function of the parameters, however, we 

linearise the problem and seek the solution iteratively, making use of the generalised 

inverse. 

In section 3.2 the least squares problem is defined as the minimisation of the ~-

norm function. To find the minimum point, it is necessary to determine the gradient 

vector and a square matrix, called the Hessian matrix, that describes the curvature at 

the current point. For linear, or linearised, problems the Hessian can be 

approximated using the Jacobian matrix alone. Section 3.3 starts by defining a 

minimum point and discusses the sufficient and necessary conditions for its 
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existence. Since we are minimising problems with a linear forward model, this· 

section also includes a brief discussion of the quadratic approximation of an error 

energy function. Section 3.4 discusses minimising a general error energy function 

using Gauss-Newton method. Sirice the error energy function to be minimised is not 

necessarily quadratic, the method is iterative. Section 3.5 shows that for the Gauss

Newton method to converge the Hessian matrix must be at least positive semi

definite. In practice, however, even if the Hessian is positive definite the Gauss

Newton solution might not give a reduction in error energy. The solution to this 

problem is to make linear search. Also, when the Hessian is positive definite but 

poorly-conditioned, the Gauss-Newton solution may fail to produce a reduction in 

error energy; the obvious alternative in this case is to take the steepest descent 

direction. When the Hessian matrix is singular or indefinite, then the Hessian has to 

be modified so that it is positive definite for the Gauss-Newton method to converge. 

Section 3.6 describes approximating the Jacobian matrix using finite differences. 

Section 3.7 gives a brief review of Cholesky factorisation and illustrates the 

important feature that the square root of any diagonal element of the positive definite 

symmetric Hessian constitutes an a priori bound on the elements of the 

corresponding row in its Cholesky factor. . This feature is exploited in section 3.8 to 

modify an indefinite Hessian into a positive definite matrix in a minimum sense so 

that a sufficiently positive definite Hessian is not modified unnecessarily. Section 

3.9 discusses a linear search using a backtracking strategy. In this method a local 

one dimensional quadratic model, in the Gauss-Newton descent direction, is 

minimised to obtain a step length that produces a decrease in error energy. In the 

final section 3.10, the problem of coping with a saddle point is discussed; at such a 

point the new descent direction must be defined in a direction of negative curvature. 

3.2. Non-linear least squares inversion of seismic data 

Seismic inversion may be viewed as a process of obtaining the best fit between 

the synthetic seismogram calculated from a subsurface geologic model and the finite 

set of field seismic observations. The subsurface geologic model is defined by two 

sets of parameters: the boundary location parameters, and the acoustic impedance 

parameters. The set of boundary location parameters describe the geometry of the 

geologic model and consist of the two-way travel-times to the base of each of then 

lithologic units, or layers, that the model contains. Using vector notation they will be 

denoted by then-vector t = [t1 t2 ••• tnY . The set of acoustic impedance parameters 

describes the lithology of the geologic model. Each lithologic unit is described by 

two acoustic impedance parameters: the starting acoustic impedance and the linear 

acoustic impedance gradient within the unit. Thus for the n-layer model described 

by t, we have an n-vector x = [ x1 x2 ••• xn Y, where each element X; describes the 
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starting acoustic impedance of the i-th layer in the model, and an n-vector 

y = [y1 y2 ... YnY whose elements Y; describe the corresponding linear impedance 

gradients. Besides the boundary and acoustic impedance parameters, we also 

include in the inversion process the wavelet parameters that define the wavelet in the 

frequency domain. The wavelet parameters are four bounding frequency parameters, 

two amplitude parameters and three phase parameters, so that in vector form the 

wavelet is a 9-vector w = [ w1 w2 ••• w9 Y. 
The synthetic seismogram is generated in the time domain using the noise-free 

convolutional model 

(3.1) 

where s is the computed seismogram, or model response, w is the wavelet and r is 

the reflection coefficient sequence as defined by equation ( 1.1) in chapter 1. The 

actual computation of the synthetic seismogram is performed digitally, so that the 

resulting signal is a discrete time series denoted by s; with a finite number of 

samples, say m. Similarly, the observed seismic data are also recorded in digital 

form and are denoted by srbs . 

The calculation of the time domain wavelet w(t) from its parameters, and the 

calculation of the reflection coefficient sequence r(t) from the boundary location and 

acoustic impedance parameters was the subject of a previous chapter. In this chapter 

we would like to think of the synthetic seismogram as a function of time represented 

by an m-vector s sampled at a sampling interval A-r for time values 'l'p'l'2 , .... ,-rm of 

the time variable 't. Thus s is a function of 't, and the boundary location, acoustic 

impedance and wavelet parameters. If we denote by an n-vector x the set, or in 

practice the subset, of those parameters of interest for a specific inversion problem, 

then s is a function of both 't and x; i.e., s('t,x), with elements s; = s( 'l'; ,x) for 

i=l,2, .... ,m. Corresponding to the synthetic seismogram are the field seismic 

observations s;bs recorded digitally at the same sampling interval. The purpose of 

inversion then becomes that of extracting model parameter estimates x that give the 

best fit of the synthetic seismograms; = s( 'l'; ,x) to the observed seismic data stbs . 

The best fit criterion used in this inversion is least squares, where the best fit is 

achieved when the sum of squares of the errors, or residuals, between the synthetic 

seismogram and the observed data is minimum. The m-vector of errors, or residuals, 

is defined as 
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(3.2) 

where 
r;(x) = S;- s;obs , for i=l,2, ... ,m. (3.3) 

The total sum of the squares of the errors, the error energy, can be written as the dot 

product of the error vector, so that if we denote by F(x) the function of this sum we 

have 
m 

F(x) = t .2Jr; (x) t = t rr (x)r(x) , (3.4) 
i=l 

where multiplication by t is included to avoid the appearance of .a factor of two in 

the derivatives. This is the non-linear least squares problem (Fletcher, 1987), where 

the synthetic seismogram is treated as a non-linear function of the parameters x. 

The contribution to the value of error energy F(x) due to changes in the 

parameters x" x2 , ••• , xn defines the gradient n-vector g. Clearly the change in one 
parameter xj will affect all elements of r(x) and each of these contributes to the 

total error energy F(x) of (3.4). It is therefore convenient to define a new matrix 

J(x), called the Jacobian matrix of F(x), which gives the variation of each 'i (x), for 
i=l,2, ... ,m, due to variation of each parameter xj, that is 

dr1 dr1 dr1 

dx1 dx2 dxn 
dr2 dr2 dr2 

J(x) = 
dx1 dx2 dxn 

(3.5) 

drm drm drm 
dx1 dx2 dxn 

Since we always have m > n the matrix J is not a square matrix. 

The elements of the gradient vector g(x) can now be derived by differentiating 
(3.4) with respect to each of the parameters xj: 
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so that the gradient vector 

g(x)= 

or 

aF 
axn 

arl 

ax I 
ar1 
axz 

g(x) = J(x)T r(x) . 

(3.6) 

arz dr 
_!!L 

ax I ax) 'i (x) 
&z arm r2 (x) 
axz axz 

(3.7) 

Assuming that F(x) is twice continuously differentiable, so that the order of 

differentiation is interchangeable, a second differentiation of F(x) gives 

or in matrix form, we obtain the Hessian matrix H(x) of F(x), 

H(x) = J(x)T J(x) +S(x) , (3.8) 

where S(x) = i r; (x) ~ ~) . 
i=l k j 

The problem with (3.8) is that the matrix S(x) is difficult to compute due to the 

d d · · ifr(x) h' h '11 b · · · f' · secon envatlve term , w IC w1 e expensive to approximate usmg m1te 
axkaxj 

differences. 

At this point we would like to distinguish between linear or small residual 

problems, and non-linear or large residual problems. If we judge that the residuals 

r;(x) are small , then a good approximation to H(x) is still obtained after neglecting 

the last term S(x) in (3.8), (Fletcher, 1987), which gives 
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H(x) = J(x)r J(x) (3.9) 

This is equivalent to making linear approximation to the residuals 'i (x). Thus using 

only the information from r(x) and J(x), which are required to determine the 

gradient (first derivative) vector g(x), it is possible to approximate the Hessian 

(second derivative) matrix H(x). 

If, on the other hand, the residuals 'i (x) are large, or the residuals are highly 

non-linear in the parameters vector x, then the contribution to H(x) in (3.8) from 

S(x) is significant and S(x) should either be calculated or approximated. Any 

method that attempts to include S(x) to define H(x) is called the Newton method. If, 

however, H(x) is approximated by (3.9) the resulting method is called the Gauss

Newton method. The Gauss-Newton method can be used to solve non-linear least 

squares inverse problems iteratively, that is, by taking a sequence of linear steps to 

the minimum (Lines and Treitel, 1984). This is the method used to minimise the 

error energy function F(x) in this work. 

3.3. Minimisation of the error energy function F(x) 

3.3.1. Definitions of minimum points 

Before proceeding to discuss the Gauss-Newton method used in the 

minimisation of the error energy function F(x), local minimum definitions, the 

conditions by which it could be verified, and a brief discussion of quadratic 

functions are first given. 

Definition 1: A point x • is said to be a strong local minimum of the 

function F(x) if there exists a scalar 8 defining a neighbourhood of x· such that 

F(x*)<F(x*+p), for all p satisfying O:s;IIPII~8, where 11·11 denotes the~-

norm. 

Definition 2: A point x • is said to be a weak local minimum of the function 

F(x) if there exists a scalar 8 defining a neighbourhood of x·, such that 

F(x*) ~ F(x* +p), for all p satisfying 0::;; II p II~ 8. 

The$e two definitions imply that x· is not a local minimum if every 

neighbourhood of x • contains at least one point with a strictly lower function value 

(Gill et al., 1981 ). 
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3.3.2. The first order condition 
The first~order condition, by which we can. verify that the function F(x) has a 

minimum at the point x ·, can be deduced by approximating the function yalue 

F(x* +p) at aneighbouringpoint x· +p by using the first three terms of the Taylor 

series expansion 

(3.10) 

given that g(x*) = VF(x*) is the first derivative vector or gradient of F(x) at x·, and 

H(x*) = V 2 F(x*) is the matrix of second derivatives, or Hessian, of F(x) at x·. The 

higher order terms involving higher derivatives can be neglected for small enough 

liP II· 
. The first-order condition is proved by contradiction from the first two terms of 

equation (3.10) (Scales, 1985). If prg(x*)<O, then the first-order Taylor series 

expansion implies that F(x* +p) < F(x*) which contradicts the definition of the 

minimum given above. If, however, pr g(x*) > 0, then F(x· -p) < F(x*) which 

again contradicts the definition of the minimum, Hence, unless pr g(x*) = 0·, which 

implies that g(x •) = 0, every neighbourhood of x • contains points with strictly lower 

function value than F(x). This proves that at every local minimum 

g(x*)=O (3.11) 

which is the first-order condition for F(x) to have a minimum. If condition (3.11) is 

satisfied, x • is said to be a stationary point. 

3.3.3. The second-order condition 

The first-order condition is necessary but not sufficient for the point x· to be a 

minimum. This is because a maximum or a saddle point at x • can also satisfy the 

first-order condition (Gillet al., 1981). 

For x • to be a local minimum we have to consider the second-order condition 

which can be derived from the first three terms of the Taylor series expansion (3.10) 

and the first-order condition (3.11) 

(3.12) 

for a small enough II p II. If H is an indefinite matrix, then p ::1: 0 can be chosen so 

that prH(x*)p < 0 . This would imply from (3.12) that every neighbourhood of x· 

contains points of lower function value, which contradicts the definition of the 
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minimum. If, on the other hand, pTH(x*)p > 0 for all p :t: 0, which implies that H 

is positive definite, then there is no point x • + p in the neighbourhood of x • with 

lower function value. Therefore, for x • to be a local minimum the Hessian matrix H 

has to be positive definite, which is the second-order condition. 

For a general function F(x), the second-order condition is not necessary for a 

strong minimum, because a minimum can still be strong if, for some p , 

pTH(x*)p = 0, but the third-order term in Taylor series expansion (3.10) is positive. 

The second-order necessary condition for a strong minimum at x • is that H is 

positive semi-definite (Scales, 1985). For a quadratic function F(x), however, a 

positive definite H(x*) implies that x· is a strong minimum, and a positive semi

definite H(x*) implies that the point is a weak minimum. 

3.3.4. Function approximation using quadratic models 

In the minimisation of a smooth error function F(x), the approximation 

F(x +p) = F(x) +pT g(x) +fpTH(x) p (3.13) 

is applied to give a quadratic approximation to F(x+p) and the process of finding 

the minimum is iterative. Iterative methods based on the quadratic approximation 

are simple and have rapid rates of local convergence when applied to general 

functions. Indeed if the function F(x) is quadratic the minimisation is reduced to 

solving a linear system of equations, and so converges in only one iteration. Some 

of the reasons for using the quadratic approximation are the following: 

1. For a quadratic function, any derivatives of order higher than the second are 

zero, and so the first three terms of its Taylor series expansion are exact 

regardless of the value of p . 

2. For a general function having a continuous second derivative, quadratic 

behaviour could be obtained over a sufficiently small neighbourhood of a local 
. . . 

mmtmum x. 

3. Even away from the local minimum, quadratic information is more effec,tive 

than linear information in predicting directions p in which a substantial 

decrease in the error function are made. This is because a Taylor series 

expansion of F(x+p) about the point x truncated after the quadratic terms will 

approximate F(x+p) to a given accuracy over a much larger neighbourhood of x 

than will the series expansion taken to linear terms only (Fletcher, 1987). 
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3.4. Minimisation of F(x) using the GaussaNewton method 

The Gauss-Newton method when applied to the minimisation of a general 

function F(x) is iterative. At the beginning of the k-th iteration let the current 

estimate of the minimum point be xk. A descent vector pk, called the Gauss

Newton vector, is determined and used to update xk to obtain a new estimate xk+I of 

the minimum. 

The method is based on the quadratic approximation of F(x), where derivatives 

of F(x) that are higher than second-order are neglected. The quadratic 

approximation is obtained from the Taylor series expansion of F(x) about xk. That 

is, given the function value Fk = F(xk), the gradient gk = g(xk) and the Hessian 

Hk = H(xk), at the point xk, we have 

(3.14) 

where p = x -xk and Fk+I is the quadratic approximation of F(x) following the k-th 

iteration. Then the next estimate of the minimum is xk+I = xk +pk, where pk 

minimises the quadratic approximation Fk+r The point xk+I minimises Fk+I only if 

the Hessian Hk is positive definite, which is the second-order condition. Then at the 

minimum point xk+I we have 

(3.15) 

which is the first-order necessary condition. Thus from (3.14) and (3.15), we have 

(3.16) 

Then Pk is given by 

(3.17) 

If F(x) is quadratic, the global minimising point xk+I = xk +pk will be found in one 

iteration by solving the linear system (3.17) for pk. For non-quadratic F(x), 

xk+I = xk +pk will not be the minimum of F(x) and the process has to be repeated 

iteratively. 
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3.5. Convergence of Gauss-Newton's Method 
For the Gauss-Newton method to converge, it is of course required that p k has to 

be a descent direction. This follows from rewriting equation (3.17) as 

(3.18) 

hence 

(3.19) 

This is true for gk ::I= 0 if H;1 is positive definite. This means that Hk is also 

positive definite. In the neighbourhood of a strong minimum, the Hessian matrix H 

is positive definite and the function F(x) resembles the corresponding quadratic 

approximation. Therefore, Gauss-Newton's method converges to the minimum given 

that a sufficiently good quadratic approximation of F(x) is possible. 

In practice, however, difficulties with convergence to a minimum x· may arise 

because Hk may not be everywhere positive definite. Even if Hk is positive definite 

at a point that is not a minimum, the point xk+J may lie outside the region for which 

the quadratic approximation at xk is valid; that is, the non-linearity of F(x) between 

xk and xk+l = xk +pk cannot be predicted by the Hessian alone. For example, if the 

curvature of the function F(x) in part of the region between xk and xk+J = xk +pk is 

sharper than that predicted by the quadratic approximation, then the step p k is too 

large and p k has to be scaled to make a smaller step. This modification to the 

Gauss-Newton method can be achieved by doing a linear search along pk to 

determine a scalar a> 0 such that F(xk +apk) < F(xk). The actual method of 

linear search used to find a will be discussed later in this chapter. However, it is 

important to emphasise that the natural value for a is unity, and we should expect 

that a-71 as xk -7x• (Gill etal., 1981; Fletcher, 1987). 

Other situations where Gauss-Newton's method might not converge are likely. 

One possibility is that the Hessian Hk is positive definite, but g! p = 0 when gk -::1= 0, 

which means that xk is already a well determined minimum along pk, because pk is 

orthogonal to gk, that is, moving along p k is like moving along the contour line 

defined by xk so that further progress in convergence would not be possible. One 

readily available solution in this case is that p k takes the steepest descent direction. 

This behaviour can be explained if we consider equation (3.19) (Gillet al., 1981), 

from which it can be noticed that if the condition number of Hk is not bounded by a 
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constant that is independent of xk , then the solution of (3.17) will not be bounded 

away from orthogonality to the negative gradient. 

Another possibility is that Hk is singular, in which case, as indicated by 

equation (3.17), there will be a solution p k if gk is a linear combination of the 

columns of IHik, one of many possible solutions, so that no unique solution exists. If 

gk is not a linear combination of the columns of Hk, then no solution will exist at 

all. 

One last possibility is that the Hessian Hk is indefinite. Then xk is a saddle 

point if Hk is non-singular and gk = 0; hence the only solution is the trivial solution 

p k = 0 . In this case the quadratic approximation is unbounded below (Gill et al., 

1981) and thus indicates that an infinite step could be taken from xk. One possible 

direction for p k that could be taken in this case is a direction of negative curvature. 

Clearly, the Gauss-Newton method is not always satisfactory in minimising 

general functions, even when used in conjunction with linear search. Fortunately, it 

can be modified to provide a very reliable method. The general idea behind the 

modified Gauss-Newton method, as used here, is to replace Hk by a matrix Hk 

which is guaranteed always to be positive definite. The matrix Hk is chosen to be 

Hk whenever Hk is sufficiently positive definite. 

3.6. Finite difference approximation of the Jacobian matrix 

To compute the Hessian matrix or the gradient vector, we must compute the 

Jacobian matrix J. The partial derivatives of the Jacobian are approximated by finite 

difference derivative methods. Using the forward difference formula, the partial 

derivatives of the Jacobian (3.5) are approximated by 

ar; - r; (X j + Dx j) - r; (X j) 

axj 8xj 
(3.20) 

where &i is a small step size for thej-th column of the Jacobian. A crucial decision 

to be made here is the choice of the step size & i. 

Dennis and Schnabel ( 1983) suggested using a step size & i = ..[£;;.xi , where 

eM is the machine precision. This will ensure that the rounding errors are 
acceptable. Notice that a constant step size is not used, since each &i depends on 

the value of xi . This is highly recommended because in practice using a uniform 

step size could be disastrous if the components of x differ widely in magnitude. 
However, because xi could become close to zero, the step size & i should be chosen 

in the following way: 
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(3.21) 

where typical xi is a typical size of xr A typical xi chosen will depend on which 

set of parameters we are trying to invert for. Fpr example, if we are inverting for the 
acoustic impedance, atypical starting impedance is xi=8000gcm-3msec-I, while for 

the impedance gradienta typical xi=100 gcm-3msec-I/sample interval 

Dennis and Schnabel (1983) suggested further that to improve the accuracy of 

the step &i as given by (3.21), we should make the following calculation 

This should improve the accuracy of any finite difference approximation in practice, 

since this tends to cancel out the rounding errors in machine representation of xi. 

3.7. The Cholesky factorisation 

When, at the k-th iteration, the symmetric Hessian is the positive definite matrix 
Hk , it can be factored using the LDI! factorisation as 

(3.22) 

where L k is a unit lower triangular matrix, and D k is diagonal matrix with positive 

diagonal elements. 
Since the diagonal elements of Dk are strictly positive, then (3.22) can be 

written as 

(3.23) 

where Rk is upper triangular matrix. Factorisation (3.23) is known as Cholesky 

factorisation. For the purpose of this work, however, either of the forms (3.22) or 

(3.23) will be referred to as the Cholesky factorisation (Gillet al., 1981). 

An important feature of the Cholesky factorisation could be revealed if we 

express the k-th diagonal element of Hk in equation (3.23) in terms of the elements 

of the s-th row of R k , that is 

lj~ + r2~v + ... + t:,~ = hss ' s=l, 2, ... ,n. (3.24) 
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Because the diagonal elements of Hk are strictly positive, expression (3.24) 

provides the following a priori bound on the elements of R k , 

(3.25) 

Thus the elements of R k cannot grow without a bound, which makes this 

factorisation numerically stable even for a Hessian matrix dominated by zero, or 

very small, elements (Gill and Murray, 1974). 

3.8. A Cholesky factorisation method for an indefinite Hessian 

In this method we construct a positive definite matrix Hk from a modified 
Cholesky factorisation of Hk , that is 

(3.26) 

where L k and D k are the modified Cholesky factors of Hk (Scales, 1985). 

The Cholesky factorisation (3.22) can be performed column-wise, where at each 

step a column of Lk and Dk are determined, so that thej-th step is given by 

j-1 

dj = hjj- "2)J,d, (3.27) 
r=l 

, i=j+ 1, j+2, ... ,n. (3.28) 

We can make the analysis and computations more suitable if we rewrite (3.27) and 

(3.28) by making the substitution 

(3.29) 

Thus we have, 

j-1 

d1 = h11 - Ll1,c1, , (3.30) 
r=l 

and 
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j-1 

cij =hij- Llj,ci,. , i=j+1,j+2, ... ,n. (3.31) 
r=l 

According to equation (3.28), if the off-diagonal elements are too large then 
their size can be decreased by increasing the elements of the diagonal matrix D ic • 

This allows the Cholesky factors lL k and D k to be computed subject to two 

requirements: (1) the elements of the diagonal matrix Dk are strictly positive, and 
J. 

(2) the elements ofthe factors LkDi satisfy an a priori bound (Gillet al., 1981). 

The factorisation is computed in column order and at the j-th step the first j-1 

columns are already computed. Let f3 be a constant that defines the bound on the 

elements of LkDt, and {J be a small positive number; then 

jt,A~I ~ f3 , s=1, 2, ... ,j-1, r=1, 2, ... ,n (3.32) 

and 

The value of f3 will be discussed later. {J is introduced to improve the condition of a 
positive definite, but very ill-conditioned Hk . A suitable choice for {J is the relative 

machine precision eM (Gill et al., 1981 ). 

To compute the modified factors, we first compute 

j-1 

f/J j = hjj - L lj,cjr 
r=l (3.33) 

and set an estimate for d j as 

(3.34) 

and then compute 

j-1 

cij = hij- LJj,cir , i=j+1,}+2, ... ,n. (3.35) 
r=l 

and find 
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c .. 
[ .. = _.:! • 
I} d. 

J 

When Hk is not sufficiently positive definite, then equation (3.33) will give f/J j < 8. 

In this case we could set d = 8. However the choice d j = lf!J jl has proved to be a 

better choice in practice (Gill and Murray, 1974). 
At this point the initial estimate d j of the diagonal element dj could be 

modified if the off-diagonal column elements lijdJ , i=}+ 1, }+2, ... ,n are not 

bounded by {3. Let 

(} j = max{lcvl.i = j + l,j + 2, .... ,n}. (3.35) 

Since cij = Liij then clearly if (}~ = /32 d j the elements of lijd} ~ f3 , that is they are 

bounded by {3. On the other hand if 8~ > /32 d j , we choose d j such that 

so that the largest in modulus of the elements lijd{z is taken to be exactly equal to {3. 

Thus dj is set as follows: 

Having determined dj, the elements of the j-th row of Lk are computed as in the 

unmodified Cholesky factorisation method. Also, when the j-th column of L k is 

ultimately computed it is bounded as follows, 

lzijdJI ~ f3 , i=J+l, }+2, ... ,n. 

When the process is completed for all the columns of Hk , the resulting matrices 

Lk and Dk are the factors of a positive definite matrix Hk that is related to Hk in 

the following way 

(3.37) 

where Ek is a non-negative diagonal matrix whose j-th diagonal element is e ». 

Thus the positive definite matrix Hk differs from Hk only in its diagonal elements. 
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To find the value of f3, we observe that a lower bound should be imposed so that 

Hk is not modified unnecessarily, and an upper bound should also be imposed to 

preserve numerical stability and prevent excessively large elements in the factors. 

When Hk is positive definite, (3.27) shows that, forj=l, 2, ... ,nand each r (r ~j), it 

holds that lJ,d, ~ h» . Thus f3 should satisfy 

(3.38) 

where r is the largest in magnitude of the diagonal elements of Hk, to ensure that 

Ek will be identically zero if Hk is sufficiently positive definite. 

To impose an upper bound on f3, Gill and Murray (1974) demonstrated that, for 

n>l, 

(3.39) 

where the infinity norm of Ek is defined as the maximum absolute row sum, i.e., 

and ~ and r are the largest in modulus of the off-diagonal and diagonal elements of 

Hk . A reasonable value for f3 then is that which minimises '(/3) . This bound is 

minimised when 

(3.40) 

Thus from equations (3.39) and (3.40) the chosen value for f3 should be 

/32 
= max{r.~/ .Jn2 

-l,e M} , 

where eM is the relative machine precision of the computer used and was included 

to allow for the case when IIHk L = 0. 
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3.9. Line search by backtracking method 
The aim of the line search is to find a step ak which gives a significant 

reduction in function value along a descent, or search, direction p k • Because the 

search direction pk and the starting point xk are constant throughout the line search, 

the error function becomes a function of the single variable ak; that is 

F(xk +akpk) = F(ak). The function F(ak) is assumed to possess a certain degree 

of smoothness, therefore we use a search method that exploits this smoothness 

(Luenberger, 1984). The search method should also make it possible to include the 

minimising value of ak when F( ak) is a quadratic with positive curvature. 

One technique that satisfies the above requirements is based on curve fitting, in 

which we fit a smooth quadratic curve to the points F(O) and F(1) that are already 

available to us, in order to determine an estimate of the minimum point ak. The 

only condition that should be imposed, in order to obtain a significant decrease in 

function value, is that 

(3.41) 

for some value p E (0, t) that, in practice, is taken to be very small so that a small 

decrease in function value is considered to be significant enough. Equation (3.41) 

states that the new point xk+I should fall below the current point xk and the line 

passing through xk and having a slope that is a fraction p of the slope of the function 

at xk. If F(xk + akpk) has positive cur\rature at xk , then it can be proven that a 

step ak that satisfies (2.1.1) exists (Dennis and Schnabel, 1983; Fletcher 1987). 

The strategy for choosing ak is to try the full Gauss-Newton step first, that is set 

ak = 1, then if xk +pk is not acceptable, i.e., does not satisfy (3.41), we backtrack by 

reducing ak until an acceptable ak +pk is found (Dennis and Schnabel, 1983). 

Reducing ak is restricted within upper and lower fractions of the previous 
unsatisfactory step. That is ak f--Aaprev for some AE[l,u], where 0 < l < u <1 so 

that we do not reduce the step either too little or too much (the values for land u will 

be discussed later in this section). Defining 

A 

F(a)=F(xk+apk), (3.42) 

as the one dimensional error energy function through xk in the direction pk, if we 

need to backtrack, we use all the information available about F to make a quadratic 

approximation F(a), then find a that minimises F(a) and take it as the next ak to 

evaluate F(xk +akpk). 
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Initially, the information available to us about F(a) is 

~ 

F(O) = F(xk) , (3.43) 

and 

(3.44) 

Then after taking the Gauss-Newton step we would have calculated 

~ 

F(l) = F(xk +pk) . (3.45) 

Thus if F(1) does not satisfy (3.41); i.e., if F(l) > F(O) + pft' (0), we make the one 

dimensional quadratic approximation 

(3.46) 

which satisfies (3.43), (3.44), and (34.5) and should have its minimum, for which 

q'(a) =0, at 

~ -F- (0) 

a= 2[ F(l)- F(O)- fr' (O)] (3.47) 

For a to be a minimum we must have q" (a)> 0, that is, 

q" (a)= 2[ F(l)- F(O)- fr' (1)] > o. 

This expression is satisfied at a, since F(l)>F(O)+pF'(O)>F(O)+F,(O). Also 

a> 0 because ft' (0) is negative. This minimum value a is taken as the new value 

for ak and then set ak ~ llak-J to evaluate F(xk + akpk) to see if we have obtained 

a reduction in the error energy function F(x) satisfying (3.39); if not we need to 

backtrack again. To backtrack we setF(xk + akpk) = F(l) and calculate the new 

minimising a according to (3.47), and continue the process until the required ak is 

found. 
There remains to find numeric values for the bounds land u of ll e [l,u ], where 

0 < l < u < 1 . Note that since 

F(l) > F(O) + pft' (0), 
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we have 

A 1 
a<---

2(1- .A) 

This shows that if F(1)?. F(O), then a::;f, so that (3.47) gives the implicit upper 

bound of u ""'t on the first value of A.. If, on the other hand, F(l) is much larger 

than F(O) then a can be very small, in which case F(xk+akpk)=F(xk) and 

F(l) = F(O). Thus we do not want to decrease ak too much, since this is probably 

due to the poor approximation of F(a) by the quadratic model (3.46), so we impose 

a lower bound f, taken tentatively to be 1~ • The bounds f and U mean that if a:::; 0.1 

then we take ak = 0.1' and if a?. 0.5 then we take ak = 0.5. 

3.10. Descending in a direction of negative curvature 
The point xk where the gradient gk is zero, or in practice llgkll

2 
:::; £, where£ is a 

small tolerance, has a descent direction p k given by 

that is obviously zero for a modified Hessian Hk. If the Hessian Hk is positive 

definite this indicates that the point xk is a strong local minimum. If, however, Hk 

is indefinite then xk is not a local minimum and an alternative descent direction 

should be defined. 
The point xk where Hk is indefinite and llgk 11

2 
:::; £ is a saddle point, and the new 

descent direction to be taken is a direction of negative curvature. This direction p k 

must exist if Hk is indefinite and is defined as 

(3.48) 

To derive the negative curvature direction pk, we will use the Cholesky factors 

of Hk and the diagonal matrix Ek. The diagonal elements of Ek are non-zero if 

Hk is not sufficiently positive definite. 

Gill and Murray (1974) showed that such a direction pk is given by the system 

of linear equations 

L~pk =e., (3.49) 
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where es is a unit vector having its s-th element as unity, and sis the index at which 

the quantity ds -ess is least for s=1, 2, ... ,n. 

If Hk is in~efinite then from (3.27) we could have 

s-l 

ds = hss +ess- Lzs:d, = 0. (3.50) 
r=l 

If in equation (3.50) 0=0, then the quantity ds- ess is negative for an indefinite 

Hessian. Gill and Murray (1974) argued that it is safe to assume that this conclusion 

could still be obtained when () is small. 

For the solution pk of equation (3.49) to be a direction of negative curvature it 

has to satisfy (3.48) (More and Sorenson 1979). From equation (3.37) we have 

Thus 

Given the factors LkDkL~ of Hk and equation (3.49), we have 

so that, 

n 

p~Hkpk =ds- 'IP;2
e;; (3.51) 

i=l 

From equation (3.49) it follows that P; = 0 for i=s+ 1, s+2, ... ,nand Ps = 1, so that 

s-1 

p ~Hkp k = ds - e,,·s -I P;2 e;; 
i=l 

Since from (3.50) we have concluded that 
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then it follows that 

s-l 

prHkpk =ds-ess- LP;2
eu <0. 

i=l 

s-l 

(3.52) 

Since eu ~ 0 for i=l, 2, ... ,n, then L P;2e;; > 0, giving p:Hkpk < 0. Thus pk IS a 
i=l 

direction of negative curvature when Hk is indefinite. 
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4.1. Introduction 

CHAPTER 

LEAST SQUARES INVERSION WITH 
CONSTRAINTS 

The least squares seismic inversion problem could be thought of as an 

optimisation problem where the error energy function is minimised subject to various 

constraints. These constraints may be in the form of geologic information known a 

priori, or are used to make the inversion process numerically stable. The constraints 

can be equality and/or inequality, but in either case they are a linear combination of 

the forward model parameters. 

Section 4.2 discusses how the linear constraints arise in the three different 

sets of parameters used in the least squares seismic inversion. In section 4.3 the linear 

constraints are subdivided into five types. Then for numerical stability reasons, when 

no values are assigned to the constraints, default values are assigned within the 

computer program. Section 4.4 describes the equality and inequality constraints on 

the boundary location problem, and hence on the time thickness of the lithic units in 

the input earth model. Section 4.5 discusses the constraints on the wavelet 

parameters, and section 4.6 discusses the constraints that can be imposed on the 

acoustic impedance parameters. 

In section 4.7 the Gauss-Newton method subject to linear equality and 

inequality constraints is introduced. In this section, a binding direction of movement 

is defined as a move along an active constraint, and a non-binding direction of 

movement is defined as a feasible move off an active constraint, thus making an active 
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constraint inactive. It is also stated that the constrained descent direction is 

determined in the null space of the subspace defined by the set of active constraints. 

In section 4.8 the necessary and sufficient conditions of a minimum point subject to 

linear equality constraints are described, while section 4.9 discusses these optimality 

conditions subject to linear inequality constraints. 

Section 4.10 describes a method that uses the QR factorisation to determine a 

basis for the null space of the subspace spanned by the active set of constraints; such a 

basis defines the direction of the constrained descent vector. Section 4.11 illustrates 

using the QR factors of section 4.10 to obtain a least squares estimates of the 

Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrange multipliers are used to decide if a non-binding 

direction exists. If such a direction exists, the corresponding inequality constraint has 

a negative multiplier, and a move off the constraint could be made thus it could be 

deleted from the active set. When more than one constraint has a negative Lagrange 

multiplier, we delete one constraint at a time and choose the one with the most 

negative multiplier. Section 4.12 combines all the previous theory so far into a 

method called the active set method, which is used in the algorithm for a computer 

program to implement the inversion. 

4.2. The constraints problem 
In some cases, the straightforward minimisation of the error energy function 

F(x) will not give results that are geologically possible, or numerically stable. In other 

cases there may be geologic information known a priori that should be included in the 

final solution of the inversion. For example, when determining the boundary location 

problem we sometimes find a descent vector Pk that gives an updated vector xk+l = xk 

+ a.k Pk with a lithic unit having a greater travel-time at its lower boundary than the 

layer below, for any value of the step length ak, or we might obtain a negative value 

for one or more of the layer boundaries. This of course should not be allowed since it 

is physically impossible. A similar situation might arise for the bounding frequency 

parameters of the wavelet and its calculated amplitude spectrum. 

To solve this problem, we should always keep the boundary location vector 

elements and the bounding frequency elements of the wavelet parameters vector in 

ascending order and they should differ by specified minimum values. For the 

boundary location vector the difference should be at least a sample interval M because, 

in this case, to compute the Jacobian matrix J, we use the forward difference formula 

to find a finite-difference approximation to the derivatives of the synthetic 

seismogram with respect to the boundary location parameters. The sample interval 

difference is necessary as a minimum because we need to perturb each boundary 

location by one sample interval to obtain a reasonable approximation of the 
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derivatives. In the case of the bounding frequencies of the wavelet parameters, the 
bounding frequency parameters are perturbed forward. by an amount 8.1; corresponding 

to frequency/; which is i-th bounding frequency where i=l, 2, 3, 4. The perturbations 

8.1; depend on /; , but they always obey the relationship 8.1; ~ !J..f, where !J..f is the 

frequency increment 1/T and T is wavelet period, so that the bounding frequency 
parameters are always kept apart by an amount !J..f. This was found to be a 

reasonable choice for the 128-sample (T=256 ms) wavelet that we use in this 

inversion process. 

Finally, the starting acoustic impedance vector elements should also be 

constrained to fall above a specific value for these impedance parameters to have any 

geological significance, and avoid any numerical problems. If we allow some of the 

starting acoustic impedance vector elements to become negative or zero, we might 

obtain reflection coefficients that are very large, or numerically undefined, and which 

are completely unrepresentative of the area's lithology. Indeed, unless the starting 

acoustic impedance of each layer is above a certain value, the acoustic impedance log 

would not be representative of the lithology of the area, so each starting acoustic 

impedance for each lithic unit is constrained to be greater than or equal to a pre

defined value depending on the area of study. 

In addition to those constraints on the final solution that we must include in 

the inversion problem, there are other desirable constraints that we would like to 

include. Such constraints are usually used to confine the set of all iterative solutions { 

xk } to be constrained within a region that is geologically feasible, and also to 

overcome, to some degree, the problem of non-uniqueness that is inherent in the 

inversion process. These constraints are generated from the geological information 

obtained from interpreting the well-log and the seismic data. They represent the limits 

to how far an initial geological model, represented as an acoustic impedance model, 

can be perturbed by the inversion process to reach the final solution. In other words, 

these constraints represent geological information known to us that the final solution 

should include. For example, it is probably known that a certain layer has a constant 

time thickness, or that it should not be less than a known time thickness. In other 

cases, we may require that the phase spectrum of the seismic wavelet be kept the same 

throughout the area of study. One important constraint that might often be used is to 

set some acoustic impedance gradient vector elements to a constant positive value 

where there is known to be a fining upward sequence within the input geologic model 

or, in some cases, we might want to set all the impedance gradient elements to zero 

throughout the inversion operation because all the layers in the geologic model are 

lithologically uniform. This will result in each of the lithic units having a constant 

acoustic impedance equal to its starting acoustic impedance. 
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4.3. Types of constraints and default bounds 

All the constraints discussed above are examples of linear constraints. They 

are linear functions of the variables,. say the elements of a vector x, that have the 
general form l ( x) = a r x - f3, for some row vector a rand· a scalar /3. The linear 

function l(x) is specified to be exactly zero, non-negative, or non-positive. Thus we 

have two types of linear constraints to be considered ( Gill et al., 1981 ): 
1. equality constraint having the form of aTx-/3=0, and is written as a r x = f3 ; 

2. inequality constraint having the form aTx-/QO, and it is written as aT x ~ /3. 
Constraints of the form arx-/3~0 are equivalently stated as -arx~-/3. A simple 

form of linear constraints occurs when the function l(x) involves only one variable, 

that is one element of the vector x, say x;, then other possible constraint forms are: 

3. x; is fixed at /3, sox; =f3; 

4. x; has a lower bound /3, sox; ~ f3; 

5. x; has an upper bound f3, so x; ~ /3. 
The constraint forms 4 and 5 are called simple bounds on x;. 

No parameter in this inversion process is allowed to overflow. Thus a large 

enough default constant has been chosen to indicate that one, or more, of the 

parameters are becoming unacceptably large. The value of this constant is taken to be 

1021
; therefore, any parameter that exceeds this constant will indicate a numerical 

error. 

4.4. Constraints on the boundary location variables 

The constraint forms 1 and 2 will be used in the boundary location problem 

to constrain the two-way travel-time thickness of any layer between boundary location 

variables t; and t;+h where i=1, 2, ... , n-1 is the number of interfaces between then 

lithic units. Thus, if we require an equality constraint on the i-th layer, then we have 

(4.1) 

or if we require an inequality constraint the we obviously have 

(4.2) 

Clearly the row vector here is aT=(-1, 1). 

It was mentioned in the previous section that for reasons of finding an 

approximation to the derivatives of the Jacobian matrix Jh each lithic unit should be 

at least one sample thick in terms of two-way travel time. This translates to having an 
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inequality constraint for each lithic unit where each /3; = l!!t. Thus if we do not have 

any other equality or inequality constraint of the forms of equations ( 4.1) or ( 4.2), an 
inequality constraint of the form (4.2) with /3; = l!!t should always be imposed. For 

example, suppose we have a five layer model, then we have a boundary location 

vector with four variable elements, namely tb t2, t3, and t4, and they represent the 

interfaces between the lithic units. The two way travel-time to the base of the lower 

unit, t5, should always stay constant. Then if we do not have any equality or 

inequality constraint on the layers time thickness, we should honour the following 

constraints throughout the inversion process: 

-ti + t2 ~l!!t 

-t2 + t3 ~l!!t 

-t3 + t4 ~l!!t 

-t4 ~l!!t- t5 

Put into a matrix form, they become 

-1 1 0 0 tl l!!t 

0 -1 1 0 t2 l!!t 
~ 

0 0 -1 1 t3 llt 

0 0 0 -1 t4 l!!t- t5 

which is equivalent to 

At~b (4.3) 

If, on the other hand, the first two layers have to be 20 and 30 ms (two-way time) 

thick each, then we have the equality constraints 

or 

At=b 

and the inequality constraints 

' 

0 

1 

tl 

~] :: =[!~] 
t4 

(4.4) 
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tl 

[~ 0 -1 ~1] t2 {~,d~J 0 0 t3 

t4 

or 

At~b. (4.5) 

4.5. Constraints on the wavelet parameters 

All the five forms of constraints discussed in section 4.2 are used for the 

wavelet parameters vector. The four bounding frequency parameters,/1,/2,/3, and/4, 

are allowed to take any value within the interval [ t1f, f N - 24{]. The only 

requirement is that the closest two successive frequency parameters can be is t1f Hz. 

The frequency parameters of the wavelet can only be inequality constrained. The 

constraints for the amplitude and the phase parameters of the wavelet involve only one 

variable each; they are represented by forms 3, 4, and 5. Unless otherwise specified, 

the tWo amplitude parameters can vary in the interval [0,1021
] and the three phase 

parameters can vary only in the interval [ -1021
, 1021

]. Thus the wavelet solution 

should at least satisfy the following set ofinequality constraints: 

WI 

-WI+ W2 

- w2 + w3 

- w3 + w 4 

~ t1f 

~ t1f 

~ t1f 

~ t1f 

~ - f N + 2t1f 

~0 

~ -c 

~ 0 

~ -c 

~ -c 

~ -c 

~ -c 

- w 8 ~ -c 

w 9 ~ -c 

- w 9 ~ -c (4.6) 

where w 1 through w9 are the nine parameters of the wavelet, IN is the Nyquist 
frequency, t1f is the frequency increment, and the constant c=1021

• Clearly, the first 

five constraints represent the inequality constraints on the frequency parameters of the 
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wavelet; then each successive two constraints represent the lower and upper bounds 

on the amplitude and phase parameters of the wavelet. Obviously, by changing the 

right-hand side of any constraints 6 through 15 of the set (4.6) we can change the 

lower or upper bounds of any of the amplitude and phase parameters. 

4.6. Constraints on the acoustic impedance parameters 

The acoustic impedance parameters include both the starting acoustic 

impedance parameters and the acoustic impedance gradient parameters. A positive 

lower bound that depends on the geology of the area should be imposed on all the 

starting acoustic impedance parameters. An upper bound could also be globally 

imposed but the default is 1021 gcm-3ms-I. 

On the other hand, it is possible that the acoustic impedance gradient 

parameters would not be constrained so that it has an upper bound of 1021 

gcm-3ms-lfsample interval, and a lower bound of -1021 gcm-3ms-lfsample interval. 

However, it is sometimes desirable to constrain all the acoustic impedance gradient 

parameters to be zero, and thus they are included in the set of equality constraints 

instead. 

4.7. Linearly constrained Gauss-Newton method 

Before proceeding to discuss using the Gauss-Newton method to minimise 

F(x) subject to linear equality and inequality constraints on the variables vector x, we 

first consider the optimality conditions for the minimisation of F(x) subject only to 

(1) linear equality constraints, and (2) linear inequality constraints. For optimality of 

either minimisation problem, we need only to consider the points x which are feasible, 

that is which satisfy all the constraints Ax = b in the equality case, and Ax ~ b in the 

inequality case. 

When minimising subject to the equality constraints 

(4.7) 

the matrix A has m rows corresponding to the number of equality constraints, and n 

columns corresponding to the number of variables, or parameters, in the problem. 

The i-th row of A is denoted by aJ", and its elements are the coefficients of the i-th 

constraint: 
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In the equality constraints (4.7) a feasible point will exist only if b is in the column 

space of A (Strang, 1988), which means that the constraints have to be consistent. 

When minimising subject to the inequality constraints 

Ax~b, (4.8) 

the i-th constraint a~ x ~ b; is active, or binding, at the feasible point x if a~x = h;, 
and inactive if aix > h;. A constraint is violated when a;x < h; at the point x, which 

of course is not feasible. If the i-th constraint is active at the point x, then there are 

two possible feasible directions of movement p. The first is when p satisfies 

a!'p=O · 
I ' 

then p is a binding direction of movement with respect to the i-th constraint, because 
the constraint remains active at all points x + ap for any a, and the new point x + ap 

remains on the constraint. The second direction of movement is when p satisfies 

then p is non-binding direction of movement with respect to the i-th constraint, 
because ai (x +a P) = b; +a a~ P > b; for any a>O. The i-th constraint becomes 

inactive at the new point x +a P which now is moved off the constraint. 

4.8. Conditions for a minimum subject to linear equality constraints 

We now consider the optimality conditions for the problem 

minimise F(x) 

subject to Ax = b } (4.9) 

where A is mxn matrix with the i-th row corresponding to the i-th equality constraint, 

and the rows of A are linearly independent. Consider the step between any two 

feasible points x and x. Since (4.7) applies, then by linearity 

Thus any step p between two feasible points must satisfy 

Ap=O ' ( 4.1 0) 
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which states that p is orthogonal to the columns of A. Such a vector p is a feasible 

direction with respect to the set ofequality constraints (4.7}. 

The set of vectors that satisfy (4.7) lie in a subspace for which a basis must 

exist, and every feasible direction p can be written as a linear combination of the basis 

vectors that span this subspace (Gilbert, 1988). If we let the basis vectors be the 

columns of a matrix Z, then 

and every feasible vector p satisfying ( 4.10) can be written as 

(4.11) 

for some vector Pz called the projected feasible (descent) direction. 

Now, if we write the Taylor series expansion of F(x*), about the minimum 

point x*, as given by equation (3.14) in chapter 3, in terms of p = Zpz, we get 

(4.12) 

Using a similar argument to that in the unconstrained case, in chapter 3, we can 
conclude that a necessary condition for x· to be a local minimum of (4.9) is that 

for every p z ; thus 

zr g(x*) = 0 . (4.13) 

This is the necessary first order condition for x • to be a local minimum. The vector 
zr g(x*) is called the projected gradient at x*. The point x* at which the projected 

gradient vanishes is called a constrained stationary point. 

Equation (4.13) states that g(x*) is in the null space of the matrix zr. This 

implies that g(x*) lies in the row space of A (Gilbert, 1988), that is 

(4.14) 
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The vector It* is the vector of Lagrange multipliers (Gill et al., 1981 ). 

To derive the second order conditions for x • to be a local minimum, we 

substitute (4.13) in the Taylor series expansion (4.12) 

(4.15) 

Similar to the unconstrained case, ( 4.15) indicates that the sufficient condition is that 
the matrix zrH(x*)Z be positive definite (not H(x*)), but the necessary condition is 

that zrH(x*)Z be positive semi-definite (Scales, 1985). 

4.9. Conditions for a minimum subject to linear inequality constraints 

We now consider the optimality conditions for the problem: 

minimise F(x) } 

subject to Ax ~ b 
(4.16) 

where A is mxn matrix with the i-th row corresponds to the i-th inequality constraint, 

and the rows of A are linearly independent. 
We derive the optimality conditions for the feasible point x* in a manner 

similar to that for the equality constrained problem. Suppose that there are s rows of 

the matrix A contain the coefficients of the constraints that are active at x·. If we let 
these s rows form the rows of a matrix A, we then have Ax • =b. Since the rows of A 

are linearly independent, so are the rows of A. Let Z be a matrix whose columns 

form a basis for the set of vectors orthogonal to the rows of A. Then every vector p 
satisfying Ap = 0 can be written as a linear combination of the columns of Z. 

The Taylor series expansion of F about x • along a binding direction 
P = Zpz is given by 

which states that the first order necessary condition for x* to be a local minimum is 
that zr g(x*) = o. which is equivalent to 

(14.7) 

Note that the Lagrange multipliers, A;o correspond only to the s active constraints. 

The first order condition (14.7) guarantees that x* is a stationary point along 

all binding directions p. However, in this case, where the active constraints are 
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inequality constraints, we 'have the added complication that other non-binding feasible 

directions could exist, and moving along such directions is a move off one, or more, 

constraints (Scales, 1985). 

Now suppose that the point x* satisfies the active constraints as equalities, 

then we have 

A • A 

Ax =b · (4.18) 

If p is a feasible non-binding descent direction then 

A • A 

A(x +p)~b . (4.19) 

Subtracting ( 4.18) we obtain 

Ap~O ' (4.19) 

which shows that when the i-th constraint becomes inactive at the point x • + p, we 

have 

(4.21) 

Also, because p is a descent direction then , 

(4.22) 

From (5.17) we have, 

T • .T A 

g (x )p=X Ap , 

since p is non-binding for the i-th active constraint, then 

* T 'l* T g(x ) p= ~~,;a; p . (4.23) 

From ( 4.21) and ( 4.22) we conclude that if A; < 0 it is possible to make a descent 

move off the i-th constraint an consequently x· is not a minimum. Clearly it is 
necessary to add the condition A;~ 0 to the necessary condition (4.22) for x· to be a 

local minimum. 

The second order necessary condition for inequality constraints is similar to 
that for the equality constraints if all A;~ 0, for i=1, 2, ... , s of the active inequality 
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constraints, since we can regard these constraints as equality. In this case the 
sufficient condition is also the same, that is zrH(x .. )Z is positive definite (Gillet al., 

1981). 

If , on the other hand, the Lagrange multipliers for the i-th active inequality 
constraint is zero, A;= 0, then equation (4.23) gives gr (x*)p = 0. This is neither an 

ascent nor a descent direction. Here we consider only the active inequality constraints 
with A; > 0 (Scales, 1985). If there are q such constraints with a corresponding 

coefficients matrix Aq, and Zq defined as A.qzq = 0, then the second order necessary 

condition is Z~H(x*)Zq is positive semi-definite, and the second order sufficient 

condition is Z~H(x*)Zq is positive definite. 

4.10. Determining the null space matrix Z 

There are several methods that can be used to define the null space basis 

matrix Z, but the method based on the QR factorisation of the equality constraints 

matrix A has many advantages due to the orthogonal matrix Q. For example, 

QrQ = QQr =I so that Qr is the inverse of Q, and that the orthogonal 

transformation Qx preserves the Euclidean length of the vector x, and the partitioning 

of Q into submatrices, say Q1 and Q2 , results in the submatrices being orthogonal as 

well. Furthermore, the matrices Q and R obtained can readily be used to find 

estimates of the Lagrange multipliers at a possible minimum point x •. 

We start with the full column rank matrix _Ar and find the factorisation 

r" T [R] Q A = 0 ' (4.24) 

where Q is nxn orthogonal matrix, R is mxm non-singular upper-triangular matrix, 

and 0 is (n-m)xm null matrix. We then form, by taking the transpose of both sides of 

(4.24), 

AQ=[L o] , (4.25) 

where L = R r, and the partition Q = [ Q1 QJ such that Q1 is nxm and Q2 is nx(n-m) 

are two orthogonal matrices, thus from ( 4.25) we can obtain 

(4.26) 

so that 

(4.27) 
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and 

(4.28) 

An obvious candidate for the null space basis matrix Z is Q 2 • The columns of Q 2 

will form the orthonormal basis of the null space of, the full row rank matrix, A. 

4.:n. Estimating Lagrange Multipliers 

It is of interest to compute the vector t of Lagrange multipliers at the 

solution x· to the linear equality constraints problem (4.9). This information is 

required by the active set method, which will be discussed in the next section, to make 

a decision about which of the active inequality constraints to be deleted from the 

matrix A (Fletcher, 1987). The vector t is defined by ( 4.17): 

where t can be computed because the linear system ( 4.17) is consistent. However, 

Lagrange multipliers are not defined at a non-stationary point, and ( 4.17) is not 

generally consistent at such a point (Gill and Murray, 1979). Even if ( 4.17) were 

consistent, the computation of the multipliers using finite precision arithmetic causes 

computational error, so no exact values can be obtained. Nonetheless, it is essential to 

estimate t at points for which ( 4.17) does not hold. Thus we compute a Lagrange 

multipliers vector estimate .A..k at the iterate xk, such that .A..k has the property that (Gill 

etal., 1981) 

The QR factors of A can be used to compute a least squares estimate of the 

Lagrange multipliers at any point xk at which the gradient vector is gk. Then we wish 

to find an estimate .A..k such that (Gill and Murray, 1979): 

(4.29) 

is minimum, where the Lagrange multipliers vector .A..k is of length m corresponding to 

the m active constraints in A. Because the Euclidean length is preserved by 

orthogonal transformations, the Euclidean length of the residual ( 4.29) transformed by 

Qr stays the same; thus 
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Partitioning Q
7 

such that Q
7 

= [ ~n' where Qi is mxn and Qi is (n-m)xn, then 

substituting for Qr and Qr _Ar, then we have for (4.29) 

thus we see that the residual vector will be minimised when 

or 

(4.30) 

Because R is upper triangular, we use back-substitution to compute the least squares 

estimate of the Lagrange multipliers A,k of (4.17). 
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CHAPTER 

5 
IMPLEMENTATION OF LEAST SQUARES 

INVERSION 

5.1. Introduction 

The objectives of this chapter are to develop and test a strategy for solving the 

seismic inversion problem with linear equality and inequality constraints. A computer 

program has been written to carry out the inversion using an algorithm based on the 

active set method. The inversion program is tested on some synthetic seismic 

examples. Linear equality and inequality constraints are used to steer the inversion 

process into a region that contains geologically feasible solutions, thus reducing the 

problem of non-uniqueness, and reducing the risk of convergence to minima other 

than the global one. 

Section 5.2 discusses the active set method. We start by determining the 

active set of constraints, then at each iteration we first determine if any of the inactive 

constraints could become active. The best candidate is the nearest inactive constraint 

in the direction of descent, so this section also describes how to calculate the step 

length to such a constraint. Section 5.3 describes in some detail the steps taken to 

implement, into a computer program, the least squares inversion of seismic data, with 

linear equality and inequality constraints using the active set method. In section 5.4 

we discuss the region of convergence for the initial guess, and give as measure of the 

quality of convergence the error energy as a: percentage of the energy in the observed 

trace. Synthetic examples showed that, when solving for the boundary location 

problem, the region of convergence is determined by the central lobe width of a zero 
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phase seismic wavelet. When solving for the acoustic impedance problem, 

convergence is almost always achieved, but not necessarily to the correct solution; i.e., 

we might obtain a non-unique solution, so this section also includes a discussion of 

the uniqueness of the inversion solution. In secti.on 5.5 several synthetic examples are 

given to illustrate inversion for boundary locations, impedance values, boundaries

impedances combined, wavelet parameters, and boundaries-impedances-wavelet 

parameters combined. In section 5.6 some concluding remarks are given which 

should help in developing a strategy for the real seismic data inversion in the next 

chapter. 

5~2. The active set method 

This method uses the technique discussed in section 4.7 for solving an equality 

constrained problem to solve a general problem that contains both equality and 

inequality constraints. Thus the problem we need to solve is the following: 

minimise F(x) } 

subject to Ax = b 
Ax2::b 

(5.1) 

where the matrix A contains the coefficients of the equality constraints, the vector b 
contains the equality values, the matrix A contains the coefficients of the inequality 

constraints, and the vector b contains the inequality bounds. The optimality 

conditions for equality and inequality constraints have been discussed in sections (4.7) 

and (4.8), where we recall that only the constraints active at the current point xk are 

significant. In this section we will assume that the projected Hessian ZiHkZk is 

always positive definite so that a descent direction pk = Zkpz can be found using the 

Gauss-Newton step 

(5.2) 

which is equation (3.17) of chapter 3 in the null space of Ak defined by Zk (when the 

projected Hessian is not positive definite then it should be modified as discussed in 

section 3.8). 

The first step in the active set method is to construct the active set of 

constraints. An obvious candidate for this set is the set of equality constraints. This 

set is always included in the active set. Next we include those inequality constraints 

that are active at the current point xk. Suppose that we have s equality constraints and 

r inequality constraints, and suppose further that q of the inequality constraints are 
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active at xk. Let us denote by Ak the mxn matrix, where 1 ::::; m 5 s+q, whose i-th row 

contains the coefficients of the i-th equality constraint for 1 ::::; i ::::; s, and the 

coefficients of the (i-s)-th inequality constraint for s+ 1 ::::; i ::::; s+q. The rest of the 

inequality constraints that are not active are temporarily disregarded. The problem 

then becomes 

minimise F(x) } 

subject to Akxk = bk 
(5.3) 

which of course is the equality constrained problem of section 4. 7, and for which a 

null space basis matrix could be computed as described in section 4.1 0. 

When using the active set method to solve problem (5.1), there will always be 

some inequality constraints that are not active and so not included in the active set. 

The linear search step ak obtained by the backtrack method (see section 3.9) must 

always take into account the possibility of violating one, or perhaps more, of the 

inequality constraints that are not active at the current point xk. Therefore, it is 

important to know beforehand the step length a to the nearest inactive constraint. To 

find a we compute all the step lengths a; from the current point xk along the current 

search (descent) direction pk to each of the inactive inequality constraint ar and take 

the smallest as a. 
To find a;, suppose for some pk that aipk ~ 0, then any positive move along 

p k will not violate the constraint ai. That is, if ai p k is non-negative for all such 

constraints then they impose no restriction on the step length G;. However, if 

ai p k < 0, then the constraint ai becomes active at the critical step G; satisfying 

which implies that 

(5.4) 

where i is an index describing the inequality constraints not included in the active set. 

The step length a is then taken as 

a= {min{ aJ, if ai p k < 0 for some i- th constraint not in the active set ' (
5

.
5
) 

+oo , if ai p k ~ 0 for all the constraint not in the active set 
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and it is the maximum non-negative feasible step that can be taken along pk. Thus it 

represents an upper bound ori the line search step length ak. 

The following steps summarise the active set strategy: 

1. Start at the current feasible point xk with A", bk, and Zk. 

2. Test for convergence. If xk is a minimum in the subspace defined by Zk, then 

we consider deleting a constraint from the active set. The decision to delete a 

constraint is based on the sign of the computed estimates of the Lagrange 

multipliers of the active set. The best constraint to delete is the active inequality 

constraint with the most negative multiplier. When all the multipliers are non
negative (A; ~ 0 ), or when none of the inequality constraints are included in the 

active set, then clearly convergence has been achieved and the inversion process 

terminates with the solution x· = xk. If a constraint is deleted from the active 

set, the matrices A k , b k , and Z k are updated accordingly. 

3. Solve (5.2) then find a descent direction Pic = Zkpz. 

4. Find the step length a to the nearest inactive inequality constraint using (5.4) 

and (5.5). 

5. Decide on the step length ak, taken in the direction pk, that gives a reduction in 

error energy. If ak =a, then add the constraint that corresponds to a to the 

active set, and update Ak, bk, and Zk. 

6. Compute xk+J = xk +a kp k , set k t- k + 1, and repeat the process at step 1. 

5.3. The steps of the inversion algorithm 

The inversion algorithm, using the active set strategy as implemented here, can 

be broadly divided into four basic steps: (1) handling of the active and inactive 

constraints, (2) determining the descent vector pk, (3) determining the step length ak 

and ( 4) testing for convergence to the solution. 

The set of all possible linear constraints that are applicable to the problems at 

hand, should always be determined first, before going into any other inversion step. 

This is equivalent to stating the region of feasible geologic solutions that we are 

seeking, so avoiding any other solutions that are mathematically possible but 

geologically not feasible. This, of course, requires a prior knowledge of the dominant 

lithological trends of the area in study, a requirement that is normally satisfied since 

we already have at least one well location at which a seismic wavelet was estimated, 

as discussed in chapter 2. For every problem to be solved, e.g. boundary locations, 

acoustic impedances or the wavelet at a well location, we always construct two 

matrices for the constraints coefficients, a matrix A that contains coefficients of the 

equality constraints and the active inequality constraints, and a matrix A that contains 
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the coefficients of all possible inequality constraints; that is all active and inactive 

inequality constraints. 

There is a lot of housekeeping when using constraints in an inversion program. 

Any inactive constraint that becomes active at any current point xk should be added to 

the matrix A, and any active constraint that should become inactive should be deleted 
A 

from A. Thus we need to keep track of which of the inequality constraints are active 

and which are inactive at the current point xk. To do this we observe that only the 

inequality constraints could be added to, or deleted from, the active set, so we 

construct two position index sets. The first set includes the position indices for all the 

inequality constraints of A, either active or inactive. This set will be called the 

inequality constraints set. The second set includes the position indices for all the 

active inequality constraints of A. This set will be called the working set. When an 

inactive inequality constraint becomes active at an updated point xk+I, its position 

index in the matrix A, which is included in the inequality constraints set, is added to 

the end of the working set. If, on the other hand, an active constraint becomes 

inactive at xk+I, then its position index is deleted from the working set. The actual 

inequality constraints never change position in the matrix A, only their respective 

position indices are added to, or deleted from, the working set. In this way, whenever 

we need to find the step to the nearest inactive constraint, we only need to consider 

those constraints whose position indices in A, i.e., in the inequality constraints set, are 

not included in the working set. 

The second step in the inversion algorithm is to determine the descent vector 

pk. This is the Gauss-Newton descent vector which can be computed in two steps. 

First, the modified Cholesky factors of the projected Hessian Z~HkZ are given by 

(5.6) 

We solve 

(5.7) 

for p z, which is in the null space of A defined by Z. Then we find p k = Z kP z . The 

resulting descent vector pk satisfies all the active constraints defined by A at the 

current point xk. 

To solve (5.7), we set 
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so that 

(5.8) 

and 

(5.9) 

At this point the advantages of using the Cholesky factorisation become obvious. 

Because of the structures of the diagonal matrix Dk and the lower triangular matrix 

Lk, no explicit matrix inverse computation is necessary to find Pz· We first solve 

(5.9) for uk by forward substitution, then solve (5.8) for Pz by back substitution. The 

descent vector pk = Zkpz is then computed. 

The third step in the inversion algorithm is to determine the step length used to 

update the current point xk to obtain xk+I = xk + akpk. The natural value for ak in the 

Gauss-Newton method is unity for quadratic error energy function F(x). However, for 

a general error energy F(x), quadratic approximation may be valid only at points xk 

close to the minimum solution point x •. Nonetheless, we always first consider ak = 1 

as the best choice for the step length whenever possible. In practice, however, it is 

useful to limit the maximum change that can be made in xk at any one iteration, so 

that we attempt to force convergence to a solution nearest to the initial guess. This, of 

course, is also consistently achieved if reasonable upper and lower bounds are placed 

on the elements of xk using the inequality constraints. But by simply limiting the step 

length we could possibly prevent all the extra housekeeping due to addition and 

deletion of constraints and the associated matrix updates. To limit the maximum 

change in xk we compute, at each iteration, the step length a that satisfies Ia pk I~ 8, 

where D is a pre-defined constant parameter. Obviously, a different value for D has to 

be assigned depending on which set of variables we are considering. For example, if 

we are solving for the acoustic impedance problem, then we must have a constant 8x 
for the starting impedance variables x, and a constant ~Y for the impedance gradient 

variables y. Thus we need to evaluate ii x and ii Y and then set ii = min{ ii x, ii Y} . 
When solving for the wavelet problem we evaluate ii = iiw for a predetermined ~w· 

For the boundary location problem, however, we also require that the minimum step 

length a results in at least one boundary location variable being perturbed by a 

minimum of one sample interval. This is because, if none of the boundary locations 

are perturbed, there is no change in the error energy. 

Another upper limit imposed on ak is due to the step length a, which is the 

step to the nearest inactive constraint, see section 5.2. The step length a is the 

minimum step of all possible step lengths to the inactive inequality constraints. If a 
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is taken as ak, then the inactive constraint that corresponds to a should be added to 

the active set of constraints by adding a row to A and then updating the position index 

set and the QR-factors of _Ar, so that we obtain a new Zk and Q 1 by partitioning Q. 

The choice of the step length ak is determined basically in three steps. First, if 

the min{ a, a}~ 1, then ak is taken to be the min{ a, a}, otherwise ak is set to 1. 

Second, we test if F(xk +akpk) < F(xk); if this is the case when ak =a, then we 

accept ak as the step length. However, when ak =a, we further investigate whether 

p kgk+l is positive or negative ( gk+l is the gradient vector at xk+1 ). In the case when 

pkgk+l < 0, we accept ak =a and add the corresponding constraint to the active set. 

In the case when pkgk+l > 0, then this would mean that there is a point between xk and 

xk +akpk that should have a lower error energy value than F(xk +akpk). The 

reason for doing this is to avoid adding a constraint to the active set whenever 

possible. Third, when F(xk + akpk) > F(xk), then we use the linear search method to 

find a new ak for which we obtain a reduction in the error energy function as 

described in section 3.9. 

The final step in the inversion program is to establish convergence to a 

solution x •. To do this we need to satisfy one of four convergence criteria. Two of 

these convergence tests are concerned with the error energy value, one with the 

projected gradient magnitude IIZ~gkll at xk, and one with the total number of 

iterations. When the error energy value at the current point is less than or equal to a 

small tolerance value etol, i.e. F(xk) ~ etol, then convergence is established and the 

current point becomes the solution x •. Also, when the decrease in error energy is 

within the tolerance, i.e. F(xk)- F(xk+l) ~ etol, then the iteration process should 

terminate and accept the current point as the solution x*. 

The third criterion for convergence is applied to the projected gradient 

magnitude at the current point xk. When xk is at, or close to, a minimum then, for a 

small tolerance gtol, IIZ~gkll ~ gtol. This means that we are either at a weak minimum 

or at a saddle point. The decision that the point xk is a weak minimum or a saddle 

point depends on whether the projected Hessian Z~HkZk has been modified by Ek to 

obtain the Cholesky factorisation LkDkL":. When at least one of the elements of the 

diagonal matrix Ek is non zero, then ZiHkZk is indefinite which means that xk is a 

saddle point, otherwise the projected Hessian is positive definite and xk is a weak 

minimum. 

A weak minimum at xk indicates that convergence has been achieved at the 

subspace defined by Zk. However, there remains the possibility that further 

reductions in error energy could still be obtained if one, or more, of the active 

inequality constraints is deleted from the active set defined by A. Thus we compute 

the vector ltk of the Lagrange multipliers. Reduction in error energy can be obtained 
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only if one, or more, of the constraints has a negative Lagrange multiplier (see section 

4.9). We delete only one constraint at a time, and choose the one that is most negative 

first. When a constraint is deleted from the active set, the QR factors of _AT are re

computed and a new null space matrix Z k is determined. The case when all A; ~ 0 

corresponds to a weak minimum, and the point xk is accepted as the solution x •. 

When xk is a saddle point, we choose to take the projected descent direction 

p z as a direction of negative curvature (see section 3.10) defined by 

where es is a unit vector having the value 1 at the coordinates, and s is the direction 

that was modified the most to obtain the modified Cholesky factors Lk and Dk. That 

is, we choose s such that d,s- ess is least, where d,s are the diagonal elements of Dk 

and e,, are the diagonal elements of Ek of (5.6). Having determined pz, it follows that 

p k = Z kp z, which is then taken as the descent direction of this iteration. 

The last criterion for convergence is simply to assign a maximum number of 

iterations the inversion program can perform. Once this number of iterations is 

reached, the program terminates with xk as the solution x •. 

A schematic flowchart of the main steps of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

In the diagram we start at the k-th iteration with an initial guess xk, (i.e., boundary 

locations, acoustic impedances, or wavelet parameters at a well location.) and a 
Jacobian matrix J k , from which we can compute the gradient vector gk and a 

Hessian matrix Hk using the residual vector r(xk) = s(xk)- sobs. 

5.4. The initial guess and convergence to the correct solution 

5.4.1. The region of convergence 

The parameterised initial guess must be within a region of convergence around 

the solution for the inversion process to converge to the correct solution. In the case 

of the boundary location problem, this region is found to have a radius of one-half of 

the central lobe width for a zero phase seismic wavelet. 

This can be illustrated by considering a three layer model, so that we have two 

boundary variables representing the middle interfaces; say t1 and t 2 • An error energy 

function was computed for a correct boundary locations solution t = [28 54 76f, 

with a starting impedance x = [5000 3000 4000f and a zero impedance gradient at 

each layer, so that y = [0 0 of. The error energy function F(x) was generated by 

scanning through all possible points t 1 = 2, 4, .... , 74 for each t2= 4, 6, .... , 76, so that 

the linear inequality constraint t2 - t 1 ~ 2 was always satisfied. The wavelet used was 

near a zero phase having the parameters w = [ 10 20 60 75 110 110 0.418 0.113 of, 
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Figure 5.1. A schematic flowchart of the main steps of the inversion program 
using the active set strategy. 
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This wavelet has a central lobe width of approximately 18 ms. At each point (t"t2), 

the initial guess was evaluated by convolving the reflection coefficient series 

generated from the two-way time at that point and the acoustic impedance information 

x andy, sampled at 2 ms with the 20 samples time domain wavelet obtained from the 

wavelet parameters w. The resulting 3-dimensional error energy surface is shown in 

Fig. 5.2a, where it can be seen that the point (28, 54) represents the global minimum 

error energy. 

10 20 30 40 50 60 

t1 

Figure 5.2a. The error energy surface showing the region of convergence 
for the global minimum (28, 54). 

70 

Figure 5.2a also illustrates that any point in the region surrounding the point 

(28, 54) at a radius of 8 ms will converge to this global minimum. The 20-sample 

time domain wavelet is shown in Figure 5.2b, where it can be seen that the central 

lobe width is approximately 18 ms, which also explains why other local minima tend 

to be separated by about 18 ms away from the global minimum along the lines t1 = 28 

and t2 = 54. This is because the overlap of the secondary lobes of the wavelets from 

each of the two reflecting boundaries will result in lower error energy if they are 

separated by a multiple of the central lobe width. 
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Figure 5.2b. The time domain wavelet used to generate the error energy surface 
of Figure 5.2a. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in 
ms. 

5.4.2 The convergence criteria and solution quality 

As previously mentioned in section 5.3, the convergence to a solution is 

established when one of four criteria is satisfied. When convergence is established 

because F(xk) ::::; etol, then obviously the convergence is perfect, although it might not 

be unique. However, when convergence is reached due to F(xk)-F(xk+I) ::::; etol, or 

IIZ~gk II::::; gtol, or when the maximum number of iterations allowed is reached, then 

the solution obtained may still contain error energy that is probably much larger than 

etol, due to the high amplitude value of the samples in the problem at hand. In such 

cases we need to obtain a relative measure of the error energy with respect to the 

observed seismic trace. This relative error energy measure is obtained as a 

percentage: 

E ret (%) = 2( error energy value at x •) x 1 OO 
observed trace energy 

i=l 
X 100 

where s;(x*) represents the synthetic seismic trace at the solution x*, and stbs 

represents the observed seismic trace. Obviously when F(xk) ::::; etol, then Ere/ is very 

small, or possibly zero, for a small etol, while in the case of convergence with any of 
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the criteria Eret could still be large, but the maximum is 200%, which is obtained when 
the traces s(x*) and sobs are out of phase. 

5.'8..3. Uniqueness and resonution of inversion solutions 

Obtaining a solution to the inversion problem with zero error energy does not 

mean that there is no other solution with zero error energy. This is the problem of 

non-uniqueness in inversion solutions. The uniqueness of the inversion solution is 

discussed by Backus and Gilbert (1970) and Parker (1977). The non-uniqueness, or 

ambiguity, in this inversion process is a product of the way we construct the earth 

model to obtain the initial guess and the inversion solution, and the criteria we use to 

establish the degree of fit between the inversion solution and the correct, or observed, 

seismic solution after each iteration. 

The initial guess impedance profile, and also that of the solution, is 

constructed in such a way that we have discontinuities at the boundary locations. This 

would mean that the solution has infinite bandwidth. The synthetic seismogram and 

the observed trace are actually band-limited, thus when we compare them for their 

degree of fit, we can only make the comparison in this limited frequency band. The 

frequency components that are outside this band are filtered out by the wavelet filter 

when computing the synthetic seismogram. The result of this is that low frequency 

components can be added to the impedance profile and still obtain the same degree of 

fit with the observed data, so that the inversion process can add any low or high 

frequency components outside the frequency band defined by the wavelet and yet still 

give a perfect fit. This indicates that the more we require our solution to have a 

resolution higher than that defined by the band-limited seismic data, i.e. by making 

our impedance solution broad-band, the more non-uniqueness, or ambiguity, we 

introduce in the obtained impedance solution. 

Another form of ambiguity occurs when, for example, we have a sand layer 

immersed in shale, and this layer is at or below its tuning thickness. At the tuning 

thickness of such a layer, we obtain a maximum reflection amplitude (Widess, 1973). 

This is due to the constructive interference between the primary and secondary lobes 

of the seismic wavelets that are reflected from the top and bottom boundaries of the 

layer, thus giving a strong trough and a strong peak amplitudes. For layer thickness 

less than the tuning thickness, the peak to trough time separation becomes invariant to 

the tuning thickness, and all thickness information becomes encoded in the peak to 

trough amplitude, which becomes progressively smaller as the layer becomes thinner. 

When inverting for a thin layer the ambiguity arises because the inversion process can 

either decrease the thickness of the layer or decrease the contrast in acoustic 
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impedance between the layer and its surrounding material, and still obtain the same 

seismic response. 

5.5. Synthetic examples 

Several examples will be given in this section to study the performance of the 

inversion program, and then to attempt to use the results to reach a conclusion on how 

to invert the field recorded seismic data. The synthetic examples are divided into 

inverting for (1) boundary locations, (2) acoustic impedance variables, (3) a 

combination of boundary locations and acoustic impedance variables, (4) wavelet 

parameters, and (5) a combination of boundary locations, acoustic impedance 

variables and wavelet parameters. 

In almost every synthetic example discussed in the following sections, the 

observed trace is obtained by the time domain convolution of the earth model with the 

parameters shown in Table 5.1. In all cases the sampling interval is 2 ms. The 

boundary location vector t is in units of ms of two-way travel-time, the starting 

impedance vector x has units of gcm-Jms-1 and the impedance gradient y has units of 

gcm-Jms-I/sample interval. 

observed observed observed 
layer boundary starting impedance 

number locations impedances gradients 
(ms) (gcm·3ms- 1) (gcm·3ms· 1/sample) 

n 
tobs xobs Yobs 

60 11000 0 
2 74 6000 0 
3 82 8000 0 
4 112 5000 0 
5 126 7000 0 
6 180 6000 0 

Table 5.1 The synthetic observed earth model used to generate most of the 
observed seismic data for the synthetic examples studied in this chapter. 

The wavelet used to generate the observed seismic trace has the parameters 

vector wabs= [24 28 55 84 115000 115000 0.418 0.113 or. The initial guesses for 

all the synthetic examples are variants of the observed data of Table 5.1 and the 

wavelet parameters above. 

5.5.1. Examples of boundary location inversion 

Two representative examples are discussed here. First, we discuss an example 

where the boundaries are within the region of convergence and with correct polarities 

across the boundaries. In the second, we add the complication of having polarity 
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reversals across some of the boundaries. We then discuss the effect of random noise 

on the inversion for boundary locations. We examine the inversion results when the 

signal-to-noise ratio in the observed trace is 4, 2, 1 and 'h. 

5.5.1.1. A simple boundary location problem 

In this example all the boundary locations are misplaced, with respect to 

observed earth model boundaries, by up to 8 ms. The observed boundary locations 

and the initial guess data are shown in Table 5.2. 

observed solution initial observed observed 
layer boundary boundary boundary starting impedance 

number locations locations locations impedances gradients 
(ms) (ms) (ms) (gcm-3ms- 1) (gcm-3ms- 1 /sample) 

n lobs tso/ tini xobs Y obs 

60 60 52 11000 0 
2 74 74 70 6000 0 
3 82 82 88 8000 0 
4 112 112 104 5000 0 
5 126 126 132 7000 0 
6 180 180 180 6000 0 

Table 5.2. Data for the boundary location inversion problem of section 5.5.1.1. 
Since this is a boundary locations inversion problem, no impedance variables are 

present, and only the constants xobs and y obs are shown. 

The 8 ms difference in boundary locations for layers t1 and t4 represents the 

maximum value for any of the boundaries to converge, that is the radius of the 

convergence zone. For this example convergence to the correct solution, i.e. tobs• was 

obtained in five iterations. The initial relative error energy, with respect to tobs• was 

E,e1= 184%, and the final solution had zero error energy. The impedance profiles for 

the observed data, initial guess and inversion solution for this example are shown in 

Figure 5.3a. The solutions after each iteration are shown in Figure 5.3b. In Figure 

5.3b, the first and last traces are the observed seismic trace, and it is shown twice so 

that it can be compared to the initial guess and the final solution. The second trace is 

the seismic response of the initial guess impedance profile, and the trace before the 

last, i.e. trace number 7, is the seismic response to the final impedance solution. 

Corresponding to each iteration is an error trace. The set of all error traces is shown 

in Figure 5.3c. The first error trace represents the initial Erel of 184% the last error 

trace has all its elements being zero and represents the final error energy; and the 

middle error traces show the progression of the error trace towards zero at each 

iteration. This example illustrates that the boundary location solution can converge to 

the global minimum when the initial guess is within the region of convergence. 
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Figure 5.3a The impedance profiles for the example of section 5.5.1.1. Note: for 
all the impedance profile figures in this chapter, the initial guess profile is a 
dashed line, the observed profile is a dotted line and the solution profile is a solid 
line. Note that t1 and t4 are misplaced by 8 ms. In this example convergence to 
the correct solution was obtained. 
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Figure 5.3b. The solution traces for the example of section 5.5.1.1. The first and 
last traces, i.e., traces numbered 1 and 8, are the observed seismic traces. Trace 
number 2 is the initial guess seismic response. Traces 3-7 represent the seismic 
response of the five iterations of inversion performed to obtain the final solution 
of trace 7. Observe that traces 7 and 8 are exactly the same. Note that the vertical 
axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 5.3c. The error traces for the example of section 5.5 .1.1. These traces 
correspond to the solution traces of figure 5.3b. The first error trace corresponds 
to the solution trace numbered 2 and the last error trace corresponds to the 
solution trace numbered 7. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way 
travel-time in ms. 

5.5.1.2. Boundary locations problem with a polarity reversal 

In this example the observed earth model was altered so that a polarity reversal 

was introduced in layer 4 in the initial guess. The observed and initial guess earth 

models are listed in Table 5.3. 

observed solution initial observed initial starting observed 
layer boundary boundary boundary starting impedances impedance 

number locations locations locations impedances (gcm·3ms·1) gradients 
(ms) (ms) (ms) (gcm·3ms·1) xinit (gcm·3ms·1/sample) 

n 
tobs tso/ tini xobs Yobs 

60 60 56 11000 11000 0 
2 74 72 72 6000 6000 0 
3 82 86 86 8000 8000 0 
4 112 108 108 5000 7500 0 
5 126 126 130 7000 7000 0 
6 180 180 180 6000 6000 0 

Table 5.3. The observed, solution and initial guess data for the example of 
section 5.5.1.2, the initial guess is showing incorrect boundaries and a reversed 
polarity in layer 4. 
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The initial EreF 105% and the inversion program terminated after two iterations 

because the solution converged with Eret= 35% after both the first and second 

iteration. The impedance profiles of this example are shown in Figure 5.4a, where it 

can be observed that the inversion solution has converged to the two correct boundary 

locations for interfaces 1 and 5, while for the interfaces in between the inversion has 

failed to converge to the correct boundary locations. This, of course, is due to the 

polarity reversal across interface 4, at 108 ms. The error traces shown in Figure 5.4b 

give a better insight into the optimum solution obtained. In the second trace much of 

the error energy is concentrated around the interface where the polarity reversal is 

found. There is also strong error energy at around 84 ms, but this is mainly due to the 

difference in reflection strength, i.e. impedance contrast, around that boundary in the 

initial guess impedance profile as compared to that in the observed profile. Thus the 

concentration of error energy should give us an idea on where adjustments in the earth 

model should be made to obtain an improved initial guess. 

5.5.1.3. The effect of noise on boundary locations inversion 

In the previous two synthetic examples of boundary locations inversion, the 

signal-to-noise ratio was infinite because no noise was present in the observed trace. 

In real seismic data, however, we should not expect the observed trace to be noise

free, so that in this section we consider the performance of the inversion process when 

the observed trace is contaminated with different levels of noise energy. 

The type of noise that will be added to the observed trace is random noise with 

zero mean energy value. The random noise is generated from a flat band-limited 

amplitude spectrum and random phase spectrum which are then transformed into the 

time domain by inverse Fourier transformation (Fox, 1987). By making use of 

Parceval's theorem, (Brigham, 1988), we can determine the appropriate amplitude 

value of the band-limited amplitude spectrum to generate random noise of specified 

energy. 

We re-consider the boundary locations inversion problem of section 5.5 .1.1, 

see Table 5.2, with different added random noise energies so that the observed trace 

has a signal-to-noise ratio of 4, 2, 1 and Vz. In all cases the random noise is band 

limited in to the range 10-85 Hz. 
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Figure 5.4a. The impedance profiles for the example of section 5.5.1.2 showing 
the polarity reversal at boundary location 4. Only the first and last boundaries 
converged to their correct locations. 
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Figure 5.4b. The error traces for the example of section 5.5.1.2. They are the 
error traces for the two iterations performed by the inversion program, trace 
number 1 belongs to the first iteration. Note that the vertical axis represents the 
two-way travel-time in ms. 

The solution traces when the signal-to-noise ratio is 4 are shown in Figure 

5.5a. The initial Ere!= 220%, and in this case convergence to the correct solution was 

obtained in five iterations with EreF 25%, which could be expected since signal-to

noise ratio is 4. In Figure 5.5a the first and last traces are the noise contaminated 

observed traces, and traces 2-7 are the seismic responses for each of the five iterations. 

The corresponding error traces are shown in Figure 5.5b where, because convergence 

to the correct solution was achieved, the last error trace represents the total random 

noise that is contained in the noisy observed trace. The impedance profiles for this 

example are shown in Figure 5.5c, where convergence to the correct solution is 

shown. 
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Figure 5.5a The solution traces for the boundary locations inversion problem 
when the observed trace (numbered 1 and 8) has a signal-to-noise ratio of 4. The 
solution traces for the five iterations are traces 2 to 7. Note that the vertical axis 
represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 5.5b The error traces corresponding to the solution traces of Figure 5.5a. 
Because inversion to the correct solution was obtained, the last error trace, number 
6, represents the total random noise in the observed seismic trace. Note that the 
vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 5.5c. The impedance profiles for the noise added boundary locations 
inversion example of section 5.5. 1.3 when the signal-to-noise ratio of the observed 
trace is 4. For such a signal-to-noise ratio convergence to the correct boundary 
locations was obtained. 

The previous example was repeated with a lower signal-to-noise ratio of 2. In 

this case the initial Ere/= 237%, and that, except for the first boundary, all boundaries 

failed to converge to their correct locations, so that the final Ere!= 42%. The inversion 

input and results are shown in Table 5.4. 
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observed solution initial observed observed 
layer boundary boundary boundary starting impedance 

number locations locations locations impedances gradients 
(ms) (ms) (ms) (gcm·3ms· 1) (gcm·3ms·1tsample) 

n tobs tsol tini xobs Yobs 

I 60 60 52 11000 0 
2 74 72 70 6000 0 
3 82 84 88 8000 0 
4 112 114 104 5000 0 
5 126 134 132 7000 0 
6 256 256 256 6000 0 

Table 5.4. The data for the boundary locations inversion when the signal-to-noise 
ratio of the observed trace is 2. 

Figure 5.6a shows the solution traces, which are numbered 2-7, for the six 

iterations the program performed. The impedance profiles for this example are shown 

in Figure 5.6b where it can be seen that the solution of the fifth boundary was in error 

by as much as 8 ms; i.e. the solution has diverged from the correct boundary. It is 

more likely for this boundary to have a large error in the final solution because of the 

low impedance contrast across it. 
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Figure 5.6a The observed trace (numbered 1 and 8) has a signal-to-noise ratio of 
2. The solution traces for the six iterations the inversion program performed are 
traces 2 to 7. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 5.6b. The impedance profiles for the boundary locations inversion data 
listed in Table 5.4. The signal-to-noise ratio of the observed trace in this example 
is 4. Note that, except for the first boundary, no boundary has convergence to its 
correct location. 

To examine the effect of noise even further, the previous example was 

repeated with a signal-to-noise ratio of 1. The data for this test are listed in Table 5.5. 
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observed solution initial observed observed 
layer boundary boundary boundary starting impedance 

number locations locations locations impedances gradients 
(ms) (ms) (ms) (gcm-3ms- 1) (gcm-3ms- 1/sarnple) 

n 
tob.r tsol tini xob.r Yobs 

l 60 62 52 11000 0 
2 74 72 70 6000 0 
3 82 82 88 8000 0 
4 112 114 104 5000 0 
5 126 142 132 7000 0 
6 256 256 256 6000 0 

Table 5.5. The data for the boundary locations inversion when the signal-to-noise 
ratio of the observed trace is 1. The observed traces are shown in Figure 5.7a 
numbered 1 and 13. 

The observed and solution traces are shown in Figure 5.7a. The initial Eret= 

413%, then after 11 iterations the program terminated with EreF 78%. The impedance 

profiles are shown in Figure 5.7b, where it can be seen that only the third boundary 

converged to its correct solution, and that the fifth boundary, with the low reflection 

coefficient, actually diverged even further from its correct location as compared to the 

previous case when the signal-to-noise ratio was 2 that is shown in Figure 5.6b_ 
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Figure 5.7a The observed trace (numbered I and 13) has a signal-to-noise ratio 
of 1. The solution traces for the 11 iterations the inversion program performed are 
traces 2 to 12. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in 
ms. 
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Figure 5.7b. The impedance profiles for the boundary locations inversion data 
listed in Table 5.5. The signal-to-noise ratio of the observed trace in this example 
is 1. Note that, except for the third boundary, no boundary has convergence to its 
correct location. 

To take noise investigation one last step further, Figure 5.8a shows the same 

example with the observed trace having signal-to-noise ratio of Y2. Figure 5.8a shows 

the solution traces of the 10 iterations the inversion program took to reduce Ere/ from 

287% to 183%. Although the first boundary, which has the highest reflection 

coefficient, and the second boundary converged to their correct values, the other 

boundary locations stayed well away from their correct locations. Table 5.6. shows 

the inversion results, and Figure 5.8b shows the impedance profiles for this example. 
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observed solution initial observed observed 
layer boundary boundary boundary starting impedance 

number locations locations locations impedances gradients 
(ms) (ms) (ms) (gcm·3ms· 1) (gcm·3ms·1/sample) 

n 
tob.r tso/ tini xobs Yob.r 

60 60 52 11000 0 
2 74 74 70 6000 0 
3 82 96 88 8000 0 
4 112 116 104 5000 0 
5 126 142 132 7000 0 
6 256 256 256 6000 0 

Table 5.6. The data for the boundary locations inversion when the signal-to-noise 
ratio of the observed trace is lfz. The observed traces are shown in Figure 5.8a 
numbered 1 and 12. 
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Figure 5.8a The observed trace (numbered 1 and 12) has a signal-to-noise ratio 
of lfz. The solution traces for the 10 iterations the inversion program performed 
are traces 2 to 11. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in 
ms. 
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Figure 5.8b. The impedance profiles for the boundary locations inversion data 
listed in Table 5.5. The signal-to-noise ratio of the observed trace in this example 
is Yz. Although the first boundary, which has the highest reflection coefficient, and 
the second boundary converged to their correct values, the other boundary 
locations stayed well away from their correct locations. 

5.5.2. Examples of impedance inversion 

A number of examples of impedance inversion are given here. The first is a 

straightforward impedance inversion problem where the boundary locations and 

wavelet parameters have their correct values. We then examine the same example 

with the impedance of the first layer fixed. We also examine an interesting case 

where the initial guess impedance profile has a constant value. The second example 

has polarity reversals across some of the interfaces. We then repeat the same example 

with the added complication of having impedance gradients in the observed 
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impedance profile. Finally, we consider the effect of random noise on impedance 

inversion. 

5.5.2.1. A simple impedance inversion problem 

The input and output data for this problem are shown in Table 5.7. Here we 

are only solving for the starting impedance vector x, so that each element in the vector 

y is equality constrained to zero. 

The initial E,e1= 11%, and the final error energy for the inversion solution xsot 

is zero. The impedance profiles for this example are shown in Figure 5.9. Obviously 

this is a case where convergence to a non-unique solution is obtained. It is important 

to notice that in this solution the ratio of any of xobs elements to the corresponding 

element in xsot is always 1.07, that is xobs= 1.07xsot• so that they are equal except for a 

scale factor of 1.07. Convergence to xsot occurred after four iterations. 

observed observed solution initial observed 
layer boundary starting starting starting impedance 

number locations impedances impedances impedances gradients 
(ms) (gcm-3ms- 1) (gcm-3ms-1) (gcm-3ms-1) (gcm-3ms- 1/sample) 

n tobs xobs X sol xini Yobs 

60 llOOO 10220 10000 0 
2 74 6000 5603 5500 0 
3 82 8000 7471 9000 0 
4 112 5000 4669 7000 0 
5 126 7000 6536 7500 0 
6 180 6000 5603 5000 0 

Table 5.7. The input and output data for the simple impedance problem of section 
5.5.2.L 

To solve the non-uniqueness problem in this example it is necessary to equality 

constrain only one of the starting impedance values. This is because by fixing the 

impedance in one layer we are forcing the impedance profile of the solution to have 

the low frequency trend that is present in the observed impedance profile, thus the 

inversion impedance solution will converge to the same values as those in the 

observed impedance profile. Figure 5.10 shows the impedance results obtained when 

the first layer of the problem of Figure 5.9 is fixed, i.e. equality constrained, to its 

correct value. The correct solution was achieved, i.e. zero error energy, in four 

iterations. 

An interesting example is shown in Figure 5.11 were the same impedance 

solution was obtained, with zero error energy, when the initial guess vector, xini• had 

all its elements equal to that of the first layer impedance value. This solution was 
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obtained in four iterations, and the impedance of the first layer was fixed. In this case, 

the initial E,e1= 100%. 
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Figure 5.9. The impedance profiles of the example of section 5.5.2.1 showing a 
non-unique convergence of the impedance solution. 
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Figure 5.10. The impedance profiles after equality constraining the first layer for 
the example of section 5.5.2.1. 
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Figure 5.11. The impedance profiles for the example shown in Figure 5.10 where 
the initial guess impedance is constant and equal to the first layer impedance. 

5.5.2.2. Impedance inversion with polarity reversals 

The input and output data for an example where three polarity reversals were 

introduced in the initial guess are shown in Table 5.8. When solving for the 

impedance problem with these reversals, convergence to the correct solution was 

achieved in only four iterations with zero error energy. 
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observed observed solution initial starting observed 
layer boundary starting starting impedances impedance 

number locations impedances impedances (gcm·3ms· 1) gradients 
(ms) (gcm·3ms- 1) (gcm·3ms- 1) 

xini (gcm·3ms· 1tsample) 

n 
tobs xob.v X sol Yobs 

60 11000 11000 11000 0 
2 74 6000 6000 5500 0 
3 82 8000 8000 4000 0 
4 112 5000 5000 7000 0 
5 126 7000 7000 6000 0 
6 180 6000 6000 5000 0 

Table 5.8. Input data and solution for the impedance inversion with three polarity 
reversals example. 

In this example the initial error energy is 194%, and the first layer impedance 

is fixed to its correct value of 11000 gcm-3ms-t. The impedance results of this 

example are shown in Figure 5 .12. 

Inverting for impedance with polarity reversals in the initial guess in the above 

example was done with the impedance gradient at each layer fixed to be zero. To see 

the effect on the inversion result of having impedance gradients in the observed data, 

when the initial guess has polarity reversals, a test was performed by using the data in 

Table 5.9. The reason for this example is to investigate the possibility that polarity 

reversals could be removed simply by changing the gradients in the layers at the 

bottom of which we have the polarity reversals. Table 5.9 shows the input and 

inversion results when the two reversals are present in the initial guess, and the 

observed impedance profile layers have both positive and negative gradients. The 

initial Ere/= 194%. 

observed observed solution initial starting observed solution initial 
layer boundary starting starting impedances impedance impedance impedance 

number 

n 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

location impedance impedances (gcm·3ms· 1) gradients gradients gradients 
(ms) (gcm·3ms· 1) (gcm·3ms· 1) 

xini 
(gcm·3ms· 1tsample) (gcm·3ms·1tsample) (gcm·3ms·1tsample) 

tobs xobs X.m/ Yobs Yso/ 

60 11000 11000 11000 -50 -50 
74 6000 6000 5500 50 50 
82 8000 8000 4000 -100 -100 
112 5000 5000 7000 100 100 
126 7000 7000 6000 -20 -20 
180 6000 6000 5000 0 0 

Table 5.9. The initial guess has two reversals introduced at boundaries 2 and 3, 
and a non-zero observed impedance gradient vector. 
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The inversion converged to the correct solution in four iterations with zero 

error energy. At each iteration the starting impedance of the first layer was fixed at 

11000 gcm-3ms-1• The impedance results of the problem of Table 5.9 are shown in 

Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.12. The impedance profiles when three reversals were introduced in the 
initial guess impedance. 
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Figure 5.13. The impedance profiles when the initial guess has two reversals at 
boundaries 2 and 3, and a non-zero observed impedance gradient vector. 

5.5.2.3. The effect of noise on impedance inversion 

Quantitatively inverting for impedance depends largely on the magnitude of 

the reflection across boundaries. The addition of random noise to the observed trace 

will significantly effect the amplitude of the reflection. Thus, for any amount of noise 

contained in the observed trace, we should not expect the value of the inverted 

impedance to converge to its correct value. But it is important to investigate for what 

signal-to-noise ratios could we obtain reasonable estimates of the observed impedance 

profile, so in this section we consider the impedance inversion example shown in 

Figure 5.10 for signal-to-noise ratios of 4, 2, and 1. In all cases the impedance of the 

first layer is equality constrained to its correct value of 11000 gcm-3ms-1. 
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The input and output data for the case when the signal-to-noise ratio is 4 are 

shown in Table 5.10. 

observed observed solution initial starting observed 
layer boundary starting starting impedances impedance 

number locations impedances impedances (gcm-3ms- 1) gradients 
(ms) (gcm-3ms- 1) (gcm-3ms- 1) 

xini (gcm-3ms- 1/sample) 

n 
tob.v xob.< X sol Yobs 

60 11000 11000 11000 0 
2 74 6000 6168 5500 0 
3 82 8000 7993 9000 0 
4 112 5000 4182 7000 0 
5 126 7000 6685 7500 0 
6 256 6000 6321 5000 0 

Table 5.10. The data for the impedance parameters inversion when the observed 
trace has a signal-to-noise ratio of 4. The impedance solutions for this example 
are shown in Figure 5.14. 

The impedance profiles for this example are shown in Figure 5.14. The 

relative error energy for the initial impedance guess Eret= 47%, and for the final 

solution EreF 22%, which was reached in four iterations. It can be observed from 

Figure 5.14 that the impedance solution for the shallow layers resembles the observed 

impedance more closely than the deeper layers impedance solution. This can be 

attributed to the high impedance contrast between the shallow layers than between the 

deeper ones. That is, the added random noise effects deeper layers, which have 

weaker reflections, more than the shallower reflections which have stronger 

reflections. However, no polarity reversals were introduced in the final solution, and 

that the impedance trends are still reasonably preserved, i.e. the second and last layers 

have close impedance values and the fourth layer has the lowest impedance. 

The same example was repeated with the signal-to-noise ratio in the observed 

trace being 2. the data for this example are given in Table 5.11, and the impedance 

profiles are given in Figure 5.15. The initial Ere/= 54% and the inversion program 

performed four iterations to reduce Ere/ to 48%. 
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Figure 5.14. The impedance profiles for the data in Table 5.10. The signal-to
noise ratio of the observed trace is 4. In this inversion for impedance the solution 
is closer is closer to the correct impedance values for the shallow layers where 
there is a high impedance contrast across their boundaries 

observed observed solution initial starting observed 
layer boundary starting starting impedances impedance 

number locations impedances impedances (gcm·3ms· 1) gradients 
(ms) (gcm·3ms· 1) (gcm·3ms· 1) X .. (gcm·3ms·1tsample) 

om 
n 

tob.• xobs X sol Yobs 

60 11000 11000 11000 0 
2 74 6000 5194 5500 0 
3 82 8000 7010 9000 0 
4 112 5000 4358 7000 0 
5 126 7000 5462 7500 0 
6 256 6000 4452 5000 0 

Table 5.11. The data for the impedance parameters inversion when the observed 
trace has a signal-to-noise ratio of 2. The impedance solutions for this example 
are shown in Figure 5.15. 
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From the impedance profiles of Figure 5.15 we notice that no polarity 

reversals occurred, the best impedance estimates are for the shallow layers with high 

reflection coefficients, and that the solution profile impedance trends are deteriorating 

as compared to the correct, observed, impedance profile. For example, the impedance 

value for the fourth layer is comparable to that of the sixth layer, which is the trend in 

the observed profile, even though the fourth layer has less impedance than its correct 

value. Also, notice that the impedance of the fifth layer has become considerably 

smaller. 
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Figure 5.15. The impedance profiles for the data in Table 5. 11. The signal-to
noise ratio of the observed trace is 2. Comparing the impedance solution with that 
of Figure 5. 14, where the signal-to-noise ratio is 4, we notice that the impedance 
trend of the solution profile has deteriorated for the deeper layers. But no polarity 
reversals resulted across any of the interfaces. 
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Finally, Table 5.12 shows the input and output data when the signal-to-noise 

ratio of the observed trace is 1. Figure 5.16 shows the corresponding impedance 

profiles. 

observed observed solution initial starting observed 
layer boundary starting starting impedances impedance 

number locations impedances impedances (gcm·3ms· 1) gradients 
(ms) (gcm·3ms·1) (gcm·3ms· 1) X .. (gcm·3ms· 1tsample) 

rm 

n tobs xobs xstll Yobs 

60 11000 11000 11000 0 
2 74 6000 5734 5500 0 
3 82 8000 7724 9000 0 
4 112 5000 5607 7000 0 
5 126 7000 8779 7500 0 
6 256 6000 11279 5000 0 

Table 5.12. The data for the impedance parameters inversion when the observed 
trace has a signal-to-noise ratio of 1. The impedance solutions for this example 
are shown in Figure 5.16. 

The inversion program performed seven iterations to reduce Ere/ from 124% to 

86%. The impedance solution profile in Figure 5.16 shows the extent of deterioration 

to the impedance trend that can occur when the signal-to-noise ratio is low. Layer 6, 

which is of low impedance that is comparable to shale type lithology, has its 

impedance greatly increased so that now it could be interpreted as limestone. There is 

a polarity reversal between layers 6 and 5. Layers 2 and 5 almost have the same 

impedance value. Obviously, it is the deeper layers with low impedance contrast that 

had their impedance values differ the most from their correct impedance. 

5.5.2.4 Inverting for impedance with slightly incorrect boundaries 

The examples of sub-section 5.5.2.2 have illustrated that if no noise is present 

in the observed trace then convergence to the correct solution is almost always 

possible, even in the presence of polarity reversals. But, up to now, when solving for 

impedance, all the boundary locations and wavelet parameters have the correct values. 

In the next two examples we investigate impedance inversion with incorrect boundary 

locations, while having correct wavelet parameters, and the observed trace is noise

free. 
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Figure 5.16. The impedance profiles for the data in Table 5.12. The signal-to
noise ratio of the observed trace is 1. In this inversion for impedance the solution 
profile differs greatly from the observed profile at layers 5 and 6 at which we have 
a small impedance contrast. At the boundary between layers 5 and 6 there is a 
polarity reversal in the solution profile. 

With incorrect boundary locations one should not expect to converge to the 

correct impedance solution, but we would like to examine the optimum solution 

obtained. A simple approach to this problem is to use the correct solution as the 

initial guess except that only one of the boundary locations is perturbed by a small 

value, say 4 ms, and observe the resulting optimum impedance solutions. 

An example where the fifth boundary location is perturbed by 4 ms is shown 

in Table 5.13. The first layer impedance is fixed at its correct value of 11000 gcm-

3ms-I. In this example the initial EreF 2.6%. 
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observed initial observed solution initial observed 
layer boundary boundary starting starting starting impedance 

number locations locations impedances impedances impedances gradients 
(ms) (ms) (gcm·3ms·1) (gcm·3ms· 1) (gcm·3ms·1) (gcm·3ms·1tsample) 

fl 
tobs tini xob.r X sol xini Yob.r 

60 60 11000 11000 11000 0 
2 74 74 6000 5999 6000 0 
3 82 82 8000 8011 8000 0 
4 112 112 5000 5021 5000 0 
5 126 130 7000 7483 7000 0 
6 180 180 6000 6989 6000 0 

Table 5.13. Inversion for impedance when the initial guess has boundary location 
5 perturbed by 4 ms, i.e. 2 samples. 

The resulting optimum impedance solution is shown in Figure 5.17a, which was 

reached in three iterations with EreF 1.5%. It can be seen that for the inversion 

process to accommodate the 4 ms difference in the fifth boundary, it had to increase 

the reflection coefficient at the boundary at 112 ms and decrease the reflection 

coefficient at the boundary that is wrongly located at 130m. This it did by increasing 

the impedance contrast at the 112 ms boundary and decreasing the impedance contrast 

at the 130 ms boundary. To understand the reason for this, we need to look at Figure 

5.17b, where it can be seen that by shifting the boundary location from 126 ms to 130 

ms, we have shifted the reflection to a lower location so that it is not in alignment 

with the corresponding reflection energy in the correct solution. To correct this, in 

order to reduce error energy, the inversion process reduced the reflection energy from 

the initial guess in the lower boundary. The only way for the inversion process to do 

this was by reducing the reflection coefficient, thus reducing the impedance contrast 

across the boundary. But by reducing the reflection coefficient across the boundary at 

130 ms, the constructive interference zone between the boundaries at 112 ms and 130 

ms also required the reflection coefficient at 112 ms to be increased. Of course this 

has to be done in an optimum way and there will be a limit to how much the error can 

be reduced, so a minimum error energy was still present as shown by the error traces 

of Figure 5.17c, which is a display of the error traces for each of the iterations (the 

first error trace belongs to the initial guess). It is important to note that the error is 

concentrated around the 126-130 ms interval. 
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Figure 5.17a. Impedance profiles for impedance inversion with slightly incorrect 
boundaries. Note that the impedance solution is in error only across the boundary 
that is incorrectly located. 
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Figure 5.17b. The solution traces after each iteration in solving the example of 
Figure 5.17 a. Traces numbered 1 and 7 are the observed trace, while trace 2 is the 
seismic response of the initial guess and traces 3-6 are the seismic response after 
each iteration. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in 
ms. 
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Figure 5.17c. The error traces corresponding to the iterations of Figure 5.17b. 
Trace 1 is the error trace of the initial guess. Note that the vertical axis represents 
the two-way travel-time in ms. 

5.5.2.5. Impedance inversion with grossly incorrect boundaries 

In this case the boundary locations could be incorrect by as much as the radius 

of convergence. Similar to the previous example, the fifth boundary was perturbed by 

10 ms, which is about equal to the radius of the convergence region. The input data 

and impedance inversion solution are given in Table 5.14. 

observed initial observed solution initial starting observed 
layer boundary boundary starting starting impedances impedance 

number locations locations impedances impedances (gcm·3ms·1) gradients 

n 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

(ms) (ms) (gcm·3ms· 1) (gcm·3ms·1) 
xini 

(gcm·3ms· 1tsample) 

tobs tini xobs X sol Yobs 

60 60 11000 11000 11000 0 
74 74 6000 6000 6000 0 
82 82 8000 8006 8000 0 
112 112 5000 5011 5000 0 
126 136 7000 7255 7000 0 
180 180 6000 8094 6000 0 

Table 5.14. Showing that the boundary location 5 is perturbed by 10 ms, i.e. 5 
samples, in the initial guess. 

Similar to the previous example, the input impedance is the same as that of the 

observed impedance, and the impedance of the first layer is fixed at 11000 gcm-3ms-I. 
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The initial Eret= 7%, and after three iterations the program reached an optimum 

solution with Eret= 0.8%. Figure 5.18a shows that by perturbing the interface by 10 

ms, which is equivalent to about one half cycle of the seismic wavelet, means that the 

reflection energy at the synthetic seismogram is out of phase as compared to the 

corresponding correct solution. To accommodate this the inversion program had to 

reverse the polarity of the reflection coefficient, thus reversing the impedance contrast 

trend across the perturbed boundary. Figure 5.18b shows that the inversion process 

has achieved this by increasing the impedance value of the lower layer. Note that a 

small increase in impedance contrast across the boundary above the perturbed one was 

also necessary in this example to accommodate the polarity reversal at the fifth 

boundary. 
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Figure 5.18a. Solution traces when the boundaries are grossly incorrect. Traces 
numbered 1 and 6 are the observed trace, while trace 2 is the seismic response of 
the initial guess and traces 3-5 are the seismic response after each iteration. Note 
that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

5.5.3. Inversion of both impedance and boundaries 

The synthetic examples of section 5.5.2 are more representative of inversion of 

field data since it is more likely that the initial guess will be in error in both 

impedance and boundary locations. However, to invert only for impedance when the 

boundary locations are incorrect will not give the correct impedance results. One way 

to solve this inversion problem is to invert first for impedance and then boundary 
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locations; then, if convergence is not achieved, repeat the sequence as many times as 

necessary until the program terminates, with any of the convergence criteria, for both 

problems. 
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Figure 5.18b. The impedance profiles when the boundaries are grossly incorrect. 
The solution profile has a polarity reversal at the incorrect boundary. 
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5.5.3.1 Example of impedance and boundary inversion 

In this example four of the five boundary interfaces of our observed earth 

model have been perturbed. Two interfaces were perturbed by up to 4 ms. The first 

layer impedance is fixed at 11000 gcm-Jms-1, and all the other layers had their 

impedance perturbed. The input data and output results are shown in Table 5.15. 

observed solution initial observed solution initial starting observed 
layer boundary boundary boundary starting starting impedances impedance 

number locations locations locations impedances impedances (gcm·3ms·1) gradients 
(ms) (ms) (ms) (gcm·3ms" 1) (gcm·3ms· 1) 

xini (gcm·3ms·1tsample) 

n 
tob.•· tso/ tini xobs X sol Yobs 

60 60 56 11000 11000 11000 0 
2 74 74 72 6000 6000 7000 0 
3 82 82 82 8000 8000 9500 0 
4 112 112 108 5000 5000 4000 0 
5 126 126 128 7000 7000 6000 0 
6 180 180 180 5000 5000 4500 0 

Table 5.15. Input and output data for impedance and boundaries inversion. The 
correct boundaries and impedance solutions were achieved in four impedance 
inversion runs and three boundary inversion runs. 

The initial E,e1 was 50%. It took four impedance inversions and three 

boundary inversions to reach the zero error energy final solution given in Table 5.15. 

The progression to this final solution is summarised in Table 5 .16. 

Run number 1 2 
Inversion type Imp Bnd 
Error energy (%) 22 10 
Max. impedance 21246 21246 ..... ~~~~~--~~ 

3 
Imp 
5.2 

16278 

4 
Bnd 
4.95 

16278 

5 
Imp 
1.8 

9372 

6 
Bnd 

1 
9372 

7 
Imp 

0 
8000 

Table 5.16. Impedance solution progression when inverting for boundaries and 
impedance. The maximum impedance values shown are those for layer 3. Imp 
means impedance inversion run, and Bnd is boundary inversion run. 

One important observation from Table 5.16 is the value of maximum impedance for 

one of the impedance variables, namely for layer 3, has reached 21246 gcm-Jms-1• 

Such an unrealistically high impedance value occurred because the first impedance 

inversion run had to accommodate the fourth layer which was initially guessed to be 

too thin. This was corrected after the right layer thickness was retained in the 

boundary inversion at run 6. 
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5.5.3.2. Impedance and boundary inversion with constraints 
. . 

The inversion example in the last sub-section showed that unrealistically high 
. . 

impedance values can sometimes arise during repeated inversion runs for bound.ary 

locations and irnpedance. One way to avoid such high impedance values is to impose 

an upper bouJ?d on the impedance allowed in each layer, that is we make use of 

inequality·constraints. 

The previous example was rerun, out this time ari upper bound of 12000 

gcm-3ms-1 was globally imposed on all the layers: Convergence to the zero error 

energy solution was reached in two impedance inversion runs and only one boundary 

inversion run. The progression to this solution is summarised in Table 5.17. 

Run number 1 2 3 
Inversion type Imp Bnd Imp 
Error energy (%) 30 9 b 
Max. im ·edance 12000 12000 8000 

Table 5.17. Impedance solution progression for the same problem in Table 5.16 
after imposing a gl~bal upper boundofl2000 gcm-3ms-i on all the layers. 

As expected, the maximum impedance value imposed was not exceeded which 

made it possible for the boundary locations to converge in one inversion run. 

Obviously, imposing upper bounds on the impedance values contributed significantly 

to the stability of the problem, thus reducing the number of iterations required for 

convergence. 

5.5.3.3. The effect of noise on impedance and boundaries inversion 

The first test of impedance and boundaries inversion when the observed trace 

is contaminated with noise is summarised in Table 5.18. The signal-to-noise ratio for 

these data is 10. 

observed solution initial observed solution initial starting observed 
layer boundary boundary boundary starting starting impedances impedance 

number locations locations locations impedances impedances (gcm·3ms·1) gradients 
(ms) (ms) (ms) (gcm·3ms·1) (gcm·3ms·1) 

xini (gcm·3ms·1tsample) 

1l 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

lobs tsol tini xobs X sol 

60 60 56 11000 11000 11000 
74 72 72 6000 5824 7000 
82 84 82 8000 8915 9500 
112 112 108 5000 6000 4000 
126 126 128 7000 7456 6000 
256 256 256 5000 4930 4500 

Table 5.18. Input and output data for impedance and boundaries inversion when 
the signal-to-noise ratio is 10. The final boundaries and impedance solutions were 
achieved in four impedance inversion runs and three boundary inversion runs. 
The progression toward the final solution is summarised in Table 5.19. 
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For this test the impedance of the first layer was equality constrained to jts 

correct value of 11000 gcm-3m~s._l, andan upper bound of 11000 gcffi-3ms-1 and a 

lower bound of 4000 gcm-3ms-1 were imposed globally on all the other layers. The 

initial Erez= 68%, then after four impedance inversions and three boundary inversions 

Erel was reduced to 8%. The progression toward the solutions tsol and xsol is 

summarised in Table 5.19. One important obserVation in Table 5.19 is the high 

number of iterations for the impedance inversion runs as compared to the boundaries 

inversion runs. This is mainly due to additions and deletions of bounding constraints 

during each run of impedance inversion. 

Run number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Inversion type Imp Bnd Imp Bri.d Imp Bnd Imp 
Error energy (%) 68 56 24 13 12 9 8,8 7.7 
Number of iterations 9 4 8 2 6 2 

Table 5.19. A summary of the progression towards the solution when inverting 
for boundaries and impedance when the obsenied trace signal-to-noise ratio is 10. 
The solution results are given in Table 5.18. Imp means impedance inversion run, 
and Bnd is boundary inversion run. 

5 

The impedance profiles of the first impedance run are shown in Figure 5.19 

which illustrates how the impedances of the deepest two layers have decreased while 

the impedance of the shallower layers have generally increased, thus changing the 

impedance trend as compared to the observed profile. 

The impedance profiles of the first impedance run are shown in Figure 5.20 

where it can be noticed that all boundaries have converged to their correct locations 

except for boundaries 2 and 3. One possible reason for this is that the enclosed layer, 

i.e. layer 3, has a thickness that is very close to the tuning thickness for the given 

seismic wavelet, where non-unique solutions could exist. 

The impedance profiles for the final impedance run are shown in Figure 5.21, 

where it can be observed that despite of the impedance of layer 3 being higher than its 

correct value (which was accommodated by the inversion program by increasing the 

impedance of layer 4 and slightly increasing the impedance of layer 5), the general 

trend of the solution impedance profile reasonably represents that of the observed 

profile. 
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Figure 5.19. The impedance profiles of the first impedance inversion run of 
Table 5.19. No polarity reversals were introduced, but the impedance trend of the 
solution profile have largely changed as compared to the observed impedance 
profile. 
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Figure 5.20. The impedance profiles of the first boundaries inversion run of 
Table 5.19. Note that in this run only boundaries 2 and 3 did not converge to their 
correct locations 
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Figure 5.21. The impedance profiles of the final impedance inversion run of 
Table 5.19. Note that only the impedance of layers 3 and 4 differ greatly from 
their correct impedance values, the other layers have their solution impedance 
close to their correct values. 
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The previous test was re-run with a signal-to-noise ratio of 2 in the observed 

trace. The input and output data are given in Table 5.20, and a summary of the 

progression toward the final impedance profile solution is given in Table 5.21. 

observed solution initial observed solution initial starting observed 
layer boundary boundary boundary starting starting impedances impedance 

number locations locations locations impedances impedances (gcm·3ms- 1) gradients 

n 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

(ms) (ms) (ms) (gcm·3ms·1) (gcm·3ms·1) 
xini (gcm·3ms·1tsample) 

tobs tso/ tini xobs X sol Yobs 

60 58 56 11000 11000 11000 
74 74 72 6000 5447 7000 
82 82 82 8000 8433 9500 
112 112 108 5000 4908 4000 
126 126 128 7000 6837 6000 
256 256 256 5000 5125 4500 

Table 5.20. Input and output data for impedance and boundaries inversion when 
the observed trace has a signal-to-noise ratio of 2. The final boundaries and 
impedance solutions were achieved in two impedance inversion runs and one 
boundary inversion run. The progression toward the final solution is summarised 
in Table 5.21. 

~R~u=n~n~u=m~b=e~r------4-~0 ____ ~J~--~2~--~3~----4~--~5~--~6~--~7~-
Inversion type Imp Bnd Imp Bnd Imp Bnd Imp 
Errorenergy(%) 68 56 24 13 12 9 8.8 7.7 

~N~u~m~be~r~o~f~it~e~ra~ti~o~ns~-----=~9~====4~--~8~==~2~==~6~--~2~--~5~= 

Table 5.21. A summary of the progression towards the solution when inverting 
for boundaries and impedance when the observed trace signal-to-noise ratio is 2. 
The solution results are given in Table 5.20. Imp means impedance inversion run, 
and Bnd is boundary inversion run. 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Despite the considerably lower signal-to-noise ratio in this test as compared to 

the pervious one, the final impedance profiles given in Figure 5.22 show that all the 

boundaries have converged to their correct locations, except the first boundary which 

remained away from its correct location by one sample interval. This resulted in an 

impedance solution profile that closely resembles the observed one. 

One conclusion that could be drawn from this test is that the distribution of the 

random noise in the observed trace is probably more important than the amount of 

noise energy present. That is, if there is more noise energy present at the intervals 

where there is a small reflection energy, or a layer that is close to its tuning thickness, 

then this noise energy will have a large effect ori the final solution. 
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Figure 5.22. The impedance profiles of the final impedance inversion run of 
Table 5.21. Even though the signal-to-noise for this test is much lower than the 
results of Figure 5.21, the final impedance solution obtained here is better. 

5.5.4. Wavelet parameters inversion 

Inverting for wavelet parameters in the following synthetic examples will be 

divided into three sets, namely the four frequency parameters, the two amplitude 

parameters, and the first two phase parameters, which are the constant phase 

parameter and the linear phase parameter. The third, or quadratic phase parameter, 

will always be fixed at zero; i.e. we are making the assumption that no wavelet 

dispersion is taking place. When inverting for any one set of parameters, the other 

parameters are kept fixed, i.e. equality constrained, except for the frequency 

parameters, which cannot be constrained neither equality nor inequality (see section 

4.5). The reason for this is that the wavelet parameters inversion problem is very 

poorly conditioned, which results in a poor rate of convergence. The observed earth 
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model given in Table 5.1 and the observed wavelet w obs= [24 28 55 84 115000 

115000 0.418 0.113 Of in section 5.5 will be used to generate the observed seismic 

trace. 

To invert for the frequency parameters an initial guess wavelet was generated 

by perturbing the observed wavelet to W;n;= [10 33 60 100 115000 115000 0.418 

0.113 of. This wavelet gave initial Eret of 6%. After six iterations convergence to 

the correct (observed) wavelet with zero error energy was obtained. 

When inverting for the amplitude parameters the initial guess wavelet was 

wini= [24 28 55 84 120000 110000 0.418 0.113 Of. The initial Ere/= 0.52%, and 

after 36 iterations convergence to the wavelet solution wsot= [23.9 27.9 56 84.1 

113197 110013 0.418 0.113 Of was obtained with error energy value of 33, which 

was equivalent to Ere/= 0.000012%. 

The constant phase parameter <l>o and the linear phase parameter <1> 1 were 

inverted for separately, that is, when inverting for one the other parameter was fixed at 

its correct value. When inverting for <l>o the initial wavelet was W;n;= [24 28 55 84 

115000 115000 0.0 0.113 Of which gave an initial Ere!= 18%. Convergence to the 

correct solution, with zero error energy, occurred after 143 iterations. When inverting 

for the linear phase parameter <1> 1 the initial guess wavelet used was w ini= [24 28 55 

84 115000 115000 0.4138 0.12 Of. This wavelet had Ere/= 11%, and convergence 

to the correct solution with Eret= 0% was obtained after 55 iterations. 

5.5.5. Inversion for impedances, boundaries and wavelet parameters 

In this case all the variable types, namely impedance, boundary locations and 

wavelet, are considered to be incorrect. It was found that the best approach for this 

problem is to first invert for the impedance parameters then the boundary location 

parameters, and then repeat this sequence until convergence is achieved. Next, we 

invert for the wavelet parameters, then repeat the impedance-boundaries inversion 

sequence until again convergence is achieved. We then keep repeating the inversion 

for wavelet parameters and seek convergence of the impedance-boundaries inversion 

until we judge that the improvement in the obtained solution does not justify any extra 

computer time. 

In the above approach, when inverting for the wavelet parameters the linear 

phase parameter <1> 1 should not be allowed to vary significantly, indeed it should only 

be allowed to vary so that the time shift it produces is within the interval ±V2 sample 

interval. The privilege of producing a time shift that is close to a sample interval 

should be reserved to the boundary locations inversion. This tends to numerically 

stabilise the inversion process by limiting the non-uniqueness of the solution. 

Furthermore, the constant phase term <l>o, should also be restricted by using inequality 
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constraints to impose upper and lower bounds to a limited interval about <j>0=0. In this 

way we prevent the solution from catapulting away from the nearly zero phase 

wavelet that the observed trace contains. It was found that when the constant phase 

term changes substantially from its near zero value, the boundary locations will tend 

not to converge to their correct solution. This implies that one should have as good an 

estimate of the wavelet as possible, and only allow the wavelet phase parameters to 

vary as little as possible. 

5.5.5.1. Example of inversion for impedances, boundaries and wavelet 

parameters 

For this example we use the observed and initial guess impedance and 

boundary locations data given in Table 5.22, which were used previously in section 

5.5.3.1. For the observed wavelet we use the wavelet of section 5.5.4, which is w obs= 

[24 28 55 84 115000 115000 0.418 0.113 of, and from which we generate an 

initial guess wavelet w ini= [22 35 60 90 115000 115000 0.3 0.115 of. 

observed solution initial observed solution initial observed 
layer boundary boundary boundary starting starting starting impedance 

number locations locations locations impedances impedances impedances gradients 
(ms) (ms) (ms) (gcm·3ms-1) (gcm·3ms·1) (gcm·3ms-1) (gcm·3ms·1tsample) 

n 
tobs tso/ tini xobs X sol xini Yobs 

60 60 56 11000 11000 11000 0 
2 74 72 72 6000 6880 7000 0 
3 82 84 82 8000 10746 9500 0 
4 112 112 108 5000 7254 4000 0 
5 126 126 128 7000 10011 6000 0 
6 180 180 180 5000 6957 4500 0 

Table 5.22. Example of inversion for impedance, boundaries and wavelet 
parameters. 

Except for the impedance of the first layer, which was equality constrained at 

11000 gcm-Jms-1, all impedance parameters had imposed on them lower and upper 

bounds of 3500 and 12000 gcm-Jms-1, respectively. The constant phase parameter of 

the wavelet was restricted to be in the interval [0, 0.5] radians, and the linear phase 

parameter was restricted to vary between 0.111 and 0.117 radians/Hz. 

The initial guess gave a relative error energy of 63%. The first impedance 

inversion reduced Erel to 36%, and during which the third impedance reached the 

12000 gcm-Jms-1 bound, so that the corresponding inequality constraint became active 

and was added to the active set. The first inversion for the boundaries reduced Erel to 

11%, and only two boundaries, the second and the third, did not converge to their 

correct values by a sample interval. In the second impedance inversion the active 

constraint was deleted from the active set, and the EreL was reduced to 1.5%. The 
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second inversion for the boundaries failed to reduce the error energy, so Ere/ remained 

at 1.5%. 

The next inversion was for the wavelet parameters which reduced Ere/ to 

1.14%. Then inversion for the boundary locations failed again to reduce Ere/· The 

next impedance inversion reduced Ere/ to 1.11 %. 

A further inversion for the boundaries, after a second inversion for the wavelet 

parameters, did not reduce the error energy. It seemed that the boundary locations 

have converged, but unfortunately not to the correct locations. 

Several alternating impedance and wavelet parameter inversions were 

performed until Ere/ was 1.096%. The final boundary locations and impedance values 

are given in Table 5.22 , and the final wavelet parameter solution was W 501= [18.1 

36.6 60.9 82.9 115ooo.3 14999.9 0.4497 0.111 of. 

5.5.5.2. Second example of inversion for impedances, boundaries and wavelet 

parameters 

In the last example, convergence to the correct solution was not achieved. The 

reason was that layer 3 became thinner than its correct thickness, and the boundary 

inversion was not able to correctly adjust this thickness. An obvious reason for this is 

that the impedance of the same layer has increased to 10746 gcm-3ms-1, which resulted 

in convergence to a local minimum other than the global one. The remedy for this is 

to prevent the inversion process from moving into a region that contains a local 

minimum. To do this, we notice that the initial guess impedance of layer 3 is 9500 

gcm-3ms-I, and we could judge, possibly from information known a priori, that such a 

value is already high enough, so it should constitute an upper bound. Thus for this 

example we solve the same problem as the last example, only this time we impose an 

upper bound of 9500 gcm-3ms-1 on all layers, except the first. The data for this 

example are given in Table 5.23. 
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observed solution initial observed solution initial starting observed 
layer boundary boundary boundary starting starting impedances impedance 

number locations locations locations impedances impedances (gcm-3ms- 1) gradients 
(ms) (ms) (ms) (gcm-3ms- 1) (gcm-3ms-1) 

xini 
(gcm-3ms- 1/sarnple) 

n 
tobs tso/ tini xob.v X sol Yob.v 

1 60 60 56 11000 11000 11000 0 
2 74 74 72 6000 6007 7000 0 
3 82 82 82 8000 8093 9500 0 
4 112 112 108 5000 5013 4000 0 
5 126 126 128 7000 7027 6000 0 
6 180 180 180 5000 4975 4500 0 

Table 5.23. The second example of inversion for impedance, boundaries and 
wavelet parameters. 

We started by inverting for impedance. This time the initial Ere/ was reduced 

from 63% to 45%, layer 3 stayed at the upper impedance value of 9500 gcm-3ms-•, and 

every other layer, except the first, had less impedance value. A first inversion for the 

boundary locations reduced Ere/ to 12%, and not all the boundaries converged to their 

correct locations. Then a first inversion for impedances reduced Ere/ to 5%, and layer 

3 still had the highest impedance value of 9500 gcm-Jms-1• A second inversion for 

boundaries reduced Ere/ to 2.85%, and all but two boundaries (the top and bottom of 

layer 3) did not converge to their correct locations. A second inversion for 

impedances reduced Ere/ to 1.75%, and layer 3 was still at 9500 gcm-3ms-I. The third 

inversion for boundaries failed to reduce Eret· 

The next step was to invert for the wavelet parameters. This wavelet inversion 

reduced Ere/ to 1.31 %. Then inversion for boundaries reduced Ere/ to 0.58%, and this 

time the boundaries converged to their correct locations. Next inversion for 

impedances reduced Ere/ to 0.3%, during which the constraint defining the upper 

bound on layer 3 was deleted from the active set, and the impedance for layer 3 

became 8690 gcm-3ms-t. 

Several wavelet-impedance inversions later reduced Ere/ to a mere 0.01 %. By 

then it was possible to stop the inversion and the final impedance solution is given in 

Table 5.23. The wavelet parameters converged to wsoF [18.1 36.6 60.9 82.9 

115ooo.3 14999.9 0.4497 0.111 of. 

5.5.5.3. The effect of noise on inversion for impedance, boundaries and wavelet 

parameters 
The same example in the previous section is repeated in this section with 

signals-to-noise ratios of 4, 2 and 1 added to the observed trace. Another change in 

this example is the linear phase term in the initial guess wavelet is equality 

constrained to its correct value of 0.1 radians/Hz, so that the initial guess wavelet 
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W;n;= (22 35 60 90 115000 115000 0.3 0.1 Of, while the observed wavelet W obs= 

[24 28 55 84 115000 115000 0.4138 0.113 Of. The input and output impedance 

and boundary locations data are given in Table 5.24, and a summary of the 

progression towards the final solution is given in Table 5.25. 

observed solution initial observed solution initial starting observed 
layer boundary boundary boundary starting starting impedances impedance 

number locations locations locations impedances impedances (gcm-3ms-1) gradients 
(ms) (ms) (ms) (gcm-3ms- 1) (gcm-3ms- 1) 

xini 
(gcm-3ms-1/sample) 

n 
tobs tso/ tini xob.• x.mt 

I 60 60 56 11000 11000 11000 
2 74 74 72 6000 5343 7000 
3 82 82 82 8000 7941 9500 
4 112 112 108 5000 5352 4000 
5 126 126 128 7000 7560 6000 
6 256 256 256 5000 5500 4500 

Table 5.24. The input and output data for the example of inversion for 
impedance, boundaries and wavelet parameters when the signal-to-noise ratio in 
the observed trace is 4. The summary of the progression towards the solutions is 
given in Table 5.25. 

Run number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Inversion type Imp Bnd Imp Wvl Imp Wvl Imp Wvl 
Error energy (%) 99 80 40 26 23.08 23 22.98 22.975 22.967 
Number of iterations 4 4 10 4 4 4 2 

Table 5.25. A summary of the progression towards the solution when inverting 
for boundaries and impedance when the observed trace signal-to-noise ratio is 4. 
The solution results are given in Table 5.24. Imp means impedance inversion run, 
Bnd is boundary inversion run, and Wvl means a wavelet parameters inversion 
run. 

3 

Yobs 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

9 
Imp 

22.691 
2 

As Table 5.25 illustrates, the initial Erel= 99%, the first impedance run reduced 

Eret to 80% in four iterations. The impedance profiles for this run are shown in Figure 

5.23. The next inversion run was for boundary locations which reduced Erel to 40% in 

four iterations. The impedance profiles for this boundaries inversion run are shown in 

Figure 5.24 where it can be observed that all the boundaries have converged to their 

correct locations. Another impedance inversion run reduced Eret to 26%. 

Because the boundary locations are already at their correct locations, the next 

inversion runs are wavelet parameters and impedances. The first wavelet parameters 

inversion reduced Erel to 23.08% in four iterations. The resulting wavelets are shown 

in Figure 5.25. Then after three more impedance inversion runs and two wavelet 

parameters inversion runs Ere/ levelled at 22.96%. The final impedance profiles are 

shown in Figure 5.26 where it could be noticed that a reasonable estimate of the 

observed impedance profile is obtained. The final wavelet parameters inversion 
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results are shown in Figure 5.27 where the final solution is obtained in three iterations. 

The final wavelet solution parameters are wsol= [4.2 44.3 54.8 79.1 115000. 

115ooo. o.3826 0.113 of_ 
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Figure 5.23. The impedance profiles for the first impedance run (run number 1 in 
Table 5.25) when inverting for impedance, boundaries and wavelet parameters 
with a signal-to-noise ratio of 4 in the observed trace. 
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Figure 5.24. The impedance profiles for the first, and only, boundaries inversion 
run (run number 2 in Table 5.25) when inverting for impedance, boundaries and 
wavelet parameters with a signal-to-noise ratio of 4 in the observed trace. This is 
the only boundaries inversion needed because all the boundaries converged to 
their correct locations in this run. 
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0 0 

20 20 

40 40 

Figure 5.25. Wavelet number 1 is the initial guess wavelet, and wavelets 
numbered 2-5 are the solution wavelets for the four iterations of inversion run 
number 4 in Table 5.25. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel
time inms. 
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Figure 5.26. The final impedance profiles corresponding to the solutions given in 
Table 5.24. A reasonable estimate of the observed impedance profile is obtained. 
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Figure 5.27. The final wavelet parameters inversion results in the three iterations. 
The final solution wavelet is w501= [4.2 44.3 54.8 79.1 115000. 115000. 
0.3826 0.113 o{ which is wavelet number 4. 
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This example was repeated for a signal-to-noise ratio of 2 in the observed 

trace. The input and output data for this test are listed in Table 5.26, and the 

progression toward the solutions is given in Table 5.27. 

observed solution initial observed solution initial starting observed 
layer boundary boundary boundary starting starting impedances impedance 

number locations locations locations impedances impedances (gcm·3ms- 1) gradients 
(ms) (ms) (ms) (gcm·3ms- 1) (gcm·3ms- 1) 

xini (gcm·3ms- 1/sample) 

n tobs tso/ tini xob.r X sol Yobs 

1 60 60 56 11000 11000 11000 0 
2 74 72 72 6000 70438 7000 0 
3 82 82 82 8000 8962 9500 0 
4 112 114 108 5000 4120 4000 0 
5 126 122 128 7000 6282 6000 0 
6 256 256 256 5000 5241 4500 0 

Table 5.26. The input and output data for the example of inversion for 
impedance, boundaries and wavelet parameters when the signal-to-noise ratio in 
the observed trace is 2. A summary of the progression toward the solutions is 
given in Table 5.27. 

Run number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Inversion type Imp 

80 
4 

Bnd 
40 
4 

Imp Wvl Imp Wvl Imp Wvl Imp 
Error energy (%) 
Number of iterations 

99 26 23.08 23 
10 4 4 

22.98 22.975 22.967 22.691 
4 2 3 2 

Table 5.27. A summary of the progression towards the solution when inverting 
for boundaries and impedance when the observed trace signal-to-noise ratio is 2. 
The solution results are given in Table 5.26. Imp means impedance inversion run, 
Bnd is boundary inversion run, and Wvl means a wavelet parameters inversion 
run. 

The final impedance profiles in this test are shown in Figure 5.28. In the 

figure, boundaries 2, 4 and 5 did not converge to their correct locations, but the 

general impedance trend in the solution profile resembles that in the observed profile. 

The final solution wavelet parameters are wsot= [25.8 29.7 57 81 115000. 115000. 

0.3981 0.113 Of, which closely resemble the observed wavelet parameters w obF [24 

28 55 84 11sooo. 11sooo. 0.4138 o.113 of. 
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Figure 5.28. The final impedance profiles corresponding to the solutions given in 
Table 5.26. The signal-to-noise ratio is 2. Boundaries 2, 4 and 5 did not converge 
to their correct locations, but the general impedance trend in the solution profile 
resembles that in the observed profile. 

Finally, the same test was repeated for a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 in the 

observed trace. Only the final impedance profiles are shown in Figure 5.29, where we 

notice that the impedance values for layers 3 and 5 are much higher than their correct 

values, and for layer 6 it is much lower than its correct value. The general impedance 

trend in the shallow part of the profile is generally preserved, but in the lower part the 

impedance trend has largely changed. Notice that in this case all the boundaries 

converged to their correct locations. The final solution wavelet parameters converged 

to wso/= [25.7 29.7 58 78.6 115000. 115000. 0.307 0.113 of, which is a good 

approximation to the observed wavelet parameters. 
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Figure 5.29. The final impedance profiles for the case when the signal-to-noise 
ratio in the observed trace is 1, and when inverting for impedance, boundaries and 
wavelet parameters. Notice that even for this low signal-to-noise ratio, all the 
boundaries converged to their correct locations. 

5.6. Conclusions 

The synthetic examples of the previous sections illustrate the following: 

1. For the impedance inversion to converge to the correct solution, it is extremely 

important to have the boundaries as close as possible to their correct locations. 

2. The boundaries that are located incorrectly will lead to polarity reversals when the 

error in their locations approaches the radius of convergence. 

3. When the wavelet is also incorrect, we should expect the tolerance in the boundary 

locations error to be less than the radius of convergence. 
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4. To avoid the impedance solution from catapulting away from the correct values, it 

is necessary to use inequality constraints. 

5. We start the inversion by inverting for impedances. 
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CHAPTER 

6 
REAL DATA INVERSION 

6.1. Introduction 

The different synthetic inversion examples of chapter 5 suggest the following 

procedure for the inversion of field seismic data. First, we start at a well location 

where a Wiener estimate of the seismic wavelet was made (see section 2.5). We 

parameterise the amplitude and the phase spectra of the wavelet and obtain the nine 

parameters describing it. We also parameterise the acoustic impedance log of the well 

to obtain the earth model describing the subsurface geology there. When 

parameterising the acoustic impedance log we always keep the number of the earth 

model parameters to a minimum, and only use the layers that contribute significantly 

to the synthetic seismogram energy, or use only earth model parameters to which we 

can associate the reflection energy on the observed seismic trace. We then invert for 

the wavelet parameters to obtain an optimum wavelet using the earth model generated 

by parameterising the acoustic impedance log at the well. Finally, we make the 

assumption that the seismic wavelet does not change throughout the seismic line. This 

is because the specific shape of the wavelet tends to remain fairly consistent from one 

shot point to the next for the same seismic survey using the same source, geophones 

and recording instruments, and this wavelet propagates in the earth under similar 

circumstances thus remaining largely unchanged in character. The recorded seismic 

data are then processed using the same processing sequence; thus the effective seismic 

wavelet will also remain fairly consistent from one seismic trace to the next in the 

final seismic data. This would imply that we can invert for the boundary locations 
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and impedance parameters away from the well using the same wavelet optimised at 

the well. Furthermore, we try as far as possible to make a good initial guess for the 

boundary locations by making a structural interpretation of the seismic data, so that 

only small adjustments to the boundary locations will be necessary; thus the inversion 

problem becomes mostly that of inverting for the acoustic impedance. Also, using the 

proper constraints on the impedance in each layer we can prevent the final solution 

from converging to an incorrect one (non-unique problem), and prevent polarity 

reversals across boundaries which might occur due to the presence of noise, thus 

minimising the effect of the noise on the inversion results. 

In section 6.2 we discuss the parameterisation of the wavelet estimated at well 

YY31, and section 6.3 discusses the parameterisation of the wavelet estimated at well 

YY04. Section 6.4 discusses the parameterisation of the impedance log at YY31 to 

obtain an earth model which will be used in optimising the wavelet estimated there, 

and section 6.5 discusses the optimisation of the wavelet at YY31. Section 6.6 

discusses the parameterisation of the acoustic impedance of well YY04, which is used 

to optimise the wavelet estimated at that well in section 6.7. Having obtained the 

optimum wavelet at YY31 and YY04, section 6.8 discusses the acoustic impedance 

inversion of part of Line 1973 and of two parts of Line 1977. In section 6.9 we 

consider a different method of optimising the wavelet at well YY31 and YY04. In 

this method we only invert for the wavelet parameters and boundary location, and 

assume that the impedance of the layers is the same as that in the well impedance 

profile. Section 6.10 discusses inversion for impedance around well YY31 using the 

wavelet optimised at the well in section 6.9, and section 6.10 discusses inversion for 

impedance around well YY04 also using the wavelet optimised at the well in section 

6.9. In section 6.12 we discuss the inversion at the intersection of Lines 1973 and 

1977. In section 6.13 we draw some conclusions on the inversion of the real seismic 

data. 

6.2. Parameterising the wavelet estimated at well YY31 

The method of estimating the effective seismic wavelet as a Wiener shaping 

filter was discussed in section 2.5. The time domain wavelet estimate in YY31 is 

shown in Figure 6.1 To parameterise the wavelet we use the Fourier transform to 

obtain its amplitude and phase spectra which we parameterise by nine parameters that 

describe the wavelet in the frequency domain. It is these nine parameters that we 

optimise in order to obtain an optimum wavelet at a well location. 

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the amplitude and the phase spectra of the wavelet of 

Figure 6.1. In these two figures, and for the other amplitude and phase spectra 

figures, only the amplitude and the phase values for frequencies up to 100 Hz are 
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shown since the seismic signal in the observed data is below 90 Hz due to the band 

pass filter of 6-10-80-90 Hz applied during processing the data. 

0.0 0.0 

20.0 20.0 

40.0 40.0 

Figure 6.1. The wavelet estimated as a Wiener shaping filter at well YY31. Note 
that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.2. The amplitude spectrum of the Wiener wavelet estimated at well YY31 
and shown in Figure 6.1. 

Figure 6.3. The phase spectrum of the Wiener wavelet estimated at well YY31 and 
is shown in Figure 6.1. 
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To parameterise the amplitude spectrum, we use four bounding frequency 

parameters, fJ, h· h and J4, and two amplitude parameters a 1 and a2. The amplitude 

value of iJ and !4 are always kept at zero, while the amplitude parameters a 1 and a2 

describe the amplitude values for j 2 and h· To obtain the amplitudes for those 

frequencies between the four bounding frequencies we use linear interpolation. 

Figure 6.4 shows how the amplitude spectrum of the seismic wavelet estimated at 

YY31 was parameterised. The dotted line is the amplitude spectrum shown in Figure 

6.2, and the solid line is the parameterised amplitude spectrum defined by the four 

bounding frequencies which are marked by circles on the frequency axis. Also, the 

four corresponding amplitude values are marked by asterisks. In Figure 6.4 the four 

bounding frequencies, j 1, J2, h and !4 are 6, 38, 50 and 80, respectively. The 

amplitude values for bothh, andiJ are 108821. 
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Figure 6.4. Parameterising the amplitude spectrum of the Wiener wavelet estimated 
at well YY31. 

Figure 6.5 shows the parameterisation of the phase spectrum of the wavelet 

estimated at YY31, which was shown in Figure 6.3. The relevant frequency range is 

determined by iJ, h· j 3 and !4 which are obtained by parameterising the amplitude 

spectrum. Figure 6.5 shows that the phase spectrum can be reasonably approximated 
by the line lj)(f) = ¢0 + <PJ , that is the quadratic phase term ¢2 of equation (1.4) is 

set to zero. The dotted curve in Figure 6.5 is the phase spectrum of Figure 6.3, and 

the solid line is the linear approximation to the phase spectrum in the interval [f1,J4], 

and is drawn after wrapping it around -1t and 1t. The lower frequency limit/1= 6Hz is 

marked on the frequency axis by an asterisk. The solid line is extrapolated to!= 0 Hz 
to obtain the value of ¢0 • The solid line has a slope of ¢1 • From Figure 6.5 ¢0 = -0.2 

radians, and ¢1 = 0.115 radian/Hz. 
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Figure 6.5. Parameterising the phase spectrum of the Wiener wavelet estimated at 
well YY31. 

The parameterisation results of Figures 6.4 and 6.5 define the wavelet of well 

YY31 by the 9-vector w=[6 38 50 80 108821 108821 -0.2 0.115 Of. The time 

domain representation of the of the nine parameter wavelet, obtained by doing the 

inverse Fourier transformation, is shown in Figure 6.6, along with the Wiener wavelet 

so that the two wavelets can be compared to assess the degree of similarity. Clearly 

the parameterised wavelet is a good approximation to the Wiener wavelet. 
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Figure 6.6. The estimated wavelet at YY31 (left) as compared to its parameterised 
equivalent. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

6.3. Parameterising the wavelet estimated at YY04 

Following the same procedure as in section 6.2, we determine the nine 

frequency domain parameters that define the wavelet at the well YY04. The time

domain wavelet estimated as a Wiener shaping wavelet is shown in Figure 6.7. 

The amplitude spectrum of the Wiener wavelet at YY04 is shown in Figure 

6.8. The amplitude notch present at about 17 Hz can be explained by the presence of 

a prominent d.c. component in the wavelet (Bath, 1974). The parameterisation of the 

amplitude spectrum is shown in Figure 6.9, where it can be observed that the four 
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bounding frequencies are 17, 32, 42 and 67 Hz, and the amplitude for each of the two 

middle frequencies is 113330. 

0.0 0.0 

20.0 20.0 

40.0 ----'"----- 40.0 

Figure 6.7. The Wiener wavelet estimated at well YY04. Note that the vertical axis 
represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.8. The amplitude spectrum of the Wiener wavelet estimated at well YY04 
and is shown in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.9. The parameterisation of the amplitude spectrum of the Wiener wavelet 
estimated at well YY04. 
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The phase spectrum for the wavelet estimated at YY04 is shown in Figure 

6.10 and its parameterisation is shown in Figure 6.11, where the linear approximation 
gives l/10 = 0.1 radians, and l/J1 = 0.12 radian/Hz. The resulting parameterised wavelet 

is w=[17 32 42 67 113330 113330 0.1 0.12 0] which is plotted along with the 

Wiener wavelet in Figure 6.12. 

Figure 6.10. The phase spectrum of the Wiener wavelet estimated at well YY04 and 
is shown in Figure 6.7. 

Figure 6.11. Parameterisation of the phase spectrum of the Wiener wavelet 
estimated at well YY04. 
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Figure 6.12. The estimated wavelet at YY04 (left) as compared to its parameterised 
equivalent. Note that the vertical axis represents the TWO-WAY TRAVEL-TIME in 
ms. 

6.4. Parameterising the acoustic impedance log of YY31 

The acoustic impedance log of YY31 is shown in Figure 6.13. The high 

impedance layer at the bottom of the log is the thin part of the Augila limestone that 

was measured by the log. The Augila limestone is overlain by the Chadra sands 

which is present from the top of Augila to about 720 ms of two-way travel-time. 

Then the Arida shale overlies the Chadra sands and extends to about 690 ms two-way 

travel-time. The more recent material overlying the Arida shale is made up of 

interbedded sandstones and shales with some limestone as well, which are not of 

interest in this work but which will also be included in the impedance log 

parameterisation. 

Figure 6.14 shows the parameterised impedance log of YY31. The dotted line 

is the impedance log of Figure 6.13 and the solid line is its parameterisation into 12 
layers of constant acoustic impedance, that is Y; = 0 for i= 1, 2, . . . , 12. This 

parameterised acoustic impedance will be used to optimise the wavelet parameters at 

YY31 obtained in section 6.2. 

6.5. Optimising the wavelet estimate at YY31 

In order to optimise the estimated wavelet parameters we use a similar 

approach to that in section 5.5.5. We first invert for impedance, then for boundary 

locations, then we repeat the impedance and boundary locations inversion sequence as 

many times as needed until convergence is achieved for both problems. Then we 

invert for the wavelet parameters, and then again repeat inverting for impedance and 

boundaries in succession until convergence. The whole sequence is then repeated 

until convergence is achieved in the three problems, or until the improvement in error 

energy reduction is very small. The resulting wavelet parameters obtained are then 

the optimum parameters we are seeking, which are used to invert for the impedance 

and boundary locations across the seismic section. 
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Figure 6.13. The acoustic impedance log of YY31. 
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Figure 6.14. Parameterising the acoustic impedance log of YY31 into 12 layers. 

Optimising the wavelet at YY31 gave the following results: the first 

impedance inversion started with the earth model with E 1 = 47%, then after 18 re 

iterations the relative error energy was reduced to Ere/= 32%. The initial earth model 

is shown in Figure 6.15 as a dashed line with cross marks, and the final solution is 

shown in the same figure as a solid line. No constraints on the boundary locations 

were applied, but the impedance was constrained to vary between 3500 and 9000 gem· 
3ms·1 in all layers except the first and last, which were allowed to vary in broader the 

range of 1500 to 20000 gcm-3ms-I. This is because the reflection energy at he first 

boundary could be contaminated by reflection energy from the layer(s) above it, and 

we should try to minimise its effects on optimisation results. Similarly, the last layer 

reflection energy could contain reflection energy from the layers below it. 
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Figure 6.15. The first impedance inversion results when optimising the wavelet at 
YY31. The dashed line with crosses is the initial earth model, and the solid line is 
the inversion solution. 

The progression of the impedance inversion solutions in the 18 iterations is 

shown in Figure 6.16, where the first and last traces are the observed seismic trace at 

the well and is displayed twice only for comparison purposes. The first trace after the 

observed trace, trace number 2, is the initial guess synthetic seismogram. Figure 6.17 

shows the corresponding error traces. The first error trace in Figure 6.17 illustrates 

how the initial error energy is distributed in the initial guess synthetic seismogram, 

and the last trace should reveal where most of the reduction in error energy has taken 

place. 
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Figure 6.16. The first impedance inversion solutions when optimising the wavelet of 
well YY31. Traces number 1 and 20 are the observed traces, trace number 2 is the 
initial guess seismic response, and trace number 19 is the final solution seismic trace. 
Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.17. The error traces that correspond to the solutions shown in Figure 6.16. 
Trace number 1 is the initial guess error trace, and trace number 18 is the final 
solution error trace. 
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The first boundary locations inversion results are shown in Figure 6.18, where 

the dashed line represents the initial guess and the solid line is the solution. After one 

iteration the resulting Ere/= 21%. The solution trace for the single iteration is shown 

in Figure 6.19 and its error trace is shown in Figure 6.20. This boundary location 

inversion was the only boundaries inversion required to converge to the boundaries 

solution. Thus, one impedance inversion was required before inverting for the 

wavelet parameters. This impedance inversion reduced the error energy to Ere/= 17%. 
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Figure 6.18. The impedance profiles for the first boundary locations inversion when 
optimising the wavelet at well YY31. 
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Figure 6.19. The first boundary locations inversion solutions when optimising the 
wavelet at well YY31. Traces number 1 and 4 are the observed seismic traces, trace 
number 2 is the initial guess seismic response, and trace number 3 is the seismic 
response solution of the single iteration performed. Note that the vertical axis 
represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.20. The error traces corresponding to the solutions of Figure 6.19. The 
first error trace is that for initial guess and the last error trace is that for the seismic 
solution. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

The results of the first wavelet parameter inversion are shown in Figure 6.21, 

where it can be observed that 49 iterations were performed by the program to reduce 

the error energy to Ere/= 14.8%. Notice that in Figure 6.21, wavelet number 1 is the 

parameterised wavelet obtained in Section 6.2. The solution traces for the 49 

iterations in this wavelet inversion are shown in Figure 6.22 and their corresponding 

error traces are shown in Figure 6.23. 
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Figure 6.21. The resulting wavelets in the first wavelet parameter inversion. The 
wavelet number 1 is the YY31 parameterised wavelet, and wavelet number 49 is the 
final wavelet. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.22. The solution traces that correspond to the wavelets of Figure 6.21. The 
first and last traces are the observed seismic trace, trace number 2 is the initial guess 
which corresponds to wavelet number 1 in Figure 6.21. Note that the vertical axis 
represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.23. The error trace that correspond to the solutions of Figure 6.22. Error 
traces number 1 corresponds to the initial guess wavelet of Figure 6.21, and error 
trace number 49 corresponds to the final wavelet. Note that the vertical axis 
represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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The optimum wavelet parameters were obtained after three more alternating 

inversions for impedance and wavelet parameters. The optimum wavelet is shown in 

Figure 6.24 as wavelet number 4 which was obtained with Eret = 14.375%. The 

optimum wavelet parameters vector is w=[15.8 21 62.5 66.5 110000 110000 -.229 

.116 OF 

1 4 
0 

20 

40 

Figure 6.24. The optimum wavelet for well YY31 is wavelet number 4. Note that 
the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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A final inversion for impedance gave the impedance solution shown in Figure 

6.25 with Eret = 14.3 in four iterations. The final solution traces are shown in Figure 

6.26 for this impedance inversion, and the corresponding error traces are shown in 

Figure 6.27. 
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Figure 6.25. The optimum impedance profile (solid line) for well YY31. 
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Figure 6.26. The optimum seismic solution for YY31 is trace number 5. Traces 1 
and 6 are the observed seismic trace. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-
way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.27. The error traces corresponding to the seismic solutions of Figure 6.26. 
Error trace number 4 corresponds to the optimum seismic solution trace, which is 
number 5 in Figure 6.26. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel
time inms. 
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6.6. Parameterising the acoustic impedance log of YY04 

The acoustic impedance log of well YY04 is shown in Figure 6.28. The top of 

the Augila limestone is at 750 ms two-way travel-time and it extends to the bottom of 

the log, so that this well covers a thicker section of the limestone. The 

parameterisation of the impedance log is shown in Figure 6.29 as a solid line. The 

dotted line is the impedance log of Figure 6.28. In this parameterisation, more 

emphasis was given to the limestone section since the limestone beds produce most of 

the reflection energy on the seismic trace. The only other layer that was parameterised 

is the Chadra A sand. Thus, this well was parameterised using only 8 layers. 
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Figure 6.28. The acoustic impedance log of well YY04. 
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Figure 6.29. The parameterisation of the acoustic impedance log of YY04 into eight 
layers. Chadra A is the lO ms thick sand layer between 670 ms and 680 ms two-way 
travel-time. The top of Augila Limestone is at 754 ms and extends to the bottom of 
the log. 

6.7. Optimising the estimated wavelet at YY04 

The wavelet parameters we want to optimise here are those obtained in section 

6.3whicharew=[17 32 42 67 113330 113330 0.1 0.12 of, Tooptimisethis 

wavelet we use the earth model obtained in section 6.6. The impedance of the first 

and last layers was allowed to vary in the range 500-95000 gcm-3ms-1, but the other 

layers had their impedance constrained within the range 450-15000 gcm-Jms-1• 

The initial guess wavelet and earth model produced a relative error energy of 

Ere/= 58%. The first impedance inversion reduced the error energy to Ere/= 53% after 
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nine iterations. The solutions for the nine iterations are shown in Figure 6.30 and the 

impedance solution for this impedance inversion is shown in Figure 6.31. 
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Figure 6.30. The solution traces for the first inversion for impedance when 
optimising the wavelet at YY04. The first and last traces are the observed seismic 
trace. Trace number 2 is the initial guess seismic response, and trace number 190 is 
the final seismic solution. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel
time in ms. 
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Figure 6.31. The impedance profiles for the inversion of Figure 6.30. Zero on the 
time axis corresponds to two-way travel-time of 610 ms. 
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The first boundary locations inversion reduced the error energy to Eret = 46% 

in three iterations. The solutions for this boundaries inversion are shown in Figure 

6.32. The impedance profile for these boundaries inversion is given in Figure 6.33. 

The first wavelet parameters inversion was done after two more impedance 

inversions runs and one boundary locations inversion run. This has reduced the error 

energy so that Eret = 41% after 43 iterations. The resulting wavelets for all the 

iterations are shown in Figure 6.34. 
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Figure 6.32. The seismic solutions of the first boundaries inversion when optimising 
YY04 wavelet. The first and last traces are the observed seismic trace, trace number 
2 is the initial guess seismic response, and trace number 4 is the final seismic 
solution. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.33. The impedance profiles for the solution of Figure 6.32, i.e. for the first 
boundary location inversion when optimising the wavelet at well YY04. Zero on the 
time axis corresponds to 610 ms oftwo-way travel-time. 
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Figure 6.34. The resulting wavelets in the first inversion for the wavelet parameters 
in YY04. Wavelet number 1 is the initial parameterised wavelet. Note that the 
vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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The final optimum wavelet obtained is shown in Figure 6.35, and the final 

impedance solution obtained after one more impedance inversion run is given in 

Figure 6.36. The optimum wavelet has parameters w = [23 30 34 83 113330 

113330 0.018 0.128 0.{ This optimum wavelet will be used to invert for acoustic 

impedance in parts of Line 1977. 
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Figure 6.35. The optimum wavelet in YY04 is wavelet number 5 Note that the 
vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.36. The optimum impedance profile in well YY04. Zero on the time axis 
corresponds to 610 ms of two-way travel-time. 

6.8. Impedance inversion examples from Lines 1973 and 1977 

In the next examples of inversion the objective is to obtain an impedance 

section of a number of traces from Lines 1973 and 1977 in a limited time window. In 

each example, the resulting impedance section represents an interpretation of the 

lithology within this limited number of traces and time window as determined by the 

inversion program. In all the examples, each observed seismic trace has its own 

initial guess, and we use the seismic wavelet optimised for each seismic line as 

described in sections 6.6 and 6.7. The process is to first solve for impedance then 

boundary locations then repeat this sequence as many times as is needed to obtain 

convergence for both impedance and boundary location inversion. The result will 

represent the final solution required. This process is repeated for every trace selected 
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for inversion. Then all the impedance solutions obtained are displayed together to 

represent the lithologic interpretation of the geology. 

Before the data are inverted, we first structurally interpret the seismic data so 

that the number of layers is defined for every seismic trace, which need not 

necessarily be the same for every trace. Also, by picking the boundary locations as 

accurately as possible, we make certain that we are within the convergence zone 

defined by one-half of the central lobe width of the optimised seismic wavelet. Thus 

we satisfy most of the requirements reached in section 5.6 of chapter 5. In this way 

the inversion problem becomes mostly that of impedance inversion with small 

boundary locations adjustments. 

6.8.1. Inversion for impedance example from Line 1973 

This example represents the inversion of two seismic events originally 

interpreted as two Chadra sand bodies, and which extend for 40 seismic traces. The 

observed seismic data for this example are shown in Figure 6.37, and they are CDP 

numbers 748-787 in line 1973. 
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Figure 6.37. The observed seismic traces (CDP's 748-787) from Line 1973. The 
two sand bodies concerned are the two positive reflections (peaks) at about 710 ms 
and 730 ms on CDP 748. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel
time in ms. 
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The two sand bodies concerned show up as two positive reflections (peaks) at 

about 710 ms and 730 ms two-way travel-time. The lower event has better continuity 

and seems to extend across the whole section in Figure 6.37, while the shallower 

event seems to terminate, possibly due to the sand body pinching out at about CDP 

number 779. The trough above the shallower event is interpreted as a negative 

reflection from the top of a shale layer that overlies the sand body and extends across 
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the section. The weak trough below the deeper event is interpreted as a possible low 

velocity sand layer. 

To help solve the seismic boundaries (structural) problem, we display in 

Figure 6.38 the initial guess for each seismic trace on to the seismic trace plotted only 

in variable area display, i.e. not in a wiggle trace, so that we dm visually confirm that 

the structural problem is properly solved. The display in Figure 6.38 also enables us 

to detect where a relative increase or decrease in acoustic impedance contrast across 

any boundary is present, so that they can be adjusted accordingly in the initial earth 

model. This would imply that we start with initial guesses that are closer to the 

solution. 
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Figure 6.38. The initial earth model section for the observed seismic traces from 
Line 1973 (Figure 6.37). Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel
time in ms. 
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The initial guess section comprising the 40 earth models is shown in Figure 

6.39, their synthetic seismograms section is shown in Figure 6.40, and the 

corresponding initial error traces are shown in Figure 6.41. The error traces section 

will give an indication to the degree of improvement of the final impedance solution 

obtained after the inversion of all 40 seismic traces. During the inversion of these 

data the top and bottom layers were allowed to vary over a wide range, but the other 

layers were constrained to vary within 3500-9000 gcm~Jms-I. 
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Figure 6.39. The initial earth model section of Figure 6.38 displayed without the 
observed seismic traces. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel
time in ms. 
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Figure 6.40. The initial synthetic seismograms for the earth model section in Figure 
6.39. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.41. The initial error traces corresponding to the synthetic seismograms in 
Figure 6.40. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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The final impedance section is shown in Figures 6.42, their synthetic 

seismograms are shown in Figure 6.43 and the corresponding error section is shown 

in Figure 6.44. 
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Figure 6.42. The final impedance solution for the initial earth model of Figure 6.39. 
Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.43. The final synthetic seismograms for the impedance solution of Figure 
6.42. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.44. The final error traces corresponding to the synthetic seismograms of 
Figure 6.43. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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The inversion results shown in Figure 6.42 could be interpreted as follows. 

The upper shale cover is persistent across the section. The sand body at 710 ms is 

present at those traces where it was originally thought to exist. However, the shale 

layer that underlies the upper sand body seems to terminate at CDP 779, and this sand 

body merges with the lower sand at CDP traces 780-787. There is no shale layer that 

underlies the lower sand, so that the lower sand body at 730 ms continues to lower 

depths. 
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6.8.2. Example 1 of inversion for impedance from Line 1977 

The observed seismic data for this example are shown in Figure 6.45 which 

consists of 61 seismic traces representing CDPs 1612-1661. The seismic event at 

about 730 ms two-way travel-time is interpreted as positive reflection from a Chadra 

sand body that is overlain by a shale cover. The top of the shale gives the negative 

reflection at about 720 ms. The Chadra sand body overlies a lower impedance layer 

which in turn overlies a possible limestone bed that is composed of two layers with 

the lower one having higher impedance, so that there is a two step increase for the 

limestone in the acoustic impedance profile in this model. 
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Figure 6.45. The observed seismic data of CDPs 1612-1661 in Line 1977. The 
seismic event (peak) at about 730 ms is interpreted as positive reflection from a 
Chadra sand body, and the broad positive ,reflection at 750-760 ms is a two step 
limestone bed. The two events are separated by a low impedance layer- that has a 
contact with the Chadra sand at 740 ms. Note that the vertical axis represents the 
two-way travel-time in ms. 
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The initial earth model section is shown in Figures 6.46a and 6.46b super

imposed on the observed seismic traces. The initial earth model section is also shown 

separately in Figures 6.47a and 6.47b. Although the two successive positive events 

between 750 and 760 ms are possible limestone layers, they are actually assigned 

impedance values that are comparable with- sandstone impedance. This is also to 

investigate how the program would deal with such situations. The wavelet used in the 

inversion of this example is the optimum seismic wavelet obtained in section 6.7. 
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Figure 6.46a. The initial earth model section for CDPs 1612-1636 and the 
corresponding observed. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel
time in ms. 
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Figure 6.46b. The initial earth model section for CDPs 1637-1661 and the 
corresponding observed traces. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way 
travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.47a. The initial earth model section for CDPs 1612-1636. These 
impedance profiles are also displayed in Figure 6.46a. Note that the vertical axis 
represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.47b. The initial earth model section for CDPs 1637-1661. These 
impedance profiles are also displayed in Figure 6.46b. Note that the vertical axis 
represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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The initial guess synthetic seismogram section is shown in Figure 6.48, and 

the corresponding initial error traces are given in Figure 6.49. The error traces section 

shows a consistent error at about 750 ms in all the error traces. 
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Figure 6.48. The initial synthetic seismograms for the earth model section of Figures 
6.47a and 6.47b. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.49. The error section corresponding to the initial earth model synthetic 
seismograms in Figure 6.48. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way 
travel-time in ms. 

The final impedance solution section is shown in Figures 6.50a and 6.50b, and 

its seismic response section is given in Figure 6.51 while its final error traces section 

is given in Figure 6.52. Clearly the seismic event at 730 ms which was interpreted as 

a sand shows as a prominent sand body in the final impedance section. The 

underlying shale is also present across the section. The limestone layer, however, 

seems to become more sandy in some places. This actually agrees with the known 

distribution of this limestone in this area. That is, the continuous limestone layer is 

somewhat below this level, and at this level the limestone is more discontinuous. 
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Figure 6.50a. The final impedance section for CDPs 1612-1636. The sand layer 
that starts at about 730 ms appears to be a continuous sand body. The limestone 
layer, however, becomes more sandy to the left of the section. Note that the vertical 
axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.50b. The final impedance section for CDPs 1637-1661. The sand layer 
that starts at about 730 ms appears to be a continuous sand body. The limestone 
layer, however, becomes more sandy to the left of the section. Note that the vertical 
axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.51. The final seismic solution section for CDPs 1612-1661. Note that the 
vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.52. The error traces section corresponding to the seismic solution in Figure 
6.51. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

6.8.3. Example 2 of inversion for impedance from line 1977 

In this example we are interested in a sand body and two limestone layers. All 

three layers are interbedded with shale. The sand body is overlain by shale, and the 

lower limestone layer is underlain by shale. The initial earth model section is shown 

in Figures 6.53a and 6.53b, and also in Figures 6.54a and 6.54b where the earth model 

traces are superimposed on the observed seismic traces. The observed seismic traces 

are shown in Figure 6.55, where the sand body is represented by the positive 

reflection at about 705 ms two-way travel-time, the first limestone layer is the positive 

seismic event at about 735 ms and extends from CDP 1536 to CDP 1581, and it 
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seems to thin out towards the left and right of the section. The second (lower) 

limestone is interpreted to be positive seismic reflection at about 750 ms. 
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Figure 6.53a. The initial earth model section for example 2 in Line 1977 for CDPs 
1536-1560. The upper sand at 705 ms is overlain by shale, and the two limestone 
layers below are underlain by shale. Note that the vertical axis represents the two
way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.53b. The initial earth model section for example 2 in Line 1977, CDPs 
1561-1585. The upper sand at 705 ms is overlain by shale, and the two limestone 
layers below are underlain by shale. Note that the vertical axis represents the two
way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.54a. The same initial earth model section in Figure 6.53a superimposed on 
the corresponding observed seismic traces of Figure 6.55. Note that the vertical axis 
represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.54b. The same initial earth model section in Figure 6.53b superimposed on 
the corresponding observed seismic traces of Figure 6.55. Note that the vertical axis 
represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.55. The observed seismic traces CDP 1557-1581 for example 2 from Line 
1077. The positive seismic event at 705 ms is a sand body. Note that the vertical 
axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

The synthetic seismograms of the initial earth model section are given in 

Figure 6.56 and the corresponding error traces in Figure 6.57. We observe that much 

of the error in the time window of interest is consistently concentrated at the level of 

the shale between the lower sand and the limestone. 
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Figure 6.56. The synthetic seismograms of the initial earth model traces in Figures 
6.53a and 6.53b. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.57. The error traces of the synthetic seismograms of Figure 6.56. Note that 
the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

The impedance inversion results are given in Figures 6.58a and 6.58b, the final 

synthetic seismograms are given in Figure 6.59, and the corresponding error traces are 

given in Figure 6.60. 
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Figure 6.58a. The final impedance solution for example 2 on Line 1977, CDPs 
1536-1560. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.58b. The final impedance solution for example 2 on Line 1977, CDPs 
1561-1585. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.59. The final seismic solution section corresponding to the impedance 
solution in Figures 6.58a and 6.58b. Note that the vertical axis represents the two
way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.60. The error section of Figure 6.59. Note that the vertical axis represents 
the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Similar to the results ofthe first example on this line, there is strong evidence 

for the existence of the sand on top of the limestone, but the shale below it seems to 

disappear in some places. Also, the upper limestone layer changes to sand on some of 

the traces, but the lower limestone is more extensive, and is present in almost-all-the 

traces. 

6.9. Another approach to optimising the wavelet parameters at the wells YY31 

and YY04 

The various synthetic examples that contain noise in the previous chapter 

suggest that when random noise is present in the observed seismic trace the 

impedance values resulting from the inversion process should not be taken as the 

correct values representing the impedance of the subsurface layers. Since at a well 

location it can be safely assumed that the impedance values of the subsurface layers 

are already known, it becomes logical, when optimising the wavelet parameters at a 

well location, to omit the step of inversion for impedance and only invert for wavelet 

parameters and then boundary locations. We then repeat this sequence until 

convergence is achieved. Furthermore, to minimise the influence of noise we include 

in the earth model only those layers to which we can attach a strong reflection (Brown 

et al.; 1989). 

6.9.1. A new optimum wavelet at well YY31 

Well YY31 ties the observed seismic trace at 580 ms two-way travel-time, and 

measures an impedance section having 224 ms thickness. The initial guess earth 
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model used is the same 12-layer earth model shown in Figure 6.14. The initial 

wavelet parameters are those obtained in section 6.2 which has the parameters wini = 
[6 38 50 80 109000 109000 -0.2 0.115 O]T. To obtain an optimum wavelet, we 

first inverted for the wavelet parameters, then inverted for boundary locations, and 

finally inverted for the wavelet parameters. 

In the first wavelet parameters inversion the initial Erel = 47%, then after eight 

iterations Erel = 45%. Figure 6.61 shows the results of the first wavelet parameters 

inversion, where wavelet number 1 is the initial guess wavelet of section 6.2, and 

wavelet number 9 is the final solution wavelet for this inversion run. This final 

solution wavelet has the parameters wsol = [4 24 70 74 109000 109000 -0.209 

0.115 O]T. 
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Figure 6.61. The results of the eight iterations of the first wavelet parameters 
inversion at well YY31. Wavelet number 1 is the initial guess wavelet given by the 
parameters wi11i = [6 38 50 80 109000 109000 -0.2 0.115 O]T, and wavelet 
number 9 is the final optimised wavelet for this inversion run. This wavelet has the 
parameterswso/=[4 24 70 74 109000 109000-0.209 0.115 O]T. Notethatthe 
vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

The next inversion run was for boundary locations. This reduced Erel to 

34.47% in three iterations. The final impedance profiles for this inversion run are 

given in Figure 6.62. This was the only boundary locations inversion needed and, as 

illustrated by Figure 6.62, all boundary locations were adjusted by 2 ms, except for 

boundary 10 which was adjusted by 4 ms. 

The final inversion run needed to obtain an optimum wavelet was wavelet 

parameters inversion. This inversion run reduced Erel to 34.37% in nine iterations. 

The resulting wavelets are shown in Figure 6.63 where wavelet number 10 is the 

optimum wavelet obtained at well YY31 and has the parameters wsol = [3.9 24 70 74 

109022 108993 -0.206 0.115 O]T. 
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Figure 6.62. The impedance profiles for the only boundary locations inversion 
needed when optimising the wavelet at well YY31. The initial guess impedance 
profile is the dashed line with cross marks, and the solution impedance profile is the 
solid line. Note that all boundary locations are adjusted by 2 ms (one sample 
interval), except for the 10-th boundary location which was adjusted by 4 ms. 
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Figure 6.63. The results of the nine iterations of the final wavelet parameters 
inversion at well YY31. The optimum wavelet obtained is wavelet number 10 which 
has the parameters wsol = [3.9 24 70 74 109022 108993 -0.206 0.115 O]T. Note 
that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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6.9.2. A new optimum wavelet at well YY04 

Well YY04 ties the observed seismic trace at 610 ms two-way travel-time, and 

measures an impedance section having 234 ms thickness. The initial wavelet 

parameters were obtained from the parameterisation of the Wiener wavelet estimated 

at this well. The parameterised wavelet was determined in section 6.3 to be W;n; = [ 17 

32 42 67 113330 113330 0.1 0.12 O.]T. The initial guess earth model was 

determined in section 6.6 and is shown in Figure 6.29. In this earth model the 

impedance profile in well YY04 is represented by 8 layers. 

Similar to section 6.9.1, we only needed to invert for the wavelet parameters, 

then boundary locations, and finally for wavelet parameters to obtain a new optimum 

wavelet in well YY04. 

The first wavelet parameters inversion results are shown in Figure 6.64. The 

initial Ere/ = 58% which was reduced to 51% in 38 iterations. The final wavelet for 

this inversion run had the parameters wso1 = [21 36 60 66 113330 113330 0.7962 

0.115 O]T. 
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Figure 6.64. The results of the 38 iterations of the fust wavelet parameters inversion 
at well YY04. Wavelet number 1 is the initial guess wavelet given by the parameters 
wini = [17 32 42 67 113330 113330 0.1 0.12 O.]T. Wavelet number 39 is the 
final optimised wavelet for this wavelet parameters inversion run, this wavelet has the 
parameters wsol = [21 36 60 66 113330 113330 0.7962 0.115 O]T. Note that the 
vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

We next invert for the boundary locations. This was the only boundary 

locations inversion needed, and it reduced Eret to 45.74% in three iterations. The 

impedance profiles for this inversion run are shown in Figure 6.65, where it can be 

noticed that only two boundary locations, namely boundary locations 3 and 4, were 

each adjusted by 2 ms, or one sample interval, which represents the minimum shift a 

single boundary could be adjusted. 
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Figure 6.65. The impedance profiles for the only boundary locations inversion 
needed when optimising the wavelet at well YY04. The initial guess impedance 
profile is the dashed line with cross marks, and the solution impedance profile is the 
solid line. It can be observed that only boundary locations 3 and 4 are adjusted by 2 
ms (one sample interval) each. This represents the minimum shift a single boundary 
can be adjusted. 

The last inversion needed to obtain an optimum wavelet in YY04 was for 

wavelet parameters. This inversion run reduced Ere/ to 40.79% in 43 iterations. The 

resulting wavelets are given in Figure 6.66, where wavelet number 44 is the optimum 

wavelet obtained at well YY04, and has the parameters W
501 

= [16.4 45.1 67.2 81.8 

113330 113330 0.3128 0.118 O]T. 
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Figure 6.66. The results of the nine iterations of the final wavelet parameters 
inversion at well YY04. The optimum wavelet obtained is wavelet number 44 which 
hastheparameterswso/=[16.4 45.1 67.2 81.8 113330 113330 0.3128 0.118 O]T. 
Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

6.10. Inversion for impedance around well YY31 on Line 1973 

Well YY31 is located on CDP 555 on Line 1973. A seismic section 

comprising of 41 seismic traces was chosen with the well location in the middle, i.e. 

the 21-st trace. To invert for acoustic impedance we use the initial guess model data 

of well YY31. The time window for the 41 seismic traces is 320 ms two-way travel

time. The seismic window starts at 580 ms and ends at 900 ms, so that it extends to a 

lower seismic time than what well YY31 measured. This means that inversion for 

impedance covers 96 ms more of the Augila Limestone section than the well has 

measured, so that the initial guess impedance section has 18 layers instead of the 12 

layers in well YY31 impedance profile of Figure 6.14. 

The initial guess impedance section is shown in Figure 6.67, where for the 

time window 580-804 ms we strictly follow the initial guess of well YY31, but for the 

lower part we attach to every strong positive reflection (peak) a boundary location 

across which there is an increase in impedance, and attach to every strong negative 

reflection (trough) a boundary location across which there is a decrease in impedance. 

The resulting initial guess impedance section has 18 layers and is shown in Figure 

6.67. 

The observed seismic traces are shown in Figure 6.68 where well YY31 is 

located at the middle trace, which is CDP 555. The initial guess seismic response 

section is shown in Figure 6.69. This seismic response section is generated using the 

initial guess earth model of Figure 6.67 and the seismic wavelet which was optimised 

in section 6.9.1. 
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Figure 6.67. The initial guess impedance section, or earth model section, that 
constitutes the input to the inversion of the observed section of Figure 6.68 around 
well YY31. The well is located at CDP 555, and measures the time window 580-804 
ms two-way travel-time. The earth model data strictly follow the impedance profile 
of well YY31 given in Figure 6.14. The seismic time window was further extended, 
into the Augila Limestone, to 900 ms two-way travel-time. Note that the vertical axis 
represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

535 544 554 564 574 

Figure 6.68. The observed seismic section used to invert for impedance around well 
YY31. This section is part of seismic Line 1973 between CDP 535 and CDP 575. 
The start of the well impedance measurements tie the seismic data at 580 ms and 
extends to 804 ms two-way travel-time. The 96 ms of section time between 804 ms 
and 900 ms is an extra section extended into the Augila Limestone. The initial guess 
earth model section for this observed seismic data, shown in Figure 6.67, has 18 
layers. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.69. The initial guess seismic response section around well YY3l. The well 
is located at CDP 555. This section is generated from the initial guess earth model of 
Figure 6.67 and the seismic wavelet optimised in section 6.9.1. Note that the vertical 
axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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The final impedance section is given in Figure 6.70 and its corresponding 

seismic solution section is given in Figure 6.71. A comparison between the seismic 

solution section in Figure 6.71 and the observed seismic section in Figure 6.68 reveals 

that the positive reflection from the top of Augila Limestone across the section, at 

about 800 ms, has been properly reproduced in Figure 6.71. That is, the changes in 

the reflection amplitude in the seismic solution section from the top of the limestone 

resembles that in the observed seismic section. This is echoed in the final impedance 

solution section of Figure 6. 70, at 800 ms, as an increase in the impedance contrast 

across the boundary representing the Augila Limestone for the seismic traces with 

large reflection amplitude. Indeed the seismic response of all the limestone section 

below 800 ms in Figure 6.71 closely resembles the corresponding observed seismic 

section of Figure 6.68. 
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Figure 6.70. The final impedance solution section around well YY31. The Augila 
Limestone starts at about 800 ms and continues to 900 ms two-way travel-time. The 
impedance contrast across the boundary represented by the top of Augila varies from 
one profile to the next. There is a large impedance contrast for the middle profiles 
that surround the well at CDP 555. The impedance contrast decreases to the left and 
right. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.71. The seismic solution section of the final impedance solution of Figure 
6.70. The seismic events in this seismic section should be compared to the seismic 
events in the observed section in Figure 6.68. Note that the vertical axis represents 
the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Similar comparisons could be made for the shallower seismic events. For 

example, the positive-negative reflection character around 660 ms, which is most 

prominent at CDP's 560-574. However, it should be mentioned that the lack of exact 

fit between the seismic solution section of Figure 6.71 and the observed seismic 

section of Figure 6.68 could be attributed to the generally poor signal-to-noise ratio of 

the observed seismic data, so that only the strong reflection events, such as the 
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reflection from the top of Augila Limestone, could be inverted for with reasonable 

results. 

6.U. lB:nversiorn for impedance around welD YY04 on Line 1977 

Well YY04 is located at CDP 1093 on Line 1977. To invert for impedance 

around well YY04, a 41 CDP traces seismic section was chosen with the well located 

at the middle trace. This observed seismic section extends from CDP 1073 to CDP 

1113 and ties well YY04 at 610 ms two-way travel-time. The time window chosen 

starts from 610 ms to 900 ms, i.e. 290 ms. This implies that the Augila Limestone is 

represented by a thicker time section than what has been measured by YY04. The 

observed seismic section is shown in Figure 6. 72. 

the initial guess impedance section is shown in Figure 6.73. The initial guess 

impedance profiles of Figure 6. 73 were obtained from the parameterised impedance 

profile of YY04 given in Figure 6.29. But because the observed seismic section 

covers more limestone section, the initial guess impedance profiles have 10 layers 

instead of 8 layers as given in Figure 6.29. The first 8 layers of each of the initial 

guess impedance profiles were strictly obtained from the parameterised impedance 

profile of well YY04. 
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Figure 6.72. The observed seismic section used to invert for impedance around well 
YY04. This section is part of Line 1977 extending from CDP 1073 to CDP 1113. 
The well is located at the middle trace which is CDP 1093. The well impedance 
measurements start at 610 ms and extends for 234 ms to 844 ms two-way travel-time. 
The 56 ms of section time between 844 and 900 ms is an extra section extended into 
the Augila Limestone. The initial guess earth model section for this observed seismic 
section has 10 layers and is given in Figure 6.73. Note that the vertical axis represents 
the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.73. The initial guess impedance section, or earth model section, that 
constitutes the input to the inversion of the observed seismic section of Figure 6. 72 
around well YY04. The well is located at CDP 1093, and measures the time window 
610-844 ms two-way travel-time. The earth model profiles are obtained from the 
impedance profile of well YY04 given in Figure 6.29. The seismic time window is 
further extended into the Augila Limestone to 900 ms. Note that the vertical axis 
represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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The initial guess seismic response section is shown in Figure 6.74. This 

section was generated from the initial guess impedance profiles of Figure 6.73 and 

the seismic wavelet that was optimised at YY04 in section 6.9.2. 

The final impedance solution section is given in Figure 6.75, and the 

corresponding seismic solution section is given in Figure 6.76. The trace to trace 

amplitude variation of the shallow seismic event at 670 ms two-way travel-time, 
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Figure 6.74. The initial guess seismic response section around well YY04. The well 
is located at CDP 1093. This section is generated from the initial guess earth model 
of Figure 6.73 and the seismic wavelet optimised in section 6.9.2. Note that the 
vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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which is the positive reflection from the top of Chadra A sand, in the seismic solution 

section in Figure 6.76, is almost the same as the corresponding seismic event in the 

observed seismic section in Figure 6.72. The final impedance solution section shows 

that this sand body is thinnest at CDP 1088 and it thickens to the left and right. 

Indeed the high amplitude of this seismic event is due to the sand body thickness at 

the traces around CDP 1088 being at the tuning thickness. Then as the thickness of 

the sand increases in the traces on the left and right of CDP 1088, the resulting 

amplitude of the seismic reflection decreases. Note that the solution impedance 

profiles 1100 to 1112 in Figure 6.75 show a two-step increase of impedance in the 

sand body. This is an indication of the thickness increase in the sand body, and that 

the base of the sand body in these impedance profiles is at a somewhat lower level, 

possibly at 690 ms, which was not parameterised in the initial guess impedance 

profiles. Thus the base of the sand body is not present in the solution impedance 

profiles 1100 to 1112. 

The lower part of the initial guess impedance section that starts at about 750 

ms two-way travel-time represents the Augila Limestone. The seismic solution for 

this part is given in Figure 6.76, and resembles the corresponding observed seismic 

section given in Figure 6.72. This indicates that the inversion process has determined 

a final impedance solution, shown in Figure 6.75, that closely represents the limestone 

section impedance. This is possible because we have included in the initial guess 

impedance section only the layers that have a high signal-to-noise ratio. 
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Figure 6.75. The final impedance solution section for inversion around YY04. The 
shallow layer is the Chadra A sand. It is thin at the middle traces and thicker to the 
left and right. The Augila Limestone starts at about 750 ms two-way travel-time. 
Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.76. The seismic solution section corresponding to the impedance solution 
in Figure 6.75. The high amplitude associated with the middle traces for the shallow 
event is due to the thickness of the Chadra A sand being at, or near, the tuning 
thickness. The decrease in amplitude of the shallow event to the left and right of the 
middle traces is an indication of thickness increase of the sand body. The lower part 
of the section, starting at about 750 ms, describes the Augila Limestone and closely 
resembles the corresponding section on the observed seismic section in Figure 6. 72. 
Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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6.12. Inversion for impedance around the intersection of Lines 1973 and 1977 

Inverting for impedance at the intersection of Lines 1973 and 1977 would test 

the reliability of the inversion process in a location where the seismic data were 

recorded in two different directions, and the seismic wavelet used in the inversion of 

each line was estimated, and later optimised, at a different well location so that each 

wavelet could be slightly different from the other. 

The inversion for impedance at the intersection of the two lines is performed 

on two sections each having 11 CDP traces. Each section is chosen so that the CDP 

trace at the intersection is located in the middle of the section, i.e. the 6-th seismic 

trace. For Line 1973 the seismic trace at the intersection is CDP 1042, and for Line 

1977 it is CDP 1707. The seismic section from Line 1973 starts at CDP 1037 and 

ends at CDP 1047, and the seismic section from Line 1977 starts at CDP 1702 and 

ends at CDP 1712. 

When generating the initial guess impedance sections we only considered the 

seismic events that could be correlated across the two observed seismic sections, so 

that we only consider those seismic events with good signal-to-noise ratio. This was 

necessary so that the comparison of the inversion results around the intersection is not 

effected by the noise in the observed seismic data. Such a seismic correlation 

produced two seismic events from two Chadra sands and three seismic events from 

the Augila Limestone layers. Thus the initial guess impedance section comprises of 8 
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layers, i.e. 7 interfaces. The initial impedance values for both sections are estimated 

using the impedance profiles of wells YY04 and YY31. 

The observed seismic section used to invert for impedance on Line 1973 

around the intersection with Line 1977 is shown in Figure 6. 77. The middle trace, 

CDP 1042, is located at the intersection. The 8-layer initial guess impedance section 

used in the inversion is given in Figure 6.78, and its initial guess seismic response 

section is shown in Figure 6.79. The final impedance solution section is shown in 

Figure 6.80, and its final seismic solution section is given in Figure 6.81. 

The observed seismic section used for inversion on Line 1977 around the 

intersection with Line 1973 is shown in Figure 6.82. The middle trace, CDP 1707, is 

located at the intersection. Similar to the intersecting seismic section on Line 1973, 

the initial guess impedance section comprises of 8 layers and is shown in Figure 6.83, 

and its initial guess seismic response section is shown in Figure 6.84. The final 

impedance solution section is shown in Figure 6.85, and its final solution section is 

given in Figure 6.86. 
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Figure 6.77. The 11-CDP observed seismic section which is part of Line 1073 used 
to invert for impedance around the intersection with Line 1977. The middle trace, 
CDP 1042, is the trace located at the intersection. Correlation with Line 1977 
produced only 7 seismic events that have good signal-to-noise ratio. The 7 interfaces 
are shown in the 8-layer initial guess impedance section of Figure 6.78. Note that the 
vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.78. The initial guess impedance section on Line 1973 contammg 11 
impedance profiles around the intersection with Line 1977. The impedance profile 
located at the intersection is profile number 1042. this 8-layer impedance section was 
generated from the correlation of 7 seismic events on the two lines that have a good 
signal-to noise ratio, and the two impedance profiles of wells YY04 and YY31. Note 
that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

1037 1040 1044 1047 

Figure 6.79. The initial guess seismic response section on Line 1973 around the 
intersection with Line 1977. The shallow part of the section, above 700 ms two-way 
travel-time, is the response of the three interfaces in the Chadra sands, and the lower 
part, below 750 ms, is the response of four interfaces in the Augila Limestone. Note 
that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.80. The final impedance solution section corresponding to the observed 
seismic section on Line 1973 around the intersection with Line 1977. The impedance 
profile at the intersection is profile number 1042. This impedance section should be 
compared with the impedance solution section along Line 1977 given in Figure 6.85. 
Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 

1037 1040 1044 1047 

Figure 6.81. The final seismic solution section of the impedance solution on Line 
1973 shown in Figure 6.80. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel
time in ms. 
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Figure 6.82. The 11-CDP observed seismic section which is part of Line 1077 used 
to invert for impedance around the intersection with Line 1973. The middle trace, 
CDP 1707, is the trace located at the intersection. Correlation with Line 1973 
produced only 7 seismic events that have good signal-to-noise ratio. The 7 interfaces 
are shown in the 8-layer initial guess impedance section of Figure 6.83. Note that the 
vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.83. The initial guess impedance section on Line 1977 contmmng 11 
impedance profiles around the intersection with Line 1973. The impedance profile 
located at the intersection is profile number 1707. this 8-layer impedance section was 
generated from the correlation of 7 seismic events on the two lines that have a good 
signal-to noise ratio, and the two impedance profiles of wells YY04 and YY31. Note 
that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.84. The initial guess seismic response section on Line 1977 around the 
intersection with Line 1973. The shallow part of the section, above 700 ms two-way 
travel-time, is the response of the three interfaces in the Chadra sands, and the lower 
part, below 750 ms, is the response of four interfaces in the Augila Limestone. Note 
that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.85. The final impedance solution section corresponding to the observed 
seismic section on Line 1977 around the intersection with Line 1973. The impedance 
profile at the intersection is profile number 1707. This impedance section should be 
compared with the impedance solution section along Line 1973 given in Figure 6.80. 
Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel-time in ms. 
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Figure 6.86. The final seismic solution section of the impedance solution on Line 
1977 shown in Figure 6.85. Note that the vertical axis represents the two-way travel
time in ms. 
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Comparing the two solution impedance profiles at the intersection, we observe 

that the thickness of the two shallow Chadra sand layers are noticeably different, but 

their corresponding observed traces are also different at the time level of these sands. 

This is due to the random noise contained in each of the observed traces. The 

impedance trends, however, are still largely preserved in each impedance profile, 

especially at Augila Limestone level. Indeed both the layer thicknesses and 

impedance trends of the limestone layers are similar in the two impedance profile. 

This indicates that even though the two observed seismic traces at the intersection of 

Lines 1973 and 1977 are so contaminated with noise that we can only correlate the 

seismic events in short intervals, their inversion results showed that we could obtain 

reasonable impedance results but not layer thickness results. 

6.13. Conclusions 

The following points could be deduced from the previous examples: 

1. The observed seismic data used in this work has a poor signal-to-noise ratio, 

which could be severe at some interval. 

2. Observing the differences in the error traces sections before and after the inversion 

would reveal the degree of fit of the final seismic solution section to the observed 

data section. The seismic solution section generally agrees with the observed data, 

but some error still remains. 
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3. The remaining error could be attributed to error in the wavelet since this wavelet 

was optimised at the well, which is some distance away in all the examples. 

4. The final impedance solution always differs from the initial earth model. This 

implies that a better initial earth model is needed, which in tum requires a detailed 

knowledge about the subsurface geology of the area. This can only be achieved if 

a geologist who knows the area is available to participate during the development 

of the earth model. 

5. Despite all the above, the inversion strategy and the computer program developed 

in this research produced encouraging results about Chadra sands delineation. But 

it is important to analyse more data, with more wells, and with the participation of 

a geologist. 
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CHAPTER 

7 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 

FUTURE WORK 

7.1. Conclusions 

1. Using the Cholesky factorisation is both simple and numerically efficient. It also 

uses less computer time since no function values are evaluated unnecessarily. 

2. The inversion of seismic data into impedance can be a very useful tool. However, 

it must be applied with care, since a poor initial guess or incorrectly chosen 

constraints could lead to misleading results. 

3. A good initial guess depends largely on the availability of well data. In each of the 

two seismic lines available for this research, only one well was available, and they 

were 4 km apart. This has limited our ability to detect any changes in the shape of 

the wavelet away from the well. Although the two estimated Wiener wavelets 

were closely similar, there still remains the possibility that each wavelet could 

change in shape away from the well. 

4. It is essential to involve a geologist that is familiar with the subsurface geology in 

the area. This will make it possible to arrive at initial earth models that better 

model the lateral variations in geology away from the well. 
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5. Using linear equality and inequality constraints proved to be a very useful and 

practical way to obtain solutions that accommodate desirable geologic information 

into the inversion process. This reduces the problem of non-uniqueness and 

increases the chance of converging to the correct impedance solutions. 

6. Inversion at the two well locations showed that we can obtain a good match, i.e. 

with low error energy, between the well impedance profile and the impedance 

profile of the inversion solution. This is largely because the wavelet was 

estimated there, and a good initial guess could always be determined from the well 

data. 

7. The real data inversion examples of chapter 6 showed that the Chadra sands could 

be delineated away from the two wells with reasonable results. 

8. It is always more stable to invert those parts of the seismic trace that contain 

strong reflection energy. This is due to the low signal-to-noise ratio in the parts 

where not enough contrast is present across the interfaces that produce the 

reflection energy. 

9. The impedance inversion results should not be considered as accurate 

measurements of the acoustic impedance profile at the observed seismic location; 

instead they should be interpreted in terms of their geologic feasibility, initial 

guess model limitations and observed seismic data reliability. 

7.2. Suggestions for future work 

Probably the most important suggestion that one could make is to reconsider 

the way we parameterise the wavelet. Parameterising the wavelet in the frequency 

domain resulted in a poorly conditioned inverse problem. This is due to the fact that 

the error energy function is highly sensitive to changes in the phase parameters while 

it is considerably less sensitive to the amplitude parameters. One remedy is to invert 

for the phase parameters separately from the frequency and amplitude parameters. 

That is, we optimise the phase spectrum independently from the amplitude spectrum. 

Another possibility is to parameterise the seismic wavelet in the time domain. 

That is, we consider the sample amplitudes of the estimated Wiener wavelet as the 

wavelet parameters. This may produce a better conditioned inverse problem. This 

would be at the expense of determining more parameters, since in our case we will 

need to determine twenty parameters instead of nine. Also, increasing the number of 
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parameters increases the problem of non-uniqueness, but with a proper choice of 

constraints this could be minimised. 

Furthermore, the assumption that the wavelet stays the same from one trace to 

the next, might not be a sufficiently correct one. I believe that much of the error 

energy in the final seismic solution could be attributed to changes in the wavelet from 

trace to trace. This would suggest that we should also consider inverting for the 

wavelet parameters in each trace along with boundaries and impedances. 
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Appendix: Computer program listing. 

This appendix gives a listing of the computer program used to invert for 

impedance and boundary locations of the seismic traces in this research. The program 

is written in Fortran 77 and runs successfully on HP or Sun4 workstations. 
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i vo.subn9 6 • f Fri Sep 6 15:40:24 1996 
CONTI NUE 
BC(HAC) • VAL 

ENDlF 
ELSE 

Kl' = K~+l 

I F! . NOT.LOGYE(KY)) TH E:H 
DO 26 J=l, NALL 

IF( J.EQ . I ) THEN 
SAVE:(J~ =l. 

ELSE 
SAYE(J) =O. 

26 
END IF 

CONTINUE 

28 

29 

IF( LOGYL( KY)) THEN 
YAL .. YL(KY) 

ElSE 
VAL=- 1 . E+21 

END IF 
XCASE= . f"ALSE . 
CA LL V I OXY (SAVE, NP, VAL , Y 1 N,D'l,CVIOL ,ACTV 1 XCASE) 
IF( CVlOL) TH Ea~ 

\oiRITE( *, + ~ 1 Fatal error : YLB CONSTRAINT ', KY,' VIOLATED. ' 
V!O=.TRUE. 
RETURN 

END IF 
Ml.I.C=MAC + l 

I F (ACTV ) THEN 
I NDA=I NDA+l 
DO 27 J =l, N:I\LL 

AE{ WDA,J) • SAVE(J) 
CONTINUE 
BE( ItJDA) =VAL 
I NDXA ( 11{0)1.) • MAC 

END IF 
INDB =I NDB+l 
I NDXB ( I NOB~ = MAC 
CO 2:6 J=l, NALL 

t\C (HAC, J) =SAVE( J) 
CONTI NUE 
BC (MAC) =VAL 

SAVE(I) =- 1. 
IF(LOGYU(KY ) ) Tli &N 

VJ!t.L=-YU (:KY) 
ELSfl 

VAL=-l . E+21 
E:NDI F 
XCME•. FALSE . 
CALL VlOX:C:( S J\VE, NP 1 VAL 1 Y, ~1 1 DY 1 CVIOL , AC TV ,XCAS E ) 
IF(CVIOL ) THEil 

NRI TE( */'!) 1 Fatal error: YUB CONST RAINT ', KY 1 ' VIOLATED. 1 

VIO• .TRue: ·: 
RETURN 

END I F 
lofAC=MA.C+l 
I F(ACTV) THEN 

I NDA•INDA+l 
DO 29 J = L NALL 

AE( I NDA,J) =SAVE( J) 

CONT I NUE 
BE(INDA) =VAL 
I NOXA ( IND.b.) =HAC 

ENDIF ,;· 
I NDB= I NDB+ 1 
INDXB(INDB) =MAC 
DO 30 J .. l,Nl\X..L 

AC(MAC,J) = SA.VE(J) 
30 CO NTINUE 

BC (MAC) =VAL 

E ND IF 
END IF 

31 CONTI NUE 

RETURN 
END 

c~ --------.-- ~ ---------------------------------- -- ----- --- -----------

SUBROUT I NE REDCHR{ i nbJJff, numbe r, ret ry , I ) 

CHARACTER BLK • l 
PARAt,1ETER ( BLK=' • ) 
CHARlo.CTER inbuff*(*>,cobu f f*32 
INTEGElR number, ic 

J= O 
DO 1 0 I=l, 32 

ic• icha r{ inbilff( I : I>) 
IF(ic .EQ . 32} THEN 

CONTINUE 
ELSEIF( ( i c .GE . 48) . AND. ( ic . LE . 57} I THEN 

J=J+l 
cobuff ( J; J) •inbuff( I : I ) 

ELSEIF( ( i c . EQ . 43 I . OR . I ic . EQ. 45 ) ) TREN 
J=J+l 
cobuff ( J; J) "'inbuf f( I: !) 

ELSE 
r et ry= .TRUE. 
RETURN 

END IF 
10 CONTINUE 

IF{J.LT .32) THEN 
DO 20 I=J+l,J2 

cobuff (I : I ) ~BLK 
20 CONTINUE 

END IF 

READ(cobuff, '(18)') nufl\her 
RETURN 
END 

c---- - --- - --------- --- -------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE PRMATX( iunit,A, HPP, f'.f 1 N, NIK, FORM) 

INTEGER MP P 1 11 1 N,JI\,IK 1 illnit 
REAL A( HPP 1 N) 
CHARACTER FORM~< ( ") 

JK=JK+ l 
IF(JK*~IK.LE . N) THEN 

DO 10 ! 1111,H 
WRITE( iunit 1 E"'RM) (A ( I ,J), J = IK , IK+NIK - 1) 

1 0 CONTIHUE 
I F(~K • NIK.LT.NJ WRITB(iunit, •l 'con t. 

ELS E 
DO 15 ·I=l, H 

WRITB( iunit ,FOAMJ (A (!, .J J ,J"'IK , N) 
1 5 CONT INUE 

END IF 
20 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
EtH> 

c- · ------- - - --·--- ---------------------------------------------
C Home . 

i nt e ger f unction common_handler{ is ig , icode, iaigcontext, iaddr) 
c 

integer i sig, i code , is igc onte xt , i addr 

7 
c 

wr ;i.te ( *, 10 ) loc ( icod e: ) I loc 1 iaddr) 
10 FORMAT( ' ieee e xception ', z3,' o c c u n ·ed at address ' , za) 

r e turn 
end 

c --------------- -- - --- ·· --·· · ·· - ------------------------ - -- -- -- ·- · 
C Durham. 

integer function com.mon_ handler{ sig , .sip , uap ) 

integer sig 
s tructure /fault/ 

integer addre ss 
end s tJ;uct ure 
s t ructure j.s i ginfoj 

i nt eger si_ &igno 
inte 9er si_code 
i nteger si_ errno 
record /fault/ fault 

end structure 
r e co r d jsi ginfo/ sip 

wr i te (*, 10) sip. si_ code, sip. fault . address 
• 10 FORHAT( " ieee exception " , i 4 ," occurr ed at addre ss ",2.8) 
c 

end 
c ----- - - - . .. - - ---------------------------------------------.------
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!oi_IRITE(6,523) . 

SJJ E:'ORHAT(' ivob> FINALLY: P l ot ALL results AGAIN? (y/n): ',$ ) 
1\~E.AD(S, '(A)') ynans 
t:F ( (ynans.E:Q . 'Y').OR.(yna.ns.EQ .' y')) GO TO 510 
y;na.naR8LK 
~RITE{ 6" I 524) 

524 I'ORMAT(' ivob> FINALLY: WRITE XYT in/ou t - put to file? (y/n ): ' , $. 
READ(S,'(A)') yna,n.s 
~F( (ynans . EQ . 'Y') .OR. (ynans . EO. ' Y')} GO TO SJO 
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i vo'subn9 6 . f Fri Sep 6 15:40:24 1996 
10 

ll 

12 

CONTINUE 
EtSEIF' (I.EO.NI ) Tli&N 

00 11 J =l, N 
IF(J. EQ . I ) THE:N 

Sl..VE(J)=-1. 
E:LS& 

Sl\VB( J) =0. 
END IF 

CONTINUE 
ELSE 

DO 12 J=l, N 
I F(J . EQ . (I-1)) THEN 

SJWE( J) = -1. 
ELSEIF( J. EQ. I) THEN 

SAVE(J)=l. 

ELSE 
SAVE(J) .. O. 

8NDIF 
CONTINUE 

END IF 

CALL VIOT(SAVE,TE( I) ,T, Nl 1 DT 1 SI ,CVIOL,ACTV ) 
IF(CVIOL.OR . ( . NO'r . ACTV)) THEN 

~1RITE( • , • ) 'Fatal error: TE CONSTRAINT ' 1 I. 1 VIOLATED . 1 

V I O=.TRUE. 
RE'I'URN 

END IF 
MAE=HAE'tl 
I NDA=INDA+l 
INDJ<A( lNDil.)=-1 
DO 13 J•l,N 

AE(MAE 1 J)=SlWF;(J) 

13 CONTINUE 
BE( i'IAE) =TE( I) 

ENOIF 
14 CONTINUE 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

DO 2S I=l,NI 
H'( . NOT. LOGTE( I)) T HEN 

IF(I . EQ . l) TH EN 
DO 16 J=l, N 

IF'(J . EQ.I) T HEN 
Si\VE(J) =1. 

ELSE 
SiWE(J)"'O 

EIIDIF' 
CONTINUE: 

ELSEIF(I.EQ . NI) THEN 
DO 17 J=l,N 

IF (J.EQ.N) THEN 
SAVE,(~)"'·l . 

ELSE . -

SAVE( ..J)"'G. 
ElWif' 

CONTINUE 
ELSE 

DO 18 J=-1, N 
I F(J .EO .l) THEN 

SAVE(.J·lj ,. . 1. 
SAVE(J) = 1. 

ELSE 
SAVE(J) =0. 

ENDIF ~;· 

CONTINUE 
END IF 

IF( I.OGTL( I) ) TJoi EN 
VJ\L=TL(I) 

ELSEIF( i.I,EQ.NI) THEN 
V.l\L• S I- TMI\X 

ELSE 
VAL=S I 

END IF 

CALL VIOT(SAVE, VAL,T 1 Nl ,DT 1 SI ,CV IOL, ACTV) 
IF(CVIOL) THEN 

~!RITE( • ,•) 'Fata l error: TLB CONSTRAINT ',I,' VIOLATED . 1 

VIO =. TRUE. 
RETURN 

END I F 
HAC•MAC•1 
IF(ACTV) THEN 

INDA= INDA+l 
DO 19 J=l, N 

AE( INOA, J)=SAVE(J) 
CONT INUE 
BE(INDA)<>VAL 
I NOXA( INOA >=HAC 

END I F 
INDB=INDB+l 
INOXB( I NDB) "'MAC 
DO 20 J=-l,N 

AC (HAC,J) =SAVE(J~ 
CONTINUE 
BC (MAC) =-VI\.L 

DO 2l J•1, N 
SAVE(J)<>·SAVE(J) 

CONTI HUE 
IF (LQGTU(I)) THE:N 

VI\.L=-TU( I) 
ELSE 

Vl\L=·UBMAX 
END IF 
CALL VIOT(SAVE, VAL, T, NI ,OT, SI,CVIOL,ACTV) 
IF (CVIO L) THF;N 

WRITE( • , • )'F&tal e rror: TUB CONSTRAINT ',I 1
1 VIOLATED . ' 

VI O ... TRUE. 
RETURN 

END IF 
HAC•MAC-l-1 
H'(ACTV) THEN 

INOi\~INDA+l 

DO 22 J=1, N 
AE{ INDA, J) =SAVE(J) 

CONTI NUE 
BE( INOA ) =VAL 
I NOXA ( INOA)•l'IAC 

EHDIF 
I NOB• Hl08+1 
INDXB( INDB) • MAC 
DO 23 J=1, N 

AC(HAC,JJ • SAV E{J } 
23 CONTINUE 

:BC(HAC) • Vl\ L 
END IF 

25 CONTINUE 

RE;TURN 
END 

C· · -----·---------- -·····---···---···---···----·····---·······--····--
SUBROUTINE VLKY(X, LOGXE 1 XE, I.OGXL 1 XL 1 LOG XU, XU, Y 1 LOGYE, YE, LOG'iL, YL, 

+ LOG7U , 'iU,AE,BE,AC,BC, INDXA , INDXB,SAVE,HAE,MAC , 
... I INDA.INDB,HC2PINP,N,NECXY,VIO) 

c 
!~TEGER MAE,MAC, I NDA, INDB, INDXA (NP) 1 INDXB (MC2P) 1 N1 KX, :KY 1 NECXY 
Rl:oAL AE( NP, 2'"N), BE(NP) ,AC (MC2P, 2•N) 1 BC (MC2P), SAVE(N P ) , ;q N), 

+ XE( N) ,XL(N) 'XU(N } I l{( N)' ~E( N)' ~L{ tl) 'l{U(N) ,DX, DY 
LOGICAL LOGXE( N), LOGXL(N), LOGXU(N), lOCi'£{ N), LOGYL{ N), J 

6 

c 

c 

10 

11 

14 

LOGYU(N), VIO,CVIOL,ACTV, XC.ASE 

OX • .01 
D~ "'.0001 
N.i\LL =2 •N 
INDP. =O 
HIDB=O 
HAE =0 
HAC "'0 
NECXY=O 
VIO "', F'ALSt. 

KX=O 
KY=O 
DO 12 I=l,J•N 

IF(HOD(1 1 l ).G1'.0) THEN 
KX • IO:+l 
I F ( LOGXE{ KX) > THJ::N 

NECXY=NECXY+l 
DO 10 J .. l,tlALL 

IF(J.EQ.I) THEN 
SAVE(J)"'l. 

ELSE 
SAV E (J}"'O. 

END IF 
CONTINUE 
XCASE•. TRUE . 
CALL VIOX'i(SAVE,NP, XE( KX), X,N, DX,CVI OL, ACT'l, XCASE> 
IF(CV I OL .OR. { .NOT.ACTV)} T HEN 

WRIT E( ... ,"')' Fata l error: XEQ CONSTRAINT 1 
1 KX,' VIOLATED. 

VIO= .TRUE. 
RETURN 

ELSE 
I tlDA•INOAH 
I NOXA ( INDA) = -1 
l-l.AE"'l'IAE+l 
DO 1 l J"'l, NALL 

AE(I-1AE,J )=SAVE(J) 
CONTINUE 
BE(HAE)=XEl(KXJ 

END IF 
END IF 

ELSE 
K'i"'i<'i+l 
IF(LOGYE(KY~) THEN 

NECXY•N'ECXYH 
DO 13 J=l. NALL 

I F (J.EQ.I~ THEN 
SAVE(J)=l. 

ElSE 
SAVE(J)=O . 

END IF 
CONTitJUE 
XCASE"". E'ALSEl. 
CALL VlOX'l( SAVE,NP, YE(l'i.Y), Y 1 N,D'l,CVIOL, AC TV, XCASEi) 
lf'(CVIOL . OR. ( .NOT. ACTV n THEN 

WRITE(*,*)'Fatal error: YEQ CONSTRAINT ' 1 K'l,' V!OL~TF;D. 

VI O• .TRUE. 
RETURN 

ELSE 
MAE=MAE+l 
INDA=I NDA+l 
INDXl\ ( INDA)-= ·1 
DO 14 J•1, lofALL 

AE(MAE,J) =SAVE (J ) 
CONTINUE 
BE{MA.E)=YE ( KY) 

END IF 
ENDlF 

END IF 
12 CONTINUE 

20 

21 

,, 

KX=O 
K'i=O 
DO 31 I•l , 2•N 

IF(M00(1,2) . GT.O) THEN 
KX=KX-+1 
IF( . NOT. LOGXE ( J<X ~) TH EN 

DO 20 J =l., NALL 
I F(J .EQ. I) TH EN 

S AVE(J) =l. 
ELSE 

SAVE(J)=O. 
END I F 

CONTINUE 
I F(LOGXL (KX)) THEN 

VAL=XL(KX) 
ELSE 

VAt•l. E-21 
ENDIF 
XCAS E= . TRUE. 
CA.LL VIOXY{SAVE,NP 1 VAL, X,N, DX,CVIOL,ACTV 1 XCASE) 
IF(CV I OL) TH Etl 

HRITE( * 1 '") 'Fatal error: XLB CONSTRAINT ' 1 KX, 1 VIOLATED. ' 
VIO= . TR.UE. 
RE:TURN 

END IF 
MAC=MAC+l 
IF(ACTV) THEN 

IND~"'INDAH 

DO 21 J=-1 1 NALL 
l\E( I NOl\,J) • Si\VE(J) 

CONTINUE 
BE I INDA) =VAL 
INOXA ( INDA) =HAC 

END I F 
INDB=INDBt 1 
INDXB ( lNDB) •!-1AC 
DO 22 J•l , NALL 

AC(MAC,J) =SAVE (J ) 
CONTINUE 
BC(M.AC) =VAL 

SAVE(I)=-1. 
I F(LOGXU(I<X)) THEN 

VAL"'·JW(KX ) 
ELSE 

VAL..,·l.E+:Jl 
END I F 
XCASE"'. TRUE. 
CALL VIOXY ( SAVE, NP 1 VAL, X 1 N ,DX ,CV IOL ,AC TV 1 XC AS E) 
I f' (CVIO L) THEN 

~IRITE( • , '" ) 'F<!IItal error : XUB CONSTRAINT ',KX,' VIO LATED.' 
VIO"'.TRUE. 
RETURN 

ENDI F 
MAC=l-!AC+l 
IF(i\CTV) THBN 

INDA=HJDA+l 
DO :n J=l,NALL 

AE{ INDA, J) =SAVE(J) 
CONTINUE 
BE! INDA) • Vi\L 
INDXA{INDA)=HAC 

END IF 
INOB • INDB+l 
INOXB ( !NOB) =MAC 
DO 24 J=1,NALL 

P.C (MAC,J )=SAVE(J) 
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IF( perform. EO. ' s c') WRITE( 6, ' ) 'Exlt !ilta t us: 0' 
I F(perform.EQ. 'f l ') WRITE(l5 , * ) ' Exit s t a tust 0' 

ENDIF 
IF(p~blm.£Q . ' bn') THEN 

Problm{ 1) • . TRUE . 
p roblm< 2 l '"" . FhLS & . 

END IF 
IF' (prblm. EO.' ai') THEN 
Probl10~ ~) • . FAI.-S E . 
P,roblm( J) ... TRUE. 

END I F' 
I F' (perform. EQ. 'sc ' l WRit£(6, *) ' ' 

I F' ("perfo.rrn .EQ. ' f l' ) WRITE(lS,*) ' ' 
DO 452 I • l, K 

ER( I ) -0 . 
452 CONTINUC 

DO 712 1• 1, 11 
. FS II-W (I ,JK) =-ACOU( I ) 

FS RSP ( I ,JK) =-RSPI2 ( I) 
FSERR ( I,JK) • OSC:2{ I) 
~F(I.LE.NI) T HEN 

XFS( I , JK ) • XN ( I ) 
YFS( I 1 JK) =YN( I) 
TFS( I , J K) • TI1( I ) 

ENDI F 
712: CON''I' I NUE 

GO TO 999 
ELSE 

I F( p r oblm(l) } THEN 
problm( 1 ) - . FALSE. 
problm( 2 ) - .TRUE . 
I F (perform.EQ . 'sc') WR!TE:l6, '{'' • Ai: '', $)' ) 
IF(p~rform.fXI.'fl') WRITE (l5,'(''t ai:' 1

1 $)' ) 
00 450 l •l ,N 

T (I ) - TN{ I} 
4 50 CONTINUE 

CO TO 46 7 
ENDIF 
IF (problm(2 )) THEN 

p r oblm( l)=, FALSE. 
problm( 1 ) • . TRUE . 
IF(perform. EQ. 'sc') WRITE(6,' ( 1 '* bo: 1 ',$) ') 
IF(perform. EQ . 'fl') WRI TE( 15 1

1 ( 11 * bn; '' ,$)'} 

DO 45~ I • l 1 Nl 
X(l) - XN( I) 
Y( I) "':t"N ( I) 

451 CONTI NUE 

c 

GO TO 467 
E NDIF 

~NDIF 

;~~=(.NOT. KEEPJG( THEN 

CALL PRDMAT( DJM2T 1 DJM2 , H1 NP,I-tP, NP ,N, H, N) 
DO 369 I .. l ,H 

DSC1(1) • DSC1 ( I ) 

IF (I.LE .N) G(I)=GPl(I ) 
DO J69 J • 1 1 N 

DJM(I,J) • DJ'M2( I , J ) 
D.1M'l' ( J , 1)<=0>1r14T ( J , I ) 

J69 CONTINUE 
10<• 0 
KY• O 
DO HO I • 1 , N ,r 

I P'( problm(l~) T(I ) • TN( l ) 
I F(probl m(2)) THEN 

I F (MOD(I ,;l).GT.O) THEN 
KX- KX+l 
X(Jr;X)=XN(KX ) 

ELSE 
K't• KY+l 
Y(l<Y }""'lN(KY ) 

ENDIF 
END I F 

170 CONTI NUE 
ENDlF 
H'(DElLlON) DEL ION .. . F21.tSE. 
I F (ADDION) ADD ION= . FALSE. 
I F( KEEPJG) KEEPJG=. FALSE ·. 
GO TO 35 

ENDIF 
99 CO NTINUE 

c write an exit status to the scr een. 
PRINT* 
IF(VIO . OR. FVIOL-. OR. LI.,SHRT, OR. SINGUL .O R. 

+ (probl m{ 1 ) .1\ ND . I MA .GT . Ml\C~)) .OR . 
(problm{:;!) ,;11.ND . (HA.GT . HAC2)).0R. 
(probhtl{l) .AND. (INDB .LT.O) ) .OR . 
(pr~blm(:l) .lHID. I INDB. I.T. 0)) l THEN 

IF( Vl O) PRI NT • ,' Exit statue : VIO • l' 
If' ( F'VIOL) PRINT•, ' Ex i t status: FV IOL ... l' 
I F(LWSNRT ) PRINT*, 1 Exit s tatus: LWSHRT- 1 1 

I F(SINGUL ) PRINT-to, 1 Exit status: SJNGUL• l ' 
I F'(prob l m(l) .A ND. (MA.CT. MAC1)) PRI NT• , I Exit sta t u:!l: 
IF ( probl~(2) , AND. (MA . GT.MAC2)) PRINT• 1 

1 Cxit status: 
IF( ( problm( 1) . OR. problm(2)) . AND . PNDB , J.T , 0)) 

+ PRlllT*,' Ex: it status: INDB c 0' 
ELSE . 

PRINT•,' Exit ::status: 0 ' 
ENOl~ 

PRINT • 
PR I NT• 1 ' Number of traces l ',JK 
P RINT * , 1 Number of samples: ', H 
IE'( perform.EQ.'fl') WRITE{l5 1 •)' Number of traces: 
IF(perfonn.E0. 1 fl') WRITEilS,*) ' Numbe r of sampl es: 

395 CO NTI NUE 

CLOSE(lS} 
ynan s• BLK 
WRITE( 6, 530} 

MA > MAC!' 
m > MAC2' 

I ,JK 
', M 

530 P'ORMA'I'I ' ivob> SCIILE IMPDENCE solutio n t o ffiiiiX.? (y/n) : 1 ,$) 
RE'AD(5 1

1 (A ) 1 ) yn.ans 
IF.{(ynaris.EQ. 'N') .OR . (ynans .EQ. ' n 1 )) THEN 

IMP NORM"" . FALSE. 
GO TO '510 

ElSEif' ( (ynans . EQ. ''/ ' ). OR. (ynans. EQ . 'Y' )) THEN 
IMP NORM• . TROE. 
vn.u..x•o . 
VAI..MAX'-0. 
DO 53 1 J • l,JK 

CALL M11XVAL( FSIMP( l,J) , V'ALHAX~ IPOS 1 t-IP, !i) 

FS IMAX ( J) - VA LM..'.X 
l F(VAlMAX -GT. VIMAX) THEN 

JPOS .. J 

VI MAX "'VALM11X 
END IF 

531 CONTINUE 
DO 53 3 J• l ,JK 

IF(J . EO . .lPOS) GO TO 533 
SCALIMP-VALMAX/FS HIAX I J ~ 

DO 5-JJ l"l ~ M 

FSIMPSC ( 1 ,J)'"FS IMP( I, J) *SCALIMP 
S32 CONTINUE 
533 CO NTI NUE 

EL SE: 
PRINT•,' Warnin i 9: Ans -wer y;n. 1 

CO TO 395 
ENDIF' 

5 
c Appl y highc ut filt er o n impedence datiL . . 

OPEN( 18, F ILE: 1 ivo_filtout') 
\~!RITE( 1 8 I 5QO) 

• 5 0 0 FORMAT(// r' Gl i MF' a nd FSIMP: before f'il tering : 1 
1 /) 

DO SOl 1 - l ,NSWIN 
WRITE( 18 , S O'J) I , (G I IMP ( I ,J) , J•l , JK) , (FSIMP (I ,J) , J • ~, JK ) 

* $ 0 1 COtiTINUEi 
• 502 FORMAT(3 X 1 I3,2X,3( 1X , FB 2) 1 5X,l( 1 X,FB. J ) 1 

FRQHC= lO O. 
DO 396 J"'1 ,JK 

CALL LPFil (GIIM.P(~,J), 1-t,MP, FRQHC, SAV EQ 1 SINTB 1 S I) 
CALL LPFIL( FSIMP (~, J ) 1 N,MP 1 FRQHC,SAVEQ, S I NTB , Sl) 
I F ( II1PNORH ) CALL LPFIL(FS IHPSC(l,J') 1 H,MP ,FROHC , SAVEQ 1 SINTB,SI) 

.. 396 CONTINUE 

WRITE( 18 I 503) 
.. SOJ FORMAT ( // , ' GIIHP and FSUIP : after Filtering t' 1 / ) 

DO 504 I=l,NS\'IIN 
WRI TE ( 18, 5 0 2 ) I 1 (GIIMP( I, J) ,J•l , Jl<) 1 ( FSIMP( 1 1 J) ,J=l 1 JK) 

• 504 CONTINUE 

C Go i nto gra phics , 
510 CONTINUE 

>11 

51 2 

ynans • BLK 
P TYPE= 'Obs erved Seismic d a t a : ' 
AlORSEI - ' SEIDJ\T ' 
WRITE(6 1 5 1 1 ) 
FORMA 'I' ( ' ivob:o Plot observed SEISI>1IC Data? < y/n~ : ', $) 

READ(S, '(AJ'l ynans 
IF{ (ynans.EQ. ' Y1 ) .OR,. (ynan~;;.EQ. 'y')) CALL PRESU:L(A IORSE:I, S EID1\T, 

+ ynans =BL!I: MP, NTP, NSWIN,JK,&l~lTYPE, FNGOAT , FNGCON, nS99) 

PTYPE='Fina l impedence solution: ' 
AI ORSEI =' )I.IMDAT' 
WRITE(6,5 1 2 ) 
FORHAT i ' ivob> Plot PHII'.L lHPEDENCE: Solution? ( y/n) : ', $) 
READ{S, '(A)' l ynans 
I F{ (ynans. EO . 'Y') .OR. ( ynans . EQ . 'y')) Cl'ILL. PRESUL(AlORSEI, FSHJP, 

KP, NTP, M,JK 1 SI,PTYPE, FN GOAT, F'NGCON1 nsss) 
IF'! I MPNORM) THEN 

y n lllnS""BLK 
PTYPE='Fina l normalised i mpedence solut ion:' 
AI ORSEI• ' AI MDAT' 
WRITE(6 1 534} 

534 F ORMAT( ' ivob> Plot F I NAL NORMAL. I MPEDENCE Solution? I y/n ): 
+ $) 

READ(S , '{A ) •) y n ans 
I F ( ( ynans. EO . ' 'i') .OR . (ynan s, EQ . 'y')) CALL PRESUL(AIORSEI , 

+ FS I MPSC,MP, NTP,M,Jt< ,sl, PTYPE , FNGOAT 1 FNGCON, nsss) 
END I F 
ynl!lns=BLK 
PTYPE=' Fi n al seismic solut i on;' 
AIORSEI=' SEIDAT' 
WRI TE( 6,5~3) 

513 FORM11T ( 1 i vob> Plot FIUAL SEI SMIC Solution? (y/n): 1 , $) 
READ (5, '{ A} ' ) ynans 

514 

515 

516 

517 

510 

519 

5 2 0 

IFi (ynans.EQ. 'Y') .OR. ( ynans.EQ. ' y' )) CALL PRESUL(AIORSEI,FSRSP, 
MP, NTP,M,JK, SI, PTYPE , FNGDAT, FNGCON, ns s s ) 

ynan.s =BLK 
PTYPE• ' Final error traces; 1 

AlO RSEI= ' SEIDAT 1 

WRITE( 6, 514) 
FORMAT(' ivob> Plot Final EIRROR traces? (y/ n): ',$) 
REA0(5 , '(A) ') yn &ns 
IF( (ynan s. E;O . 'Y') .OR . (ynana.EQ. 'y')) CALL PRESUL(AIORSEI , FSERR, 

+ MP 1 NTP 1 M, JJI\ 1 SI 1 PTYPE, FNGOI\1' 1 FNGCON, nsaa ) 
y n an.s=BLK 
?TYPE= 1 Ini tial guess impede nee: 1 

AIORSEI=' AUfDAT ' 
WRITE(6,515) 
FORW\T (' i vob > Plot I NITIAL GUESS I MPEDENCE? ( y/n): ', $) 
READ ( 5, '(A ) ' ) ynan~ 

I F ( {ynans. EQ. 1 Y' ), OR. (ynan.s. EQ . 'Y 1
)) CALL PRESUL ( "-IORSEI , GIIMP, 

+ HP ,NTP , M, JK, SI, PTYPE, FNGOAT, FNGCON , ns.ss) 
ynans !"'BLK 
PTYPEI• ' Initial 9uess seismic response: 1 

AIORSEI- ' SEIDJI.T 1 

HRITE I fi, 5 1 6) 
FORMAT(' ivob> Plot INITIAL GUESS SEISMI C r esponse? i Y/n ) : ', $ ~ 
READ(S,' (A) ') ynan& 
IF ( (ynans . EQ. 'Y ' ) .OR. ( ynans . EQ. 1 y 1 )) CALL PRESUL{AlORSEI ,ClRSP 1 

-t lriP 1 NTP, lri ,JK , SI, P'.I'Y PE, P'NGDA'I', FNGCON, nsss) 
ynana=BLK 
PTYPE='Initial Guess e rror t races;' 
AIORS E I =' SEI DAT ' 
~IR1TE(6,Sl7) 

FORMAT(' ivob> Plot I NIT IAL GUESS ERROR traces? (y/n): ',.$) 
READ(5,'(A) 1

) ynetns 
IF{ l yna.ns. EQ . 'Y') . OR, (ynans . :EO.' y ' }) CALL PRESUL(AIO RSEI ,GIERR, 

+ tiP, NTP,M,JK,SI, PTYPE, FNGDAT, FNGCONr nsss) 
CONTINUE 
ynan s=BLK 
WRITE(6,519) 
roRMAT( 1 ivob> Pl ot ALL results AGAIN? {yjn ) ; ',$ ) 
REiAD{5, 1 ( A) 1 ) ynans 
I F( (ynan.s-EQ. 'Y 1

) .O R . ( ynans. EO.' y')) THEN 
GO TO 5 1 0 

ELSEI F ( (ynans, EQ, 1 N1 ) .OR. (ynans. EO.' n') ) THEN 
GO TO 510 

ELSE 
P RINT• , 'Warning: Answer y or n.' 
GO TO 518 

END IF 
CONTINUE 

FORMX= 1 (20(1X, F7 0))' 
FORMY= 1 (20( 1X1 F7 . 3) ) 1 

FORMT=' ( 20 ( lX, F 5 . 0)) I 

ynana=su:: 
WRITE( 6,521) 

521 FORMl\T (' i vob:o wa.nt to write I NPUT XYT t o fil e? (y/n ): ',$) 
READ( 5 1 ' iA) •) y n ans 
IF ( (ynans. EQ . "f. ' ) . OR . (yna.ns . EQ, ' Y ' )) THEN 

OPEN( 1 6 1 FILE= 1 ivob . 1 //FNGDAT(: U IOEX( r NGDAT 1 BLK) -1}/ /', i nput' ) 
OPEN( 16 , FILE• ' i vob . input'. 
W"RIT E ( 1 6 1 ' ) 

WRITE(16,') '* • I ni»u t boundari@s T : 1 

CALL PRMATXi16 1 TIG, 50 1 NIW\X,JK, ll, E'ORMT) 
WRITE( 16 1 • ) 

I'I"RITEI 16 , *) ' .. . I nput irtll>ed ence X: 1 

CALL PRMATX(l6, XIG 1 50, NHJA'X ,JIC 1 0, E"'RHX) 
ENDlF 
ynans=BLK 
WRITE(6 1 S22) 

SJ2 FORl-Jl\T( ' i vob> Want t o w.rite OUTPUT XYT to fi l e? ( y/n.): ', $) 
READ(S ,'(A) ') ynans 
IF( ( ynans . EQ, 'Y'). OR. {ynans. EQ . 'Y')) THEN 

OPEN ( 17 1 FILE=' ivob. '//FNGOAT(: INDEX(FNGDAT, BLK ) -l) / /'.output') 
OPEN( 1 71 FILE•' ivob.outpu t') 
~RITE ( 1 7, • } 
WRITE( 1 7 1 • ) ' •• o utput boundaries T:' 
CALL PRNATX( 17 ,TFS 1 50 , tHW.X,JK, 1 3, FORMT) 
WRITE ( 1 7, • } 
WRITE:( 1 7 1 *) • •• o ut p u t irnpedence X:' 
CALL PRMATX( 17 ,XFS,SO,NI~X, JK , 1 0, FORM:(~ 

END I F 
yna ns=BL:K 
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li:X • K:X -. 1 
S l•S l+·AC{ I NDX2( I ) I .J ) * X( KX> 

ELSE 
KY• KY+l 
s l-s l+~C( IND:X2( I} ,J) • Y( K'i) 

&NDIF 
E NOI F 

10 CONTINUE 

c Fi nd. ' step leng t h D{I ) to t be I -th constraint. 
O( l )"'Sl·BC(INDX2(I ) J 
I F(D.(I ) .EO.O.) THEN' 

IF{S~-EQ.O.) THEN 
D(l)=(), 

E LS EIF(S2.CT .O.) TH EN 
D{l)• ;LE20 

CLSE 
O( I ) • G. 

END If' 
E:LSE IF(D( I ) . GT . O.) THEN 

I F ( S2. EQ .0 . ) THEN 
D(l ) • l.E:lO 

ELS EI F(S2 .GT. O.) THEN 
D(I ) • l . E20 

ELSE 
0(1) • ·0(1)/SJ 

ENDI F 
ELSE 

0(1) • · 1.£20 
p r int• 'a constraint is viol ated. 

EliDIF 

C 20 fONT INUE 

C Tcst~'f any (or some) of the constra i nts cou l d. become active, if so 
c then f ind t he. minimum s t ep leng th DMX of the posit ive. ste ps and its 
c posi .- ion IA in t he constraints rnatX"i x AC so that if \ole need to roove 
c the ul l step length 1.•e know .whic h passive constraint we a dd to t he 
C set f active cons train.ts . 

I 30 I •l, IND2 
!E'( D(I ).LT .O.) GO TO 30 
I F(. NOT . CD) THEN 

TEHP• P( I) 
IA • I 
CD • . TRUE . 

ELS E 
:IF(D(I) .LT . T~P) THEN 

TEH P•D (I} 
lA • INDX'J{I) 

~NDIF 
END I F 

JQ ~:ONTH~OEl 
I F(CD ) DMX • TtiMP 

J?ETURN 
F. NO 

c----- ·· ---- --- -- -- --- ---- -------------- ---- ---- ------ --·-------------
$ 1J8ROUTINE LSO(X 1 XN, Y 1 'iN,T,'l'N, NP, NI 1 N 1 FN0 1 FNT 1 FfiN , G, P 1 DS 1 RS PN, 

+ RSPO,MP ,M, WV , UIP 1 LW¥ 1 5 1 1 RSPT,NWP ,ACOU, REF,AlAMDA, 
STP , IMPROV, p roblm, NS\UN) 

c 
c Perf<j'rms quadra tic line search along P 1 u s i h g bad::t r a ck met ho d . 
c P ararreteJ;" ·ALF e nsures suff~ent decrease in f unction va lue . 
c 

c 

I NTEGER MP, NP, LWP, LWV 1 HWP, NI 1 N,I1 1 KX, K'i 1 N9WIN 
IAJGICAL IkPROV, pro b lm( J) 

1 FNOG'l 
REAL X(NP) 1 XN( HPJ, Y( NP), "iN < HP ) 1 T(NP), T N(NP), G( riP) 1 P( NP J 1 RSPO(MPJ 1 

WV( LWP) 1 RSPT(MWP) 1 RSPN(t1P }, DS(MP) 1 ACOU(MP) 1 REF( MP) 1 FNN , FNT 1 

FNO, STP 1 TO LX, ALAl.fl 1 THPLl\H, JI.LII.MDA, ALAMN 1 SLOPE, TEMP, TES T, 
+ STPLI!.M 

PARAMETER ( ~LFA•l. E- S,TOLX""~ . E-7 I 

T EST - 0. 
~lOPE• 0. 
AI.AM l,. 1. 

C Find. slope. 

c 

I F(probltR(l) ) S'l"P""l. 
DO 10 I • 1, N 

SI.OP!l•S LOPE+STP -JG( I ) *P ( I ) 

1 0 CONTINUE 

c compute minimum st~p l\LAI'IN. 

c 

KX• O 
gy .. o 
00 lJ I•l,N 

I F (p r obl m( 1)) TEMP•ABS {P( I) )/AUAX.l(ABS (T(I)) ,1.) 
TEMP=ABS{STP•P( I) 1/AMli.Xl (ABS (T( I ) ) 1 1. 

IF ( problm{ 2 ) ) THEN 
! E' (MOD (I,:2) .GT . O) T HEN 

KX• ItX+ l 
TEMP• ABS (STP • P( 1)) / AMAX l ( ABS (X(KX)) 1 1. 

ELSE 
KY• Ki"+l 
TEMP• ABS (STP•P(l) )/AMAX l{ABS ('l(KY)) 1 1. 

&NDIF 
END If' 
IF(~EMP . GT.TEST) TEST•TEMP 

12 CONTI NUE 
ALAHN"'TOLX/ TEST 

c u ee quadrat ic model. 
13 . CONTINUE 

TMPLAfii•* SLOPE/ ( 2. "' ( FNT·FNO - SLOPE)) 
I F{Tio!:P LAH . LT.O.) TH:EN 

PRINT • , 'Warning : TMPI.AN_ LSO negat ive. set t o : TMPLAM .. . S' 
TMPLAt<!"'. 5 

E ND IF 
IF <TMPLAM.EO.O. ) THEN 

PRI .NT•,'Warning: TMPLI\M i n LSO is zero . 
PRINT • ,' set to : TMPLAH ... S 
TMPU.M•. S 

EHOIF 

C Se t TMPU!.H within (0 . l ..-A LAM1 1 0 . S• ALAMl) . 
I F(THPLAM.LT. 0 .l•ALAMl) TMPLAM=O . l•At.AMl 
I F( THPlAM . GT , 0. S•ALAMl) TMPLAH• O. S • AI.AMl 

c 
c compu te " n ew point and fu n !:: tio n value FNE:W . 

STP.LAM•S TP""TMPlAM 
l(X• O 
ra:· ... o 
DO 15 I • l, N 

l~(probbn( 1 . ) TN ( I)=T ( I ) +S I+REAL(At!INT ( STPlAI-I* P ( I )/S I)) 
IF I problm(2 ~) THEN 

IF(MOD(I,2) .CT .O) THEN 
KX""KX+l 
XN(X:X) •X( KX)+S TPLAM+P (I) 

ELSE 

YN( KY) "'Y( KY) TSTPI.AM*P ( I) 
END I F 

ENDIF 
15 CONTI NUE 

IF( problm(l)) CALL AE:SPON {X 1 Y ,TN 1 NP, NI 1 ~1V 1 IWP,LWY 1 S I, RS PN,MP 1 H, 
+ RSPT,MWP 1 ACOU,REF , NSWINJ 

IF(problm ( "2) ) CALL RESPON(XN, YN,T, NP,NI ,WV, LWP, LWV, S I , RSPN 1 MP 1 H, 
RS PT , ~JP 1 ACOU, REF ,NSW I N} 

5 
CALL SUBVEC(RS P N,RSPO,DS,MP,I-H 
FNN=VNORM( DS,MP,M)/2. 

C Test for convergence . 
I F'( FNN. LT. FNO) T HEN 

ALAMDA.=STPLAM 
IMPROV= _TRUE. 
RETURN 

ELSElF( (THPLAM . LT. AI ·AMN) .OR. (1\BS(FNN ·Fr.lO) .LE.ALPM) THEN 
tX=O 
K"t•O 
DO 20 I = 1 , N 

IF(pro b lm( l)) TN(I) • T(I) 
IF(problm(4)) THEN 

IF (MOD ( I,2) . GT.0 ) THEN 
~X"' KX+ l 

XN (KX)=X ( l<X) 
ELSE 

KY=KY+l 
YN(KY) "'Y (l<'i) 

ENDlF 
END IF 

2 0 CONT I NUE 
FNN ··FNO 
1\LAHDA:oSTP 
IJ.JPROV= . FAI.-SE. 
RBTORN 

ELSE 

C Inter c hange FNN and FNT, ALAMl a nd 'niPLAM, and repeat. 

c 

c 

ALAM1=TMPLAM 
FNT -FNN 
GOTO 1J 

END IF' 

END 

c- -------------------- -·--·----- -·- --· -···-- --- --------- ---------
c 

c 

SUBROUTINE VIOT ( C 1 B 1 T 1 N, D 1 SI 1 CVIOL 1 ACTV) 

INTEGER N 
REAL C (N ) ,T( N) ,B,D,S,SI 
LOG I CAL CVlO[.., ACTV 

CVIOL=. FALSE. 
ACTV • . FALSE . 

=0 . 
DO 10 I = l , H- 1 

S=S+C(I)-JT( I ) 

1 0 CONT I NUE 

If' (S.LT . O.) CVI OL • . TRUE. 
IF ( ( S. L E . D) .AND. ( S . GE. 0 . I ) ACTV• .TRUE. 

RETURN 
END 

c - ·-- - - -- - - - - ---------- - ----- ---------- --- -.- -- -- - ---- .. -- . -----------

c 

c 

SUBROUTI~E VIOXY(C ,NP 1 B 1 X1 N, D,CV IOL, ~CTV 1 XC~SE) 

INTEGER N 
REAL C(NP) 1 X( N) 1 B,D 1 S 
LOGICAL CVIOL,ACTV 1 XCASE 

CV IOL• . FALSE . 
ACTV =.FALSE . 
S=-0 • ... 
J•2 
IF(XCAS E) J •l 
DO 1 0 I =J 1 2 • N,2 

K=K+ l 
S=S +C (I.•X (K) 

10 CONTI NUE 
S • S-B 
lf' (ABS(S ). LE. D) THEN 

ACTV=.TRUE . 
ELSEIF((S .LT . O ).AND. (ABS(S ) .GE. D) } THEN 

CY I OL ... T RUE. 
EL-SE 

CON TINUE 
END I F 

IF ( S .LT .O.) CVIOL- .TRO.E. 
IF( (S.LE . Dl .A ND. (S.GE. 0.)) ACTV• . TRUE. 

IF ( ABS(S) .LE .O ) THEN 
ACTV= .TRUE. 

ELSEIF(S.LT.O.) TH.EN 
CVIOL• . TRUE . 

ELS E 
CONTINUE 

END I F 

RETURN 
END 

c-- -- -· ---- --· --- -------- --------------- ---- -- --*·--------------------
sue RotJTINE VLT(T ,LOGTE, TE,LOGTL1 TL , LOGTU, TU, AE1 BE, AC , BC , lNDXA, 

!NDXB, SAVE , MAE, MAC, INDA, IHDB, MClP 1 NP , N ,J~L SI 1 

NECT 1 VIO) 

INTEG ER MAE ,MAC 1 INDXA(NP ) , INDXB(MClP) , INDA, INOB ,NECT 1 I00 1 ILB 
REAL T ( NI ) I TE(NI), TL (NI) , T U(NI I ,AE ( NP ,N I ) I BE(NP) ' 

T 1!.C(MC1P, NI) 1 BC( MClP), SAVE(NI) ,TMAX, TOTEQ, TOTLB 
LOGICAL LOGTE ( NI), LOGTL(N I ), LOCTU(NI) ,CVIOL 1 ACTV, VIO 

DT =. 0 2 
HSI -:SI/2 . 
MAE =0 
MAC "'0 
I NDA=O 
INDB" O 
NECT=O 
VIO • . FA LSE . 
TMAX=T(NI ) 
',l'OTEQ=O. 

TOT'LB"'O . 
IEQ = 0 
I LB •0 
DO 30 I = l , NI 

IF( LOGTE{ I )) THEN 
TOTEQ ='ro'rEO+TE( I ) 
IEQ= IEQ+l 

END IF 
I F( LOGTL ( I)) THEN 

TOTI.B=TOTLB+TL( I ) 
I LB=ILB+l 

END IF 
30 CO NTINUE 

UBHAX=THAX-TOTEQ -TOTLB - ( (NI - l:EQ· ILB-l)•SI) 
DO 14 I"'l,N I 

IF(LOGTE( I)) THEN 
NECT""NECT +1 
IF (I. EQ. 1) T HEN 

DO 10 J •l ,N 
IF (J . EQ.I~ THEN 

SAVE {J) • l. 

ELSE 
SAVE(J) .. O. 

ENDi f' 
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c 
Cit 

364 
c 

IF(problm( 2)) Cl>.LL A.DDROn(l\ 1 B,l\C2,BC2, I NOXA, HIDXB( I ADO), 
MCJP, }!P,MA, NA, MAC.2 5 

a.~d .nonexistent constrn i nt to A, or delete frorn empty UIDXB exit. 
. IF(problm(l) . AND.(MlLCT.HACl)) GO TO 99 

IF(problm(2).Alm.(MA.GT.l·IAC2)) GO TO 99 
IF(ItiDB .lT.{)) GO TO 99 
INDA=INDA+ l 
CALL TRANSP(l\,1\T,tJP,NP,HA.,NA) 
Cl\LL QR(i!I.T,QT, R,SAVEQ, NP, NP, NA,MA) 
CALL TRANSP(QT,Q,NP,NP,NA,NA) 
CALL PARTQ{O,Ql,Z,NP,NA,INDA,NZ) 
CALL TRANSP(Ql,QlT,NP 1 NP,NJ!.,MA) 
CALL TRANSP (Z,ZT , NP ,NP,NA,NZ) 
ADDION ... TRUE. 

ELSE 
IHPROV= . FALSE . 
IF(problro( 1)) CALL lSQ(:X, XN, 'i, YN,T, TN, NP , NI, N, ER( K), ERT, 

E:R( Ktl) ,G, P 1 DSCN1 RSPP, RSPO, l>IP,M 1 WV ,LWP, LWV 1 SI 1 RSPT,MWP, 
ACOU, REF, ALFA, ALF, IMPROV, problrn, NSNI N) 

IF( probl m( 2)) CALL lSQ(X, XN, Y, YN,T 1 TN, NP, NI, N, ER( K~, ERT, 
ER( 1<-tl. ,G, P, DSCN' , RSPP 1 RSI?O , HP,M ,WV, LWP, LWV 1 SI, RSPT,~fNP, 
ACOU 1 REE" , P.LFA 1 ALF 1 IMPROV 1 problm, NSI<>JIN) 

K=K+l 
IF l IMPROV) THEN 

ALF=ALFA 
DO 364 I•l,M 

RSPI2 (I) =RSPP (I) 
OSC'2(I) • DSCN{l) 

CONTINUE 

IF.(problm(l) ~ CALL JCB(X ,'i,TN ,NI,'iiV,Lifi P,LI~V,SI,RSPI2, 
RSPP 1 RSPH,ACOU 1 REE', RSPT, MWP, DJM2 1 HP, NP, 
l'l, N,CENTRL, problm, NSNIN) 

IFi probl m( 2)) CALL JCB(XN, YN,T, NI, WV, LWP, LNV ,SI, RSPI2, 
RSPI?, RSI?H,ACOU, R&F', RSPT,~1P,DJM2 1 MP, NP 1 

l-1, N1CENT RL, problm, NSNIN) 
CALL TRANSP ( WH2, DJM2T 1 MP, NP, M, N) 
C~LL PI-lTV EX: (DJN2T1 DSC2,GPl, NP , MP, N,H) 

ELSE 

~ ~ls~~~ ~:;~;~~~~t a~~d Y~A~~c~a~;t~~!~t t~:Y A w:~=u~:;~;e ~~~~a~~d t~N~=~: 
c Becau1se LSQ wii~( ~~: . i~~~) ::=~~0:nd 'iN=Y . 

IF(problm( l)) CALL 1\DDROW(A, B,ACl,BCl, I NOXA, INDXB( Il\DD), 
MClP, NP,MA,N~, M.'.Cl) 

I F( problm( 2)) CALL 1\DDROW(A , B,AC2 ,BC2, I ND:XA, INDXB( IADD) 1 

HC2P , NP,HA,NA, t1AC2) 

C I f ad~ nonexistent cQ.nstraint to A, or delete from empty INOXB exit . 
. I F(prObftn( l) . AND. (H.A . GT.MACl)) GO TO 99 

I F (p:roblm(2) . AND.(HA . GT .HAC2)) GO TO 99 

IF ( I NDB. LT . O) GO TO 99 

666 

656 

365 

INDA= INDHl 
CP.LL TRANSP(A,AT,NP,NP 1 MA,NA) 
CALL OR(A.T,QT, R, SAVEO, NP, NP, NP.,MA) 
Cl\ LL TRAN9P(Q'l',O,NP 1 NP,NA,NA) 
CALL PARTQ(Q,Ql,Z,NP,NA,INDA,NZ) 
CALL TRANS P(Q l 1 01T,NP,NP,NA,l1A.) 
CALL TRANS P (Z,ZT 1 NP ,NP, NA,NZ} 
ADD ION= . TRUE . 
IF{ problm( l) ).,R'HEN 

DO 666 I:.ol, N 
TNiJ)=T(I)+P{I) 

CONTINUE 
END I F 
IF( p.rablm{ 2) ) THEN 

KX•O 

DO 656 I=l,N 
I F (MOD(I,2) . GT.O) THEN 

KX=KX+l 
XN( KX) =X( KX>+ALF* P( I) 

EtS E 
KY =KY+ l 
YN ( KY) =Y ( KY ~+ALF*P( I I 

END IF 
CONTINUE 

EllDIF 
EfiDIF 

END I F 

ELSE 
li1PROV=, FALSE. 
IF(problm(l)) CALL LSQ(X, XN, Y, Yl! , T , TN, I!P, IU, N, ER( K), E<RT, 

ER(K+l. ,G,P , DSCN, RSPP, RSPO, MP,M,WV ,L'tiP, LWV, SI, RSPT,MWP 1 

ACOU 1 REF 1 P.LFA 1 ALF, IHPROV 1 probl.m, NSWI N) 
IF(problm( 2)) CA LL LSQ(X, XN, Y, YN, T, TN, liP, IU , N, ER( K), ERT, 

ER( K+l) ,G,P, DSCN, RSPP, RSPO , I1P 1 M,WV, LI<>IP, UN, Sl, RSPT,MWP 1 

ACOU 1 REF, ALFA 1 ALF, I HPROV, problm, NSNIN) 
K=K+l 
IF( IMPROV ) THEN 

ALF=ALFA 
DO 365 I =1 ,M 

RSPI2 ( I ) • RSPP{ I) 
DSC2{!) • DSCII(l) 

CONTINUE 
IF(problm(1)) CALL JCB(X,Y.,TN,NI,WV,LWP,LWV,SI,RSPI2, 

RSPP , RSPl'l, l\COV, REF , f.tS I?T,HWP,DJI'12~ MP, NP, 
N, N,CENTRL, probl.rn, NSHIN) 

I F(p:roblm( 2)) CAI.L JCB{XN, YN,T, NI, NV, LWP, I.·I·IV, .SI, R.SPI'2, 
RSPP, RSPH 1 1\COU, REI?, RSPT , HWP,DJH2 1MP 1 NP, 
H, N,CENTRL,problm, NSNIN) 

CALL TRANSP (DJJ.I2, DJM.2T,MP 1 NP ,N, N) 
CALL PI1'TVEC (DJH2T, DSC2,CPl, NP,HP, N,H ) 

ElSE 
KEEPJC• . TRUE. 

END IF 
. ENOIF 

ELSE 
c DMAX>1, move unit step. Find ERT. If ERT<ER(K) u pdate, else do LS . 

ALF= l. 
IP(problm(l)) THEN 

IF(DMP.X.LT .l. ) THEN 
IF{DMAX. LT.ALFNAX) THEN 

IF (PCHNGED~ ALF•DMA>: 
ELSE 

P. LF• ALFMAX 
.EtiDIF 
DO 7Bl I=l,N 

P(I)•ALF"P( I) 
7B,l CONTINUE 

CALL BNP( P ,N,SI, -1 } 
END IF 
00 165 I =l, N 

TN( I } • T( I }+Pt I I 
1 65 CONTINUE 

END IF 
IF(problmt<n I THEN 

IF(ALFMA:X. LT.ALI') ALF=l-l.LFMAX 
K:X • O 
KY=O 
DO 166 1=1, N 

IF(MOD(I ,2).GT.O) THEN 
KX .. I<X+l 
XN( fi:X) =X( KX )+P.LF " P( I) 

El-SE 

4 

166 

367 

K'i•KY+ 1 
~N(KY) =Y(l<\")+ALF•P( I) 

END IF 
CONTINUE 

END IF 
IF(pxoblm( 1) ) CAI.L RESPON(X, Y, TN, NP, NI 1 WV, UIP,UN ,SI,RSPI2, 

MP , 1-I ,RSPT,MWP, ACOU, REF, NSWIN) 
IF(problm( 2)) CALL RESPO N(XN, YN ,T, NP 1 NI, "vN, LW P ,LWII, SI ,RSPI2, 

MP 1 N,RSPT,MWP, ACOU, REF, NSWIN) 
CALL SUBVEC( RSPI2, RSPO, DSCJ, MP, H ) 
ERT=VNORH (DSC2,MP,M)/.2. 
PMAG=SQRT(VNO RH(P, NP , N) ) 

IF( (ABS ( E:RT~ER( K)) . l E. ERRLHT). A.ND. 
( ( PMAG) . LE . ERRI.·M'I') ) THEN 

K=Ktl 
ER( I<) =ERT 
KEEPJG= . TRUE. 
IHPROV•. FALSE. 

ELSEIF{ERT . LT . ER(K)) THEN 
K=K+1 
ER(t()•ERT 
IF( p robliJI( l)) CALL JCB{:X, 't' ,TN 1 Nl, HV , LWP1lt>N ,S I , RSPI2, RSPP, 

RSPM, A.COU, REF, RSPT ,MWP, DJN2, MP, NP, M, N, CEN'l'RL, problm1 NSYHtJ) 
I F( problm( 2)) CALL JCB(:XN', YN' , T, N'l: 1 YN , LWP, I..WV, SI ,RSPIJ, RSPP, 

RSPM, ACOU , REF, RSPT 1 i'l'f.IP, DJH 2 1 HP , NP, M, N, CENTRL , problm, NSWIN) 
CAL·L TRANSP I DJM2 , OOM2T, MP 1 NP, H, N) 
CALL SUBVEC( RSPI.2, RSPO, DSC2 1 MP,H) 
CALL Pl'ITVEC(DJH2T 1 DSC2, GPl,NP 1 MP, N,M) 

ElSE 
lHPROV• . F'ALSE. 
CAL L LSQ(X, :XN, 'l, YN 1 T, TN, NP ,NI 1 N, ER(K), ERT, ER( K+ l) ,G 1 P, DSCN, 

RS P P, RSPO, MP,M, W 1 LWP 1 L\N, Sl, RSPT ,MWP,ACOU, REF ,l\LFA 1 ALF , 
IMI?ROV, proP1m, NSWIN I 

K=K+l 
IF( IMPROV) THEN 

ALF=ALFA 
DO 367 1=1 1 M 

RSPI2 (I) =RSPP( I) 
DSC2(1) =DSCN( I ) 

CONTINUE 
IF ( problm(1)) CALL JCB(X, :i,TN , NI,WV, LWP, Ll'lV, SI, RSPI2 ,RSPP, 
RSPM, li.COU, REf', RSPT ,M".iP, WM2, MP ,NP, M, N ,CENTRL, problm, NSWIN) 
IF(problm( 2) )CALL JCB( XN, 'iN 1 T, NI,WV 1 LWP, UlV 1 SI, RSPI.2,RSPP 1 

RSPM 1 ACOU, REF, RSPT ,HWP 1 WH2, MP, NP ,J.S, N I CENTRL , p r obl m, NSIUN) 
Ci\LL TRANSP(DJM2 , OJM2T, MP 1 liP , M1N) 
CALL Pi'rrVEC(DJH2T,DSC2 ,GP1 1 NP, HP, N1 H) 

ELSE 
KEEPJG • . TRUE. 

END IF 
END IF 

END IF 
END IF' 

C Test far convergence or termi.nat ion. 
199 CONTINUE 

c 

EPCENT•100, *SR(K) /ERSPO 
1F(per::(orm.EQ.'9C'} THEN 

IF(EPCENT . GE.lOOOO.) THEN 
WR ITE{6, '(JX,' 'EE=' ',E1.2. 7,3X, ' 'EE%=-'' ,F7 

ELSEif'( EPCENT. GE. 1000.) THEil 
1) I) 

I<>IRITE( 6,, (JX, ''EE=' It E12. 7 I ]X,, 1EE%=', ,F7 
ELSEIF'( EPCENT. GE. 100.) T HEN 

.2 ), ) 

WRITE (6 , '(3X, I I EE=' I, E:12 . 7, 3X, I 'EEl = ' I ,F7 
ELSEIF(EPCENT.GE . 10.) THEN 

.3)'} 

WRITE( 6, I ( 3X, I 'EE=' I I El2. 7 I )X, I 'EE%=' I I F7 
ELSEli F (EI?CENT . CE.l. I TH EN 

.4 )1) 

WRITE(61 '(3X, •• EE ... . I E1:2:. 7. )X, I 'EE%"'' I , F7 
ELSE 

.5 )') 

WRITE(6 1 
1 (3X, 11 EE= 1 1

1 E12 . 7 ,3 X, 1 'EE\=' 1 
1 F7 

ENDI F 
END IF' 
IF ( perform. EO. 'fl ') THEN 

IF(EPCENT.C E .lOOOO . I TH EN 
WRITE< (15,' (JX, 1 'EE= 1 ' ,E12 . 7,3X, ''EE<%=' ',F7 

ELSEIF(EPCENT.GE .1000 .) THEN 
l'lRITE(15 ,' {JX, ''EE='',E1:2. 7 ,3X 1 ''EE\='', F'7 

ELSE I F{ EPCEN'T. CE. 1 00.) T HE N" 
I'IRI'I'Eil5, I (3X,, 1 EE"" 1 ',E12 7,3X, ''EE%=' I IF1 

ELSEIF{EPCEN'l'.GE.10.) THEil 
WRITE (l5,' (JX, ''EE='' ,El2 . 7,3X, ''EE%=' ',F7 

ELSEIF{EPCENT. GE . 1.) THEN 
WRI'l'E (15 ,' px, ''EE=' • ,E12. 7,Jx~ I 'EE%= ' • ,P7 

Et SE 
WRITE (15,' (3X, ' ' EE=' ',E12 . 7, 3X 1 ''EE%= 11 ,F7 

END IF 
END IF 

6)') 

1) f) 

l)') 

3 )') 

4 ) , ~ 

5) ') 

6)') 

IF{ ( ( . NOT, (DEL ION, Olt . i\DDION)). A.ND. ( K.GE . 1) >.AND. 

EB.{K) ,EPCENT 

ER{K) ,EPCENT 

ER{K) ,EPCENT 

ER(K) ,EPCENT 

ER {K} ,EPCENT 

ER(K),EPCENT 

E<R ( K} ,EPCENT 

ER(K) ,EPCENT 

ER {Y.) ,EPCENT 

ER ( K}, EPCENT 

ER ( K) , EI?CENT 

ER(K} , EPCENT 

+ (TERHNT . OR. (.A.BS ( ER!l<} -EP.(t\:• 1 ) I . LE. ERP.LHT~ .OR. (ER( I< I . LT. ERRLMT) 
.OR. {K.GE . KLHHT))) THEN 

C TEST i f we need to TAKE ANOTHER RECORD, or reiterate on the same one. 
IF( (K. LE. 2) .AND. problm( 1) I b n conv- . TRUE . 
If'! (K.LE . J~ .AND.problm(2)) aiconv= . TRUE. 
IF( prablm( 1) .AND. aiccnv) THEN 

I F(k.GT . 2) THEN 
aiconv= . FALSE. 

ELSE 
bnconv= . TRUE. 

END IF 
END I F 
I f'( p.t"'b l m( 2) .1\.ND. bnconv) THEN 

IF(I<.GT. 2) T HEN 
bnconv=. FALSE . 

ELSE 
aiconv"'. TRUE. 

END IF 
END I F 
IF(bnconv.AND . ai~onv} THEN 

Write an exit status on screen. 
IF(VIO . OR. FVIOL .OR . L\•ISHRT. OR. S!NGUL . OR. 

(prob1m(l}.AND. ( t-IA.GT.HACl)) . OR. 
(problrn(2) .AND. (MA.GT.HAC2)) .O R. 
(prob1m{l) . AND . { INDB.LT.O)) . OR. 
(problm{2). /I.ND, ( INOB. LT . 0))) TlfEN 

IF(pe:rform.EQ . 'sc1 ) THEN 
IF(VIO) PRINT .. 1 

1 Exit status : VIO=l 1 

IF(FVIOL ) PRINT*,' Exit status: FVIOL=1' 
IE'(LWS HRT ) PRINT*,' Exit status: LWS HRT=l' 
IF'(S I NGUL) PR II'l'T*,' Exit status: SINGUL'"'1 1 

IF(prob~m(l). AND. (MA . GT. MACl)) 
PRINT*,' Exit status: MA > Nl\.Cl' 

I F(problm( 2 I .P.ND. ( MA. GT. MAC2 )) 
PRINT1r 1

1 Exit status: HA ). MAC2' 
IF ( (problm( 1) .OR. probl m{2)) .AND. ( lNDB . LT. 0)) 

P RINT,.,' E>::it status: INDB < 0 1 

ENDIF 
IF(perfo rm.EQ.'fl' ) 'l'HEN 

IF(VIO) WRITE(l5,,.)' Exit s t atus: VIO=l' 
I F(FVIOL) NRITE( 15 , * • 1 Exit status; FV I OL"'l 1 

IF(LI'ISHRT) WRITE{lS,•)' EXi t status: LWS HRT=l' 
IF(SINGUL) WRITE(lS, ") 1 Exit status: SINGUL"'1 1 

I F(problm(1) .Atm . {MA.GT.MACl ) I 
~fRITE(15,•) ' Exi t status : HA > MII.Cl' 

IF(problm(2) . AND. (MA. GT . MAC2)) 
NRITE(15 , *) 1 Exit status; lolA> HAC2 1 

l F ( (problm( 1) . OR. probhn(2 i) .AND. (I NDB .LT. 0) i 

END IF 
ELSE 

WRITE( 15,*)' Ex:it s t atus : INDB < 0' 
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c an upper or l ower triangular matr ix with unit diagona l t!le.ments : 
c When A. is upper t riangular the va l ue of FBFt.P.C is set: to +1 .0 to solve 
c for )( by forward - substitution . No\1/ev-er, when Jl. is l ower triangul ar the 
c value of Feru.G i s set to ·1 . 0 to so l ve fo r X by back-subst i tution . 

so 

JlEAL A(I?P. NP) , l<i NP) ,B( NPI, FB f'LI\ C 
k.NTEGER N 

00 50 1 • 1, N 
X( I) •O. 

~~~~~~~G.LT.O. J THEN 
DO l o I•N , 1, - 1 

SUM"' O. 
00 10 J orN, I, -1 

SUM,.SUH+A( LJ~ *X(J) 
10 CONTlNUE 

Xri ) • B(l) ·SUN 
20 CO NTI NUE 

ELSE: 
00 40 I•l , N 
. SUM• O. 

DO 30 J • l , I 
S UM• S UMTA ( I ,J ) *X(.J ) 

)0 CONTINUE 
X( I ) • B ( !)-SUM 

40 CONT I NUE 
ENO IF' 

RETU RN 
END 

c-- ---- ------ ----------- ------------ ---- -- -- ------------
c 

SUBROUTINE FBSUBB(A, X, B, FBF!.AG , SINGUL 1 NP 1 N) 
c 
C This subro1,1tj.ne p er forms bot h bac k - and forward - substitution depending 
C on the value o f FBFLAG: 

FBFLAG= ·l .O then pet'fo.nn.s b ack- subs t i t u tion. 
FBFLAG=+l.O then performs forward-subs t itution . 

c Basicall y this s ubroutine solves t he linear system AX• D, where A is 
c a n upper or lo·,.er triangu l ar matrix . When A is upper t r i ang ular the 
C va l ue of f'B FLAC is se t t o + 1 . 0 so we can solve for X by forward -
c subst i t ut;ion. However, when A is l ower triangula r the va lue of FBFLAG 
c i s sf" t to - 1.0 to :110lve for X by b a o k: substitution. 
c 

REJ\L A ( NP , NP), X.(NP~ ,B(l'lP ), FBFL11C , TI Nif 
I OGICA L SINGUL 
INTEGER N 

c 
C s'e t t he sing-ul arity ~r;st value TINY. 

1INY•lO.E-20 . • 
I 0 5 0 I •1 , N 

X(I) • O. 
5 0 C :> NTINUE 

lF(FBFLAG .LT . O.) THEN 
DO 2 0 I • N,l ,- 1 

-<':· SUM• O. 
00 10 J - N, 1 1 - 1 

SUM=Sut.f+A (I, J) +X ( J) 
10 CONTINUE 

U'(l\BS(A(I,I)).LE . TINY) THEN 
~miTE( • , *) '*The1odlt r ix A is singul ar at subroutine FBSUBB 1 

SINGUL ... TRti.E. 
RETURN 

END IF 
X(I ) • ( B( l ) - SUM~/A( I, I) 

20 CO NTINUE 
ELSEJ 

DO 4 0 1- 1, N 
sm .. ,.o. 
PO 30 J • 1, I 

SUM2 SUM+Ai I 1 .J} "X( J) 

JO CONTINUB 
I F( ABS(A( I , I ) t.LE . TINY ) THEN 

WRlTE ( * 1 '") '"**The matrix A is s i ngular a t t he subroutine 
•F.BSUBB ' 

S I NGUL ... TRUE. 
RETDRN 

ElfiD I F 
X( I) • (B{ l } -SUM}/11.( I , I ) 

4 0 CONTI NUE 

4 
f i rst max imum. 

10 

REAL X (NP) , VAL 
I NTEGER I POS 1 N 

VAL uX ( l ) 
IPOS"'l 
DO 10 1"'2,N 

I F (X (I • . GT . VAL ) TH'EN 
V.".L • X( l } 
lPOS=l 

END IF 
CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 
c--- - - ----------------------------- -------- -- ------ --· ····-
c 

SUBROUTIN'E ABSH'XV(X, VAL, IPOS, NP, N) 

C Finds the f irst ABSOLUTE m~x:imum v a lue VAl. of t he a r ray X, 
C and returns its posit i o n in the array I POS . I f there is more t han 
C one equa l minimum v alue, lPOS will c o ntain t he position of the 
c f irat JM.x.imum.. 
c 

REAL X( tlP }, VAL 
I NTEGER IPOS 1 N 

VAL =A.BS (X(l.) 
JPOS= 1 
DO lO I•2 , N 

lF(ABS{X(I ) ).GT.VAL ) THEN 
VAL •ABS(X ( I )) 
I POS=I 

END I F 
10 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

c -- ------------------------ -- ------- ----- --- -- -- ---- - ------
c 

S UBROUTINE Ull1V£C ( UVEC , IVEC,MP,H) 
c 
c This subrout i ne finds a unit veotor UVEC having its only unit va lue 
C at the pos i tion I VEC . UNIVEC has physica l l ength MP , and act u al 
c l e ngth M. 
c 

REAL UVEC( MP ) 
I NT eGER IVEC 

DO 10 I =1,M 
UVEC(I) .. IJ. 

10 CONTINUE 
UVEC{ IVEC) =1. 0 

RETURN 
END 

c--- -- ----- ------------ .- --- -.. ------------- --- --- --- ----- ---
S UBROUTINE DLINDX ( INDEX , ID, NP 1 N} 

C This subroutine :t"eit'Dves the ID - th element of the integer 
C array INDEX . I t is s i mila1· to DELRON , 
c 

INTEGER INDEX(NP) 
c 
C Test if the set INDEX i s e mpt y, i f s o reduc e the dimension of 
C INDEX by un i ty, write a mes s aoge and return. 

IF (N.EQ . O) THCti 
WRITE(•, •)' 1 

WRITEC* 1 *) 'Yo u are t r y ing to delete an index from ttn epmty' 
WRITE(* , * ) ' set INDXB . Th i s error mes:llage came from DL IHDX. ' 
GO to 20 

El1DI F 
DO 10 I=1 , N 

IF(I.EQ.N) THEN 
lNDEX(l)=O 

ELSEIF I I. L'T. I D) THEN 
GO TO 10 

EI.SE 
l NDEX( I) =I NDEX ( l +l) 

EN DIP 
E ~DIF 10 CONTINUE 

R E:TURN 
E .'IIJ 

c- --- -- --------- --- ---- -.--- --- ---- --- -- .. ------- ~------

SIUBROU'l'INE MltNi\ L (X, VAL 1 !POS 1 NP 1 N) 

c This subrout i ne finds the first min i mum value VAL o f t he a r ra y X, 
C and r !:tLu;-ns i t s pos ition in the a rray I POS . If there is ncre than 
c one e :JUal minimum va l ue, I POS wi l l contain t he pos ition o f the 
c .fi rst miri i nwm . 
c 

R E:AL X(NP ),VA L 
I ST&GER. IPOS, N 

V \ L '"X(1) 
I ?OS•l 
D J 10 1• 2, N 

IF(X( !) . LT. VAL) THEN 
VAL .,X( I) 
IP9S - I 

EtiDIF 
1 0 CONTlNUE 

Rl:iTURN 
EJ<lD 

c- ----- . -~----- ---- - - . -.-- ------ --- ~-- - ~ ----- - -- -- -. --- -
SUBROUTINE ABSMNV ( X, VAL , I POS , NP , N) 

c 
C Finds · t he fi r st ABSOLUTE minimum value VAL of the array X, 
c · and ·r~ !turns its po s i tion i n the array IPOS . If there i s more t han 
c one ~qual minimum va lue , I POS wi l l oontain t he posit i on of the 
C first mini mum. 
c . 

rmAL X{NP ),VAL 
I HTEGER IPOS , N 

VJ\L • 1.BS(X(l )) 
IPOS• l 
DO 10 I• ~, N 

I F(ABS(X (I )).LT.VAL ) THEN 
VAL • ABS(X(I)) 
IPOS=I 

END I F 
10 CONT INUE 

RB'I'URN 

••m 
c- ---- --·- --- ~----- - - ---------------------- --- -- --- . ---- -- --

S l lBR.OUTI NE HAXVAL{ X 1 VAL1 IPOS, NP, N} 

c Thi s Ji lubro ut i ne fi nds the first ma x:imum value VAL o f the a rray x, 
C: and re 1turns its pos ition i n t he array I POS. I f there is more than 
C o ne e.~ 1 ual minimum value, I POS wil l conta in the positi o n o f the 

20 CONTINUE 
N"'N·l 

RETURN 
ENO c---- ------------- -- . -~ ~--- -- . ~-- - -- . ----. --- -.----- -- ---------

c 
SUB ROUTlNE FlNDMX(AC 1 BC, INOX1 1 IN01, I NDX2 , IN02 , NE, X, Y , T , 9 I , P, D, 

co, DMX, I A,MCP , NP 1 N 1 NI 1 problm) 

c F inds wh ich constra i nt s that are not in t he ac tive set c l o .sest to the 
C current point i n the di r ection P, and fi nd!~ the step length DMX to it. 
c It wi l l a lso return the posit i tm IA of this closest constraint in the 
c con::Jtra i nts Rl!ltr i x AC {and constraints vector BC). I f the f u l l s t e p 
c length in t he direction P i s taken, the t he co nstraint defined by AI 
C will become a c tiv e and i s added to the ac t i ve s et A. 
c Th e way this s ubroutine find s OMX is by determining t he step l e ng th 
C D( l) to each l· t h passive co nstraint and c ho ose t he minimum of t he 
c posit ive steps as DHX {the r eason we consider the positive step 
c lengths only beoause if the step length is negative then we are 
c movi ng a way f rom t h e const ra int if .we are roov ing in the direction of 
C P, so t hat constra i nt will never become a c t ive. 
c 

c 

REAL AC(HCP, NP), BC (NC P) ,D(HCP J , X (tiP), Y{NP} 1 T( NP), 
+ P(NP),DMX,TEMP ,S l ,S2 

I NTEG ER INDXl(NP), INDX2(HC P ), NEl , I A, N1 KX 1 KY, II I , II 
LOGICAL CD,prQblm(2) 

C Set co ns tant va r i ables. 
TEMP=O. 
DMX=O. 
II\ • 0 
CO =.FALS E. 
I I I .. O 

C Mu l t iply the c o nst raints (rows o f AC) with Z and P. 
DO 20 1 =1, l ND2 

S1=Ct. 
S2•0. 
11=0 
KX• O 
KY=O 
DO 5 JJ ,.NE+1, I NDl 

ne xt statement is o nly an extra caution. 
t he one after is t he r eal test nee ded. 

I F(INDXl (JJ ) . LT.O ) GO TO S 
I F (INDXl( J J) . EO . INOX J (l)) THEN 

D(I)=- 10 000. 
GO TO 20 

END IF 
CON'I'INUE 
DO 10 J= l 1 N 

S2• S ~ +IIC! INDX. 2 (I ) , J) •P{J) 
IF (problm{ l ) ~ Sl=-S l +AC( I NOXJ(l ) , J ) • 'l'( J } 
IF ( probl m(2)) TH.EN 

IF(HOD(J,2 ) .GT. 0 ) TifEN 
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R£"''UR~ 
SNO 

c -- - -· ------ -- -- ------ - - · -- -------- ------- -- -- - - -- -------------
c 

:SUBROUTI NE UNIMAT(UN"I T,NPP, N ) 

lREAL t.J NIT(NP P , NPP ) 

1,0 :20 I • l ,N 
DO 1 0 J • l, N 

UtiiT ll,J) "" O. 
10 CONTIN UE 

UNl'l'(l,l) • l. 
20 CONTI~UE 

c 

c 

c 

JlETURN 
I~NO 

SUBROUT INE PROMAT(A, B, C, MPP 1 IRP, NPP,H, IR, H) 

IU1AL A(MPP 1 IRP), B( IRP , NPP) ,C {1-tPP, NPP} 

DO 20 I • l,M 
00 lO J • l, N 

SUfi# Q. 
DO 10 K• l , IR 

SUM"'SUM+A( I , K] •B(K1 J ) 
10 · CONTINU£ 

C( l,J) • SUM 
20 CONTINUE 

HETURN 
J~ND 

SUBROU'l'INE TRl!.NSP(ONE,TWO ,MPP, NPP,N, N) 

REAL ONE (HPP,HPP),T'WO(NPP,MPP) 

DO 10 l"" l , H 
DO 10 J • l , N 

TWO(J, l) "'ONE( I, J) 
1 0 CO NT I NUE 

10 

20 

END 

SUB~OiiTIHE PMTV.E:C(A,;;, Y ,MPP 1 NPP , M, N) 

Re:AL 1\ (MPP ,NPP) ,_X(NPP),'l(M.PP) 

'DO 2 0 I • l , M 
SUM"'O . 
DO 1 0 ti • l,N 

SUM• SUM+A( I, K) +X( ~q 

CONTINUE 
Y(I) • SUM 

CON'liNUE 
RETURN 

· SUB~OUTINE DELROW(A, 6,].NI)EX1 , INIH, IDEL , MP, NP,H 1 N) 

C This s ub,rou.t ine deletes row nUtnber IOL from t he matri x A, and a n 
C e l ement At posit i o n IDEL f;r·o m both B and INDEX!. The n adds t he 
C e l eme"nt tha.t was deleted from INDEXl to t he end o f lNDEXJ. 
c 

c 

REAL A (MP, NP) 1 B( HP) 
INTEGER INDEXl(MP), IDEL, INDl ,M, N 

I .NDl • I HDl - 1 
DO 30 l"'• 1,M 

I F(l.EO . H. THEN 
DO 1 0 J•l , N 

A( l ,J) "" O . O 
10 CO NTINUE 

B(I) '"0 . 
INDE:X:1 (I j • O 

ELSEIF(I.LT. IDEL ! TJ{EN 
GO TO 30 

ELS C 
DO 20 J=l,N 

A( I 1 J ) -=~( 1+1 1 J) 

:.!0 CO NTINUE 
B(l) -=8(1+1) 
I NDEX.l (I) =< INDEXl (I H) 

END IF 
30 CONTINUE 

H•M. · l 

RETURN 
END 

c---------------- --- ---- --- ------------------------ -- --- -----
c 

SOBROUTI NE A DOROW ( A, B,AC, BC, INDEX , IAD,MCP, NPP ,M, N,MC) 

C Th is subroUtine adds a row to the work ing set. 
c 

REAL A(NPP 1 NPP ) ,B( NPP) . ~C{MCP,NPP I ,BC(MC'P } 
INTEGER INDflX(N PP), IAD 

c r ncrerner.o: t h e row dimension and test if we are t r y ing to a.dd a 
c non -existent co ns tra int, if so write a message and return t o exit. 

w~:-1+ 1 

c 

IF{M. GT .HC) THEN 
WRITE(*, "')' ' 
WRI TE (" , • )'You t~~re try i ng to add a con str.aint numbered 1

1 HC+l 
WRITE(• , • ) 'You do not have more tht~~n 1

1 HC,' constraints. 
WRI TE ( • , *"} 'This error message came from 1\DDROI-1. 1 

GO TO 20 
END IF 

c Put · t he IAD-th row of AC i n to t he N·th row of A, and the IAD-th 
C e l ement o f BC into t h e N-th e l ement of B . 

DO 10 J • l, N 
A(M , J ~ ·AC ( I AO,J) 

10 CONTINU E 
B(M) • BC(IAD) 

C Updat e I NDEX. 
IND£X(N ) '" lAD 

20 CONTINUE 

RgTURN 

Elm 
c- ----- , . .. . -- --. --- ------------- - --- -- - ~---- ---------- - - -- .. . --- - -

SOB ROUTINE CHOLSK(G 1 L, 0 1 E, C, NP, H 1 perform) 

RI~AL G ( NP, NP ) , L( NP, NP), D( NP) 1 E( NP) , C ( NP, NP), 
+ GAMA 1 XI 1 XNO,EU,OELTI.,COLSU11 

RBA L DS , DR, COND 
ItlTEGER IPOS 
Cl l li.RAC TER perfo rm"' ( t. 

c 
c set: ccmstants, and compute t he norm of G and then OE:LTA . 

GJ~MA"" O . 

3 

J 

c 

11 

XI"'O. 
EM=l . 92092896E - 7 
COLSUM=O . 
DO 12 J=1 ,M 

SUM=O . 
DO 1 1 1 • 1, tot 

Stn-i• SUM+A8S( G( I ,J)t 
CONTINUE 
I F{SUM.GT . COLSUM ) COl-SUM• SUM 

1:.! CONTINUE 
DELTA=AMAXl( EM"' C0LSUM 1 El-l) 

C Find t he IM-Ximum magnitude diagolna l e l ement GAMA and the maxi mum 
c ma9nitude off- diago na l element XI of t:he matrix C. 

DO 1.5 I=l 1 M 
DO 15 Jo:ol ,t1 

lf'(I.EQ. Jt THEN 
I F( ABS ~C( I , J )) .CT . CII.l-1). 1 GAHA• ABS(G( I 1 J)) 

ELSE 
IF(ABSiG( I ,J} ) .GT . XI) XI • ABS(G (I, J) ) 

ENOIF 
15 CONTINUE 

C Findi ng BS . 
XNU =AMAXl( l. ,SQRT(F.LOAT( HI•FLOAT(M) - 1. )) 
XNU,. Xl / XNU 
BS =AMAXl (GAMA,XNU,Eii} 

C Put dia9onal of G i nto diagonal of C. 
DO :lO I• 1 , M 

C( I , I p•G (I, I ) 
20 CONTINUE 

c 
c Start Looping. 

J •D 
25 J =J+l 

c 
C S t e p 4. 

DO 4 5 t< -= 1 1 J ·l 
L(J I K) =C(J' K)/D(K ) 

<loS CONTIUUE 
DO 55 I=J·H, H 

SUM=O. 
DO 50 K= l 1 J-1 

SOM•SUM+l (J, K) •C ( I ,i\) 
SO CO NTI NUE 

C( I , J )=G{ I , J ) - SUM 

SS CONTI NU E: 
THETA• O. 
I F (J.EQ . H) GO TO 65 
DO 60 I=J+l,M 

I F(THET1r. . L&.ABS (C ( J, J)} ) THETA• ABS(C( I 1 J )) 
60 CONTINUE 
65 CONTINUE 

D(J} =AMAXl(DE:LT.A, ABS (C(J ,J)) ,THETA• ntt"TA/SS ) 
E (J ) • D(J ) · C(J,J) 
IF( J.EQ.M.J CO TO {!0 
DO 70 I =J +l,M 

C (I, I ) =C( I, I) -q I ,J) •c ( I 1 J)/D(J) 
70 CONTINUE 

C Retttrn to l oop. 
GO TO :.!5 

80 CONTINUE 
c 
C Sl!t d iago nal elements of L to unity 1 and restore DEL TEl. . 

c 

c 

DO 85 I -1 ,M 
L( I , I ) • l. 

85 CONTINUE 

CALL MI NVAL (D,DR , I POS,NP,M) 
CA LL M.&.XVAL ~ [l,DS 1 1POS,NP,M) 
COND,DS/OR 
I F(per.form . E)O . '&c' ) THEN" 

IF ( CONO . LT.lO.) WRI TE( 6,112. COND 
IF( (COND .GE.lO. ) . AND. (COND.LT . 1 00 • • ) WRITE (6,11 3) COtfD 
I F ( (CONO .GE. l OO.) . AND . (COND. LT . 1 000.)) WRIT£( 6 , 114 ) CONO 
I F ( (COND .GE . 1000 . ). AND . (CO ND . LT .10000 .}) WRITE(6 1 115) COND 
I F ( ( CO ND.GE. l 0000.} . AND. (CONO.LT . 1000 0 0 .}} WRITE( 6,116} COND 
IF{ ( CO ND.GE . l OOOO O.) .AND. (CONO .LT .lOOCOOO . )) WRITE( 6, 117 ) COND 
IF ( ( COND.GE.~DOOOOO .) I WRI TEi(6 , 1l8) COl~O 

END IF 
IF(perfoxm. EQ . 'fl ' } THEN 

IF(COND.LT. 1 0.} WRITE (l5 1 112) CO ND 
IF{ (COND . GE. lO.) .AND . (COND . LT . 100.)) NR ITE( 15, 1 1.3) COND 
If'( ( CO ND . GE . 100 . ) . AND. (CONO . L'l'.lOOO.)) WRITE(l5 1 114) COND 
IF( (COJfO . GE. lOOO.). AND . (COND . LT.lOOOO.) I WR I TE ( l .S, 115) CO ND 
I P ( (COND . GE.10000. I .AND. (COND.LT. 1 00000 . }. WRITE( 15 , 116) COND 
It( ( COND . GE . l00000. ) . l\ND. (CON"D . LT . lOO OO OO.}) WRITE(l5, 117) COND 
IF ((COND .GE.lOOOOOO. )) WR.I TE ( 15 , 118) COND 

ENDIF 
ll:J FOR»AT (3X, 'He=' ,F7 .5 1 $) 
llJ FO RHAT{J;; , 'He• ' , F7 .4, $) 
114 FO Rl-tAT{3X, 1 Hc=' , F'7 .3 .$ . 
115 FORMAT(lX 1 'He=' ,F7 .2 1 $) 
116 FORMJ\.T(JX, ' He .. • ,F7 .1,$ ) 
117 FORMAT ( })(, ' He=' ,F7·.0 , $ ) 
118 FORMAT{ 3X, ' He= ' , E7. 2 1 $ ) 

RETURN 
END 

c-- ------------ ~ ~ ----- -- --- -------- -------------------
SUBROUT INE PARTO I 0, 01 I OJ , NP, N, I ND;; I NQ2) 

C Parti tions the matrix Q into two matr ices Ql a nd Q2. 
c 

REA.L 0{NP ,NP) ,Ql (NP , NP) 1 02 (NP 1 NP) 
INTEGER N, INDX, NQ 2 

C Start at column 1 and l oop to column N o f Q. 

DO 30 J=1,N 
I F(J.LE.INDX) THEN 

DO 10 I=1 ,N 
Ol ~I,J) -Q(I,J) 

10 CONTINUE 
ELSE 

DO :;z o I • l ,N 
Q2( I,J - INDX)""Q ( I , J) 

:ito CONTINUE 
ENDIF 

3 0 CONTIN UE 
NOJ =N- INDX 

RETURN 
END 

c------ --- ---- --- --·-- -- ------------------ --- ------ --- ---
SUBROUTINE FBSUB:JI.(A,X , B, FBFLAG 1 NP ,N) 

c Th is subr outine performs both back - a nd f o%"1 .. .:\ rd - .substitution de pending 
c on t h e va lue of FB FLAG: 
C FBFLAG • · l . O then p e rfonn:s back-substitution. 
C FBFLAG .. +l. 0 then performs f orwa r d -substitution . 

C U IPORTANT: 
The d iagona l e l ements o f t he matri x: r.. SKOU~-0 equa l uni t y; 
i. e . , each diagonal eleme.n sho uld e.qual to 1 .0. 

C Bas i ca.11y t his sub rout i ne solves the l inear system AX"'B, where A is 
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READ( 11, +) GJI.RBG 
READ( 11, +) NCREC 

IF'(I:4REC . NE . NCREC) THEN 
PRINT*,'"* F'tlta l Error : RECORD number from GDATA: ',NREC 
PRINt•,' RECORD number from COAT/I.: ',NCREC 
P~INT"', • t hey are NOT the S<'lllne. Only previous' 
PRINT• 1. ' records are llSed.' 

C Go tv plot previo11s records results. 
GO TO 395 

END I F 
READ( 11 1 +) GARBG 
DO 766 I =l,NI 

IF(I .EQ.NI) THEN 
REA.D(ll,*) NT:XYD, 

ELSE 

LOGXEB { I), XEB( I), I.OGXLB( I) , :XLB( I), LOGXUB( I ) ,XUB( I), 
l.OGYEB( I) 1 YEB( I) 1 LOGYLD( I >, \'LB( I ), LOG 'tUB( I) 1 YUB( I) 

READ( 11 , • ) NTXYD , 

END IF 

lOG'l'EB( I } ,TEB( I} 1 LOGTLB( I), TLB( l ), LOGTUB( I) ,TUB( I ) , 
~OGXEB( 1} ,XEB( l) , tOGXLB( I}, XLB( I), LOGXOB(I) ,XUB( I ), 
lOGYEB( I), YES ( I), LOGYlB{ I ), YLB{ I ) , LOGYUB( I), YUB( I ) 

766 CONTINU E 

c 

c 

'ELSE 
DO 767 I= l, NI 

LOGTEB( I)"'. FALSE . 
T EB(I ) =O. 

LOGTLB( I)=. T RUE. 
TLBIII"'SI 

LOGTUB( I ) "' . f'ALSE. 
TUB(l)=O . 

LOGXEB( I) • . FALS&. 
XEB(I)=O . 

LOGXLB( I) • , TRUE. 
XLB( I I =~000. 

LOGXUB( I)= . ~ALSE: . 

XOB (I)=CL 
LOG'iEB( I)"'. TRUE . 

'iEB ( I) =0 . 
LOG~LB( l) =.FAlSE. 

'il-8(1)•0 . 
LOG"lUB (I)"". FP.LSE. 

'iUS( I)=() . 
767 CONTINUE 

467 

EN'OIP 
READ(12, REC=NRElC) ( trace ( I I, I= l, NSAMPT) 
DO 9 I=],, NSt,.1IN 

RSPO(il )'"'trace( NSSS ·1-t i) 
SEIDJ'iT( I,JK} =trace (NSSS ·HI) 

CON'l'INUE ;~~~ 
E~~SPO=VNORH(RSPO, NP, NSHIN) /2. 

IF {perf~rm.EQ. 'sc') 
' IF(priUm. EQ. 'ai') 

IF"( prblm. EO, 'bn 1 ) 

END IF ,
1 
.. (perf~rro. Eo . · n , 1 

IF{prblro.EQ. 'ai') 
IF{prblm . EO. 'bl'l') 

END IF 
c9NTINUE 
CHDIST= . FALSE . 
T£Rz.tNT=.FALSE. 
DE:LION'!', FALSE. 
ADD ION•: FALSE. 
s±NGUL•.FALSE. 
N'E:GLAG= . F1o.LSE. 
IKPROV= . FALSE . 
f'VIOt =. FALSE . 
VIO • . FALSE . 
KEEPJG= . FALS& . 
o4NB1\ .., . FALSE·. 
IF.'(problm(l)) N .. NI·l 
I~'(problm(2)) N=2"'NI 

THE:N 
WRITE(6,'('' • ai:' ',$}' } 
WRITE(6,'(' 1 ... bn:' 1 ,$)') 

TXE:N 
WRITE(15, ' ( 11 " ai : 1 ',$)') 
WRI'l'E(15, '(' ~"' bn : '' ,$~ 1 ) 

C~T..t. l'rER02D(A,NP 1 NP,NP 1 NP) 
C~LL ZER020(R,NP 1 NP ,NP,NP) 
CALL ZER02D{Ql,NP ,NP,NP ,NP) 
CALL ZER02D(QlT 1 tiP,NP,NP,NP) 
CALL ZER020iH,NP,NP,NP,NP) 
C~LL Z.ER02D(HP,NP,NP,NP 1 NP) 
CALL ZER02D(HTE,NP,NP,NP,NP) 
CALL ZEROl'O(IND:XA,NP,NP) 
CALL ZEROlD( IND:XB 1 MC2P, MC2P) 
CALL ZER01D(INDXA1,NP,NPI 
CALL Z.ER01D(INDXB1,MC1P,MC1P) 
CA'Lt ZER01D(IND:XA2 1 NP,NP) 
CALL ZEROlD( IND:i<B2, MC2P, MC:JP) 
INDAl=O 
INDBl•O 
I~DA2•0 

INDB2=0 
INDA=O 
nme .. o 
NECT =0 
NECXY =O 

c se t up· the constraints matrices. 
DO.NEA= . FALSB . 

c 

I F;( problm( 1)) CALL VLT(T 1 LOGTEB,TEB, LOGTLB, 'l'LB, LO~TUB,TUB 1 
+ .Al,Bl,ACl, BC1, I NOXAl, INOXBl, SAVE(),HAEl, t-IACl, INOAl, INDBl , 
+ MC1P 1 NP 1 N,NI,SI,NECT ,Vl 0) 

IF ( problm( 2)} CALL VLXY(X, LOGX&B, XEB, LO~XLB,XLB, LOGXUB, X.UB, 
+ 't , I.OC~EB, YEB 1 LOGYIB, YLB, LOGYUB, YU8, A2, B2,AC2 ,BC2, INDXA2, 
+ INDXB2, Sl'o.VEQ,HAEOI ,HAC2, INDA2, INDB2, MC2P, NP 1 NI, NECX"l, VIO) 

I F(VlO) GO TO 99 

C Fi nd wavelet, compute .synthetic seismogram, error vector ancl energy. 
IF'.(. NOT. (~lWEINR . OR . READWV)) THEN 

. CALL GWJ(WP,SI ,TDUR 1 WV, LHP , LWV, LI•IEST, 
PH,Ct,.1V, 1\WV 1 FWV, FVIOL, LWSHRT) 

I F(FV I OL.OR. LWSHRT) GO TO 99 
REAmW=. TRUE . 

END IF 
IF(WWEINR) LWV•LWWNR 
M•O 
CALL RESPON(X, Y, T, NP, NI, WV, LWP, LWV 1SI, RSPI,MP, H, RSPT, Mt-IP ,ACOU, REF, 

+NSt-II N) 
CALL SUBVEC {RSPI, RSP0 1 DSCl,J.IP, M} 
I F(M . NE . NSWil't) THEN 

P RINT*,' M= ', t-1 
PRINT* ,' NSNIN= 1

, NSWIN 
PRINT* 1 ' RECNUM=. 1 

, NREC 
PRINT* , ' TraCes used= ', JK 
PRIHT'"' 
PRINT• ,' Wart:ing: ONLY the above number of traces ""'as used . 
PRINT* ,' Since NSWIN not equal to RECNUM. 1 

l?RIIIT • 

C Plot rt~sults so fa1.· 
!~0 TO 395 

END IF 
K• l 
ER ( K} oo::VNORH( DSCl, MP, M) /2. 
EPCEin"'l00. *ER(K)/ERSPO 
I F1:perform. EQ. 'SC 1 ) THEN 

~Q RITE(6,' (SX,, t **ER{l)•' t ,E12. 7) I) ER (l) 
:C F (EPCENT. GE.lO()OO.) THEN 

WRITE(6 1 
1 
('' EE(%) • ' ', F7 .1)') BPCE!IIT 

2 

c 

ELSEIF{ EiPCEitiT. ~E.l000.) T HEN 
WRIT£(6, 'I'' EE ( \ ) =' 1 ,F7 .2)') EPC6NT 

ELSEIF( EPCENT . GE.lOO.) THEN 
WRITE(6 1 ' ( 1 ' E&(\) • '' ,F7 .3) ') BPCENT 

ELSEIF(EPCENT.GE.lO.) THEN 
W1UT&(6, ' ( ' ' EE(\)=' ' 1 F7 4)') EPCENT 

ELSEIF(EPCENT.CB.l . TH EN 
WRITE(6, '(' 1 EE{\) • '' ,F7 .SI') EPCENT 

ElS E 
WRIT E( 6,' { '' 

END IF 
END IF 
IF(perforro.E:Q.'fl ' ) THEN 

EE(\)=' ',F7 .6) 1 ) EPCENT 

WRITB(15 1 '(SX,' '....,ER(l) ='' ,E12 . 7) ') ER ( l) 
IF(EPCENT. GE.!OOOO.) THEN 

WRITE:(lS,'!'' EE(%)='' 1 F7 1)') EPCENT 
ELSEIF(EPCENT.GE.lOOO.) THEN 

WRITE(l5,'('' EE(%)='',F7 2}') EPCENT 
Et.S ElF( E ()CENT, CE. 100. ) THEN 

WRITE(15 1 'l 1
' EE(%)•'',F'7 ))') EPCENT 

ELSEIF(EPCENT.CE.10.) THEN 
WRITE(l5, 1 ('

1 EE(%) • '',F7 4)') EPCENT 
ELS EIF( EPCENT. GE. 1. ) THEN 

WRITE(15,' ('' 
ELSE 

WRITE(l5,'('' 
END IF 

END IF 

EE(%)=' 1 ,F1 5)') EPCENT 

EE (l) =",F7 6) 1
) EPCENT 

C If have not done yet, set TN•T , XN""X, "iN=Y, GIIMP,GI RSP,GIERR . 

c 

IF(. NOT. ( iginfo)) Tit EN 
DO 17 I=l,NI 

TN! I~•T( I) ,ji 
XN(I)=X(Ii 
Vtq I)"'Y( I) 
T IG(I,JK}=T(I) 
XIG(I,JK)=X{I) 
YIG(I,JJ<:>=Y(I) 

17 CONTINUE 
DO 11 I=l 1 1>1 

GIIMP( I, JK)=l>.CO U( I) 
GIRSP( I,JK) =RSPI( I) 
GIERR( I 1 JK) =DSC1( I) 

11 CONTINUE 
iginfo•. TRUE. 

END IF 

IF(EP.(!:).LE.ERRt.HT) THEtl 
WRITE(•, • )' ' 
WRITE('*,•J 1 '*IGUESS: ',JK ,' of Record : ',nrec,' is perfect.' 
DO 12 I=l,M 

FSIMP{ I, JK) • ACOU( I) 
FSRSP( I, JK)=RSPI( I) 
FSERR( I, JK)=DSCl( I) 
IE'(I. LE.NI) THEN 

XFS (JK 1 I)=X( I) 
YFS(JK , I)•Y(I) 
TFS !JK,l)=T(I) 

&NDIF 
12 CONTI NUE 

GO TO 999 

END IF 

35 CONTINUE 
THIS IS THE RE~ITERI\TION POINT. 

I F(perforrn. EO. ' sc') 'l'HEN 
H'(K.LT.10) t-IRITE(*,, (4)(1 I 

1 K= 1
, ,Ill$)') " 

IF ( (K.CE.lO) .AND. (l<.LT.200)) WRITE!•,' (3X, ''K• '', I2,$1') K 
IF( (K.GE. 100) .Pr.ND. (K.LT .l000)} WRITE(•, 1 (2X, 11 K= 11 

1 Il,$) 1 ) K 
END I F 
IF(perforrn. EQ. 'f1') THEN 

I F{K .LT.lO) WR I T E: (l5,'(4X,''K• '',Il,$)') K 
IF( ( K.GE .10). AND. (K. I.T. 100)) WRITE( 15,. (3X, I 'K='' '12, $)I) K 
I F ( ( K .GE . 1()0}. AND. {K.LT .1000)) NRITE( 15,' ( 2X,' ' l<•' ', I3, $)') K 

ENDIF 

C Set the roatxix: A and its dimensions. 
I F( .tiOT.DONE1o.) l'HEN 

IF(problm(1 )) THE:N 
INOA=INDll.l 
INDB=INDBl 
NA =-tl 
IF ( INDA.EQ 0 ) THEtl 

MA=N 
DO 36 I=-1, INDB 

INDXB( I)=INDXBl( I) 
36 COtJTINUE 

37 

38 

338 

39 

40 

441 

ELS E 
MA=INDA 
DO 37 I =l,MA 

B(I)=Bl(I) 
DO 37 J•1,NA 

A{I,J)=i\l(I,J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 38 I•1 , INDA 

!NOXA ( I )=INDXAl( I ) 
CONTINUE 
DO 338 1=1 1 INDB 

ItiDXB I I ) •INDXBl( I) 
CONTINUE 

END IF 
END If' 

I F( prob1m( 2)) THEN 
ItlDA•INDA2 
INDB=INDB2 
NA "'N 
IF( INDA, EO . 0) THEN 

t-IA=N 
DO 39 1=1 , INDB 

INDXB( I ) =I NDXB2( I) 
CONTJ;NUE 

ELSE 
HA=INDA 
DO 40 1""1, 111> 

B(I)=B2(I) 
DO 40 J=l, fi.A. 

A (I,J) =1>.2(I,J) 
CONTI NUE 
DO 41 I=l, INDA 

I NDXA( I ) =I NDXA:f{ I) 
CONT INUE 
DO 441 I=l,INDB 

!NDXB (I) •INDXB2 (I ) 
CONTINUE 

END IE' 
END IF 

C Find QR~decomposition of AT. 

c 

CALL TRANSP(A,AT,NP,NP,HPr.,NA) 
CALL OR(l\'l', QT, R,SAVEQ,NP,NP,mt,MA) 
CALL TAANSP(OT,Q ,N P,NP,NA,NA) 
CALL PARTQ ( Q, 01, Z, NP 1 NA, I ND.!\, tiZ) 
CALL TRANSP(Ql,QlT, NP 1 NP, NA,Hil.) 
CALL TR1\NSP(Z,ZT,NP 1 NP , NA , N'Z) 

C Compute the initial Jacobian DJM and DJMT. 
Cj!!.LL JCB( X, 'i, T, NI, WV, LWP, LW 1 SI, RSPI 1 RSPP 1 RSPH, ACOU 1 P.EF", RSPT, 

l'fWP, DJM , MP ,NP, 11, N ,CENTRL, prob1m, NSWIN) 
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C'OMPLE)( CWV(L'tiP) 

l[OGICti.L F\'IOL, LWS'HRT 

Fr i Sep 6 15:40:24 1996 

c This subroutine creates a ,,.avelet defined by a time duration T, four 
C bound.ing frequencies I'IP(l~, WP{'2), WP{3) and I•IP(4), two amplitude 
c paranne ters t-IP(S) <'lnd NP(6~ on WP(2) and NP(3}, l"espectively, a 
c constant phase component WP(7), a linear phase component WP(S), a 
c quadr·a.tic phase componenet .,.IP(9) and a sampling i nte.t·va l SI. 
c 

c 

FVIOL• . FALSE. 
UISHRT= . FA LSE . 

C Determi ne the the number of frquency components and samples in FWV 
c: {and AWV) ·and wv, respective!~· · Also determine the Nyquist frequency. 

LW=INT( T/SI ) 
FN .. 500./SI 

C Determi ne the discrete frequencies and put in F'WV. 
DO 1 0; 1"'1, Ll'l 

FWV{ I) • (FLOAT( I·l ) • 1000. )/T 
10 CONT1NUE 

c If anr of NP( 1 : 4) is not in FWV, set FVIOl• . TRUE., and rt:!turn . 

15 
c 

DO 15 1 • 1,4 
If'( f,11P(I ~ .GT . FWV(!.W/2+1)) T HEN 

NRITE( •, '*) • A bounding f r equenc}' ;. or = the Nyquist.' 
F'VIOL=. TRUE. 
RETURN 

1 ENDIF' 
Cf>NTINUE 

c Fi nd s l opes of amplitude .speetrum enve l ope. 
SLPL=f,IIP( 5)/(~lP< 2) - i'JP ( l)) 
SLPR .. NP( 6)/(HP( 4) -WP ( 3)) 
SLPH=(WP(S) - ~1P(6) )/(WP( 3) -WP(2 )) 

c ' 
C Determine the amplitudes of ll.WV. 

J{..2 
DO 2() 1=1, LH 

IF'(FWV{l) . LT.FN) THEN 
IF(FWV(I) . LE.WP(l)) THEN 

P.WV( I ) • O. 
ELSEIF( (FWV( I) .GT.WP(l)) . P.ND. (FWV( I) . LE . WP(2))) THEN 

P.WV(I) =SLPL'*(FHV( I ) - t-IP(l)) 
ELSEIF'{ (fW\1( I ) . GT. WE' (2)) . AND. (FWV( I } . LE . WP( 3)) ) THEN 

AWV( I )• WP( 5) +SLPM* (i"'IV( I) -'i'IP(2)) 
ELSEIF{ {E"WV( I:) . GT . WP(3)}. ANO. (FWV( 1). L E. WP( 4))) THEtl 

AWV(I) =SLPR..-{WP(4) - f'oiV(I}) 

EI.SE: 
AWV(I) • O. 

ENDIF ;~. 
PH{ I)=- (WP( 7)'+WP{ 8) "' FI'IV( I)+NP( 9) "'Ft'TV( I) "'Fi'IV(I}) 

ELSEIF(f'\'lV<I) .EQ.FN) THEN 
AWV(I)=O . 
PH( I) =0 . 

ELSE 
fl.WV{ I ) • l\WV(l ·J) 
PH(!) .. -PH(l · J) 
J =J+ 2 

END IF 
CWV( I j=Ct-!PLX(AWV( I} • COS (PH (I)) ,},_WV(I) *SIN{ PH( I))} 

JO cONTINUE 

c ~ ·' C Transforming the comp l ex w-avelet transform into the time domain. 
CALL FORK(LWP 1 LW,CWV,l.) 

c 
C Take :;:-eal part of CWV as •.nwelet WV . 

00 30 I • l, LWV 
.,.IV( Il""REfl.L{CN\T( I)) 

JO CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

c - · -- --- -- · ---.----- ------------------------------------ - ----- --- -------

SUBROUTINE: SUBVOC(X,Y,G,MPP,M) 

C Subt r aeta. Y from X put result in G . 
c 

REAL X(HP.P),Y(!1PP),G(HPP) 

DO 10 I=l,H 
G( I )"'X( I) · 'i(l) 

10 CONTINUE" 
RETURN 
END 

RSA.L FUNCTION VNORM(X,NPP,N) 

C Finds .norm of X, \-.'hieh is inner p r oduct of :;.: with i tself . 
c 

RSAL X(NPP) 

SUH • 0. 
oo' 10 I=l, N 

:SUM-= SUM1-X( I )*X( I ) 
10 CONTINUE 

VNORM • SUM 
RETURN 
END 

REll.L FUNCTION PRODIN (X,Y,NPP,N) 
c 
C This function finds the inner p r oduct of t""·o ·vecto:r.s 
C X and ''i, each of length N. 
c 

c 

REAL X(NPP),Y(NPP) 

PROD IN = 0 . 
DO 10 I>=l, N 

PRODIN = PROD!Il+X(I)*Y(I) 
10 CONTitlUE 

RETURN 
e:tro 

SUBROUTINE: ZER"020(l\, l-IPI?,NPP,M,N) 

REAL A{MPP , NPP) 
DO 10 I=l,M 

DO 10 J •l ,N 
A( I,J) =O . 

10 CONTINUE 
RE"fURN 
END 

c -- -- -- -- -·- -. -- - ------------------------------------- -- -

SUBROUTINE ~EROlD(A,I·IPP,I'I) 

RE!l'I.L A{MPP) 
DO 10 I=1,M 

A(Ij • (}. 
1 0 CPl~TINUE 

R.E'l'URtl 
~Nl) 

c-------- -.- -------.------------ --- ---- --- ----.----- --- -

2 

SUBROUTINE QR(A, Q, R,S~VEQ,HPP, NPP, 1-1, N) 

This subroutine finds the OR-decomposition of the matrix A wh ich 
c have the physical dimensions (l'1P ,NP), and the actual dimensions 
c (N,N}. The output will be the {M,M) matrix Q, and the (M,N~ matrix 
c R. The physical dimens ions of the matrices Q and Rare (MP,MP) and 

( HP,NP) , respectively. 

REAL A (MPP, NPP}, R(MPP, NPP) ,O ( MPP, HPP) ,SAVEQ(MPP), ;(M, SIGMA,GAMA 
INTEGER M, N 

c zero out R and SAVEO . 

c 

DO 2 I=l, NPP 
51\VEQ( I) =0 . 
DO 2 J =1, NPP 

R( I ,J ) "'O. 
CONTINUE 

· C Put A in R, because we actually cotnpute the decomposition in R. 
c 01'1 output, however, R will contain t he upper-triangula r retrix R 
c of the QR -decomposit i on. 

DO 3 I = l,M 
DO J J • l,M 

R(I,J) • A(I,J) 
CONTINUE 

C Set the matri x: Q to be the identity. 
CALL UNIHA'I'(Q,NPP,t·l) 

C Start decomposing the input matrix R into Q and output R . We star 
C by the first column in the input matrix R and compute the rotating 
C matrix 0 that "till rotate the first column to one axis then tske the 
c second column and compute the matrix Q tbatf· will rotate it to two-
c axis plane and so on until we rotate all the columns if we have less 
C columns than rows or as Tl\any co l umns as rows if We have more col umns 
C than rows. 

DO 99 J=l,N 
SIGMA.={). 
XM• O. 
GAMA=O . 

c Pi nd the scaling factor XM, which is the element of l argest magnitude 
c of the current j -TH column of the matrix R, and use it to normalize 
C the column vector o f R. 

DO 5 I •J ,H 
IF (ABS(R(I,J)) .GT.Xl-1) XM=ABS(R(I,J}) 

CONTINUE 

C If the j - TH co l umn of A is ~ero, then leave Gl\2-lA• O. e.nd compute Q=I. 
C Othel:"'dse continue to compute 0 . Normaliz.e the current j _TH column 
C of R first. 

IF(:XH.EQ.O.) GO TO 2S 
DO 10 I=J,M 

R( I.J) - R( I ,J)/:XI-1 
lQ CONTINUE 

C Compute SIGZ.IA. 
SUM=O. 
DO 15 I=J,M 

SUM=SUH+R( I,J) '~-R( I,J) 
15 CONTINUE 

S!Gt-!A"'XI'i*SQRT(SUM) 

C Let SIGMA take the siqn of the firet element of the current vector. 
IF(R( J ,J) .LT . O.) SIGHA=-SIGHA 

C Let the j-TH collUl\11 of R contain U (a f ter upscaling the vector by XI-I}. 
DO 20 I•J ,H 

IF(I.EQ.J} THEN 
R( I, J ) =SIGMA+XP.I*R I I,J) 

ELSE 
R( I ,J) =XI•I*R(I 1 J) 

END I F 
20 CONTINUE 

C Compute GAI•lA. 
G11.!1A"l./(S I GI-1A*R(JIJ)) 
IF(GAMl\.LT.l . OE-:20> WRITE(*,JOO) J 

300 FORHAT(l5X, ' The matrix is singul ar at t he ', I J, ' _ TH iteration ') 
c 
C We jump to the next .statement if GAMA=l), i . e., 'rlhen the vector is zero. 
C Tha t is , when the matr ix is singular . 
c 

25 CONTINUE 
c compute o . 

c 

30 

DO 45 JJ.: l,J.I 
DO 30 I=l 1 H 

SAVEQ( I) • Q(!,JJ) 
CONTINUE 
DO 45 I =1, H 

SUl-1=0. 
I F(I.LT.J) THEN 

SUM=SU}I+SAVEO ! I) 
ELSE 

DO 40 II• J ,H 
S7\VE• R( II ,J) * R( I ,J) 
IF( II . EQ. I) THEN 

SAVE=l. -GAM.:Z.. *SAVE 
ELSE 

SAVE=-GAMA*SAVE 
END IF 
SUl·I•SUM+SAVEQ( II) *Si\VE 

40 CONTINUE 

8NDIF 
Q(I,JJ).=stJM 

45 CONTINUE 

C Form R by applying 0 to a ll the col umn v e ctors of R. When we ere 
C applying Q to a vector we do not actuall y mu l tiply Q by t hat vector; 
C i.e., Qv where v is the vector, what we do is this: Q i s not evaluated 
C but is represented as Q=I-GAMA*'u u '. So that, ov=(I-GAMA'*u u-')v , thus 
C Qv .. v - cu, lihe re the scal ar c • CAMI\ *u'v. Here ' denotes Transpose . 
C Note that if we are at the las t co lumn we do not need to apply Q to 
C any co lumn other t han t he las t .so we GO TO 56. 

50 

55 
56 

82 

80 

Bl 
99 

IF(J.EO.N) GO TO 56 
DO 55 JJ=J+l, N 

c=O . 
DO 50 II=J, t-!: 

c:.c+R( II ,J ) *R( II ,JJ) 
CONTINUE 

DO 55 II=J,M 
R(li,JJ)=R( II,JJ) -C*'R( II ,J) 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO e2 II .. l,M 

SAVEQ( II}=R ( Il 1 J) 

CONTHWE 
R( J ,J) =R(J ,J) -SlGI1A 
C=O. 
DO 80 II • J ,M 

C• C•SAVEQ( Il} *R( ll,J) 
CONTINUE 
C=-C•GAMA 
DO 81 I I•J ,M 

R( ll ,J) =R( II,J) -c• SAVEQ( !I) 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
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C This prog~am.perfornu:- nonlinear let~st - ~ql.la:tes inversion wi th 
c lineAr equall.ty and 1.nequality constra lnt s. 
c 

cHAR.AC~ER BLP::•l 
piARAHETER(MP .. 10~4 , N'P=lOO, lfTP=720, LWP•JS6 ,MWP• MP+LYIP- l, 

I MC1P=2•NP,MC2P=4•NP , MCJP • l8,BLK• 1 ') 

Rlti\L X.(NP), XM(NP) , Y(NP), YN(NP) , T ( NP) ,TN( NP), WP( 9) , 
+ WV(LWP), PH( L WP), T EB( NP) ,TLB(NP) ,TUB( NP} 1 

XBB(NP), XLB {NP), >:UB( NP) , YEB(NP) 1 YLB( NP) , YUB< NP), 
!!:R(500), ES( NP}, RSP! {MP), RSPI2 (MP), R.SPO(I-IP) t 

RSPT(H'NP) 1 RSPP (MP ), RSPM(MP), DJM(MP, N~) 1 DJMT{NP,MP) 1 

DJ'N2(MP, NP), DJN2T(NP ,MP) 'Ql (NP, NP) ,QlT( NP I NP) ,Ql TC( NP) I 

VEClAG (NP), z (NP, NP) I ZT( NP, NP), H( NP' NP), HTEOlP I NP) ,HP( NP, NP), 
G( NP) 1 GP(N P ) ,GPl( NP), OSCl(HP), OSC2(MP) ,TK( NP), P(NP) 1 P'Z(NP~, 

Al (NP. NP~ I 81( N'P) ,A;! (NP, NP) ,52 (NP) I A( NP I NP)IAT( NP, NP), 
8 ( ~P) ,ACl (MClP 1 NP}, 8Cl(HC1P) ,ACl(MCJP, NP) ,BC:;) (HC2P), 
Q( NP, NP), R( NP , NP), QT( NP, NP), SAVEQ(MP> ,CL(NP, NP) 1CLT(NP• NP}, 

+ CD(.NP) I CDRCP (NP) ,CE( NP) I S I CS I NP) I DIST(MC4P)IACOU(l1P} I REF!HP) I 

•+ osc;N !HP) I DMAX1GPC (NP), trace( 2000 ) 1 ANV(LWP), FWV( UlP) 1 HPK( NP) 1 

}{PKG( NP) 1 A.LF. PGPl, ERT 1 PSTPMN , ERRLMT, P~G,ALFlMTT,ALFLMTX, 
ALFlHTY , PNORMl , PNORM2 1 ALFMAX, TOUR, S I 1 CC( HP 1 NP) 1 ERSPO, EPCENT, 
GI1i1P ( MP, NTP) ,GIRSP( MP 1 NTP), G1ERR(HP 1 NTP} , FSIM:PSC( HP, NTP) 1 

F'Slt:iP(MP, NTP), FSRSP(MP 1 NTP ) , I"SERR(MP, NTP), VIMA.X, VALHJ\X , 
SEIDAT(HP 1 NTP) 1 :UG( 50, NTP), YIG( 50, NTP) ,TIG(SOI NTP) 1 

XFS (SO,NTP) 1 YFS {50, NTP) ,TFS (SO, NTP ) 
-t ,SJUTB(MP), F RQ HC 
rfc·.a:EGER INDXAl (N'P) , 1NOXJI.2( NP), I NOXA(NP) 1 INDX8l(MC1P ), INDXB2 (MC2P ), 

+ INDXB (MCJP), INDAl , INDJI.J, INOB1 1 I NDB2 1 INDA 1 IND8 1 IA0D1 
KX, KY 1 NECT1 NECXY, LWEST, LWV, i cp 1 Nl 1 M, LWWNR. , II: LI MIT, 
NSSS, NSWIN, NSl\MPT~ iinput 1 ipos, NREC , NCREC, LENREC, NIMAX, 

+ NTOTREC(N'I'P) 1 FSIMAX(NTP} , 
C(JMPLEX CWV(LWP ) 
L{)G I Cl\L LOGTEB(NP) 1 LOGTLB(NP) 1 LOGTUB( NP) 1 LOGXEB( NP ) 1 LOGXLB(NP), 

LOGXUB(NP) 1 LOG'iEB(NP) ,LOGYLB( NP) 1 I,.OGYUB( NP) ,CHDIST,TERMNT, 
DELIOll,l\DDION,SINGUL, NEGLAG 1 UtPROV, f'VlOL, DONEI\ , J:"ett:y, 
UlS HRT,CENTRL , VI0 1 KE~P.)'G , probll'n( 2) 1 REJADWV, CSTATEl, 

+ PRESNT 1 WWEINR,bnconv 1 a i conv, iginfo 1 PCHNGED 1 INPNORH 
C!-IARACTER GARBC*l5/BLlV, FUWWNR*60/BLK/ 1 FNCDAT*60/BLK/ 1 

FNGCON " 61>/BLK/ 1 FNSEIS*6 0/BLK/ 1 ibuff*32/BLK/, 
ynans• l/BLK/, prblm'~' l/BLK/, p erform•2/BLK/, 

+ FORMX*SO/BLK/, FORMY•SO/BLX/ 1 FORMT*80/BLK/ 
Ci-IARACTER PT'/PE*40/BLll:/ ,l\IORSEI*6/BU:/ 

$OPTION RANGE ON 
$OPTI ON LIST ON 

c 

t!xternal cotnm:)n_handler 

WlitlTE( • ,' (/ ) ' ~ ~-... 

:!{~~~ ;~ : ~7;~ , ~. 2~ . a. 96 • 

l.ee•ieee_l'land l er ( ~set " , "corrmon" 1 common,__handler) 
J.f{iee.ne.O} PRINT'* ,'CoJJld not establ;i.s;h fp siqnal handler . . ' 

LElNREC• 600D 
il:p""O . . 

72S CC:INTI.NUE 
PRI NT • 
wRITE(*, 726) ,,... 

126 F~JIMAT( 1 ivob> Whic h PROBLEM to always so l ve FIRST? (bn/ai): 1
1 $) 

R:£1.11.0(5, 1 lA} 1
) prbltn 

r r.(prblm.Eo. 1 hn 1
) THE tl' 

l
probllll(l) • . TRUE . 
probltO( J ) • . FA LSE. 

ELSEIF (pr b lm..EQ. 'ai' I THEN 
jprobltn(2) • . TRUE. 

Jprok;)lm"(l ) • . FALSE . 
ELSE 

lirp• i:rP+1 . 
' i'IF (irp .GE. 4) STOP'~ program terminated. • 
PRINT•, ' Wa.r nini9: Please answer bnjai.' 

.J~~~TO 72S 

i~p-0 
75 0 CONTINUE 

PRINT* 
WRITE (6 1 7S l ) 

751 F0
1
RM.&..T ( 1 .ivob> Use WEINER wavelet estimate? (y/n) ~ ', $) 

READ(5 1 '(A) 1
) ynan s 

,I£:.( (Ynane:. EQ. 1 'i 1
) .OR. ( ynans. EO. 'y'} ) THEN 

'WWE INR• .. TRUE. 
752 CONTINUE 

PRINT* 
WRITE ( 6 1 753) 

753 F'ORHAT ( 1 qnr lp > Enter WE INER wave l et FILE name: 1
1 $ ) 

RUO {SI I (A) I) FN\oJWNR 
INQUIRE(FILE• FNWWNR(: INDEX(FNWWNR , I I) - 1) I EXIST• PRESNT) 
:IF(. NoT. PRES NT) T HEN 
1 i rp• irp+l 
1 IF(irp.CT . 4) STOP' : progra.m termi n a ted . ' 
' PRINT•, 1 Wern ing : Enter another WEINER wavel et file. 

GO TO 752 
.END IF 
OPEN( UNIT•9 1 FILE"'Pffi'lWNR( : INDEX{FNWWNR, 1 ') -1 )) 
LWWNR• O 

754 CONTINUE 
LWWNR.,.LWWNR+ l 
READ( 9, FMT- •, IOSTAT=ierr) WV( LWWNR) 
lF(ierr . EQ.O) GO TO 754 
lf" ( ierr. CT .Q)S't'OP' :ERROR readim;~ u nit a ttatched to WElNER WV' 
LWWNR• LWWNR - 1 

,ELSEIF( (ynalls.EQ. 'N') .OR . (ynans.EQ. ' n ' )) THEN 
· WWEINR'"' .l"l\LSE. 

ELSE 
:itp= irp+l 
IF( irp .. GT. 4) STOP': program terminated. 1 

PRINT•,' warn inig: ~n~wer y/n.' 
GO TO 750 

ENDIF 

irp · O 
755 CO~TINUE 

PR J: NT " 
WR:C';rE C6 1 756) 

756 roiU-ll\Ti' ; ivob> Ente r CUESS DATA FILE name: ' , $) 

RE1\.D ( 5 1
1 (Al 1

) FNGDAT 
IN!)UIRE(F'ILE• F'NGDAT(: INDEX(FNGDAT 1 ' 1 ) - 1), EXIST- PRES NT ) 
I F ( .NOT.PRESNT) TH Etl' 

i.rtJ• irp+l 
:t.F{ irp . CT . 4} STOP': program t erminated . 1 

PRINT • ,' warninig: the File entered does not exist. 
J)RINT•, 1 Enter anothe,x GUESS DATA file: . ' 
GO TO 755 

SNOIF 
ir~· o 

757 CO~TINUE 

PRINT* 
WRlTE( 6, 758} 

758 FORMAT( 1 ivo)P Ent er COnSTRA I NT FILE name: 1 ,$) 
RE110(5,'(A)') FNGCON 
I NQUIRE (FILE2 FNGCON(: INDEX(FNGCO N,' I) ·1) I E:X IST .. PRESNT) 
IF( . NOT.PRESNT) TH EN 

irp• irp-+1 
iF{ irp . GT . 4) STOP 1 : program terminate d .' 
PRI NT• ' I Warninig : the F i le .entered does not exist. 

1 

759 

7&0 

7<1 

7&2 

763 

164 

c 
769 

766 

770 

PRINT" , I 

GO TO 757 
E~DIF 

irp"'O 
CONTI NUE 

PRINT* 
\i RITE(0,160) 

Enter another GUESS cqNS TRAINTS fi le. ' 

FORHAT( I ivob> Enter SEISHICDAT FILE name: ' 1 $) 
READ{5, ' ( A)') FNSEIS 
INQUIRE( Fiu::""rNSEIS <: INDEX t rNs EIS I • I) ·1 1 I EXI ST•PRESNT) 
I F( . NOT . PRE:SNT) THEN 

irp=irp+l 
IF ( irp. GT . 4) STOP': progre.m te:rmina.ted. ' 
PRINT•,' warniniq: the File entered does not exist. 
PRINT*, ' Enter another SEISMIC DATA file. 
CO TO 759 

END IF 
OPEN( UN!T .. lO, riLE•FNGDlo.T{: INDEX ! FNGDAT, ' ') -1}) 
OP£N'( UN I Tell 1 F'ILEto FfiGCON{: INDEX( :f'NGCON, 1 ') - 1}) 
OPEN{ UNIT=12, F"ILE,. FNSEIS (: INDEX(FNSEIS 1 ' ') ·1} , ACCES S""' DIRECT', 

+ RECL•LE~REC) 

PRINT• 
i rp:oO 
cont inue 
wri.te(6, 76 2 ) 
fo.rm.at ( • ivob> En ter the START Se i smic sample ; ' 1 $) 
.read (S, 1 (A) 1 ) ibuf f 
retry= . false . 
call redchr( ibuf f, iinput.retry, i pos) 
if (.retry ) t hen 

print•, ' to1arning: No n - numeric ch!!ll racte.r at index ',ipoe 
i.rp=irp+l 
IF (irp . gt.3) stop' Fa t a l Error: too iHa.ny trials.' 
pdnt* 1' Enter the START seismic SAI1PLE again . ' 
irp•irp+1 
go to 761 

end i f 
m;.ss'"iinpl.tt 
irp=O 
continue 
writ e(6,754 ) 
formBit( ' ivob> Seismic WINDOW length (samples} : 1 ,$} 
read ( 5 , • {II.)' ) ibuff 
retry=. false: . 
ca ll redehc( ibuff , iinput,retry 1 ipos) 
if (retry) t hen 

print• ,' Warn i ng : Non·numeric chare.cter e.t index:' ,ipos 
irp"'irp+l 
If' ! irp.gt 3) s top ' fatal error: too rn.any tria l s.' 
print•,' Enter Seismic WINDOW length (samples) again. ' 
irp= irp+l 
go to 763 

end if 
nswi n= Unput 

co ntinue 
yne.ns • BLK 
write(6 1 768} 
fo .rmat( 1 ivob> Want PERFORMANCE i nformation (y/n); '1$} 

rea d {5,'(A)' ) ynans 
IF( (ynans. EX). 1 'i 1

) . OR. (ynans , EO. 'y') ) THEN 
write(6 1 770) 
format(' ivob> Infonnation on SCREEN or in F.ILE (sc/fl) : ',$) 
read(S , '(A) 1 ) perform 
IF ( perform. EQ. 1 sc 1 

) THEN 
CONTI NUE 

£tS~IF(pe:rform . EO . 'fl ' I THEN 
OPEN( 15 , FILE='' ivob. per' I 
PRINT*,'"'+ Performance file name i s called : i vob.per' 

ELSE 
PRI~T•, • Waxninq; Expexte:d answer sc o r f l . 
PRINT•, ' Sta rt again . • 
GO TO 769 

ENDtf' 
ELSE1F( (ynans .EQ . ' N ') .OR . (yna n s.EQ. ' n')) THEN 

perfoOTF'blk 
E:LSE 

PRINT• , ' Warning~ Expexted a nswer y or n. ' 
PRIN'r•, 1 s t art a gain. 1 

GO TO 769 
ENDIF 

CENTRL"' . Fl\LSE . 
readwv"'. FALSE. 
PSTPI-rn=2 . 
ALFI.NTT=6. 
ALFl-MT"X • 5000. 
ALFLMTY=500. 
~>LIMIT =I NT{MP/3)-1 
ERRLMT =1.. E:+l 
TDUR =256. 
GTOL=~ . 

Sl=2 . 
HSI•SI/2 . 
NSI\MPT=lSOO 
NIHAX.sO 
JK=O 
PRIN"T• 
PRINT• 

999 CONTINUE 
Jl(.,Jf( + l 
CHDIS'l'= . FAlSE . 
TERMNT= . FAlSE. 
DEL ION•. FALSE. 
ADD ION= . FALSE . 
SINGUL•. FALSE. 
NEGLAG"' . FALSE. 
IMPROV= . FALSE . 
PVIOL "'. FAlS£. 
VIO "' .FALSE. 
KEEPJG=. FALSE. 
bnconv .. . FALSE:. 
a i c onv=. FALSE . 
igi.nfo=. FALSE . 

I F ( . NOT . (WWEIN~ . OR . READWV)) THEN 
R811.0 (10 1 • ) GARBG 
READ( 10 , * ) ( WPC I) r 1• 1 1 9) 1 LWV, LWEST 
RE:AD( 10, • ) GARBG 

END IF 
READ{lO, • I GI\RBG 
READ(l0,") NREX:,NI 1 CSTATE 
.IF(NREC.E0.99999) THEN 

,... go to plot results 
WRITE:(6 1 *) 1 Trace: Last Record:!, NR EC 
IF (perfonn.ElQ. 1 fl' ~ NRJTE( l5 1*) • Tr ace: Last Record:' ,NRFX 
JK=-JK:l 
CO TO 99 

END IF 
p r int•,• Trace:' ,JK 1 ' Record: 1 ,NREC 
I F(perform. EQ . • f l ' ) WRITEcl5, * ) ' Trace: ' , JK, 1 Record: 1 1 NREC 

NTO'XREC(JK) =NREC 
lF(I'fi . GT.NIMAX) Nl MAX• Nl 
DO 7 65 1""1 , Nl 

READ(l-0, • ) NTX'iO,T(I ) ,X( I ) ,Y(I) 
765 CONTINUE 

lF(CSTATE) THEN 
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c 

c 

S OBROUTIN'E RESPON(X, 'i, z, NP 1 Nl, W, L\oiP, LW, SI, RSP,MP ,M,RSPT, MWP, 
ACOU, REF, NSNIN) 

C Finds the model response, i.e . synthetic .seismogram. 
c 

R&AL X( NP), 'i( NP), Z( NP) ,.,.!(LWP., RSP(HP), RSPT(MWP) ,1\COU(MP), 

+ REF{ I1~) ,S I 

c 
I NTEG~R Nl, MI, LW, M, J.IT, NSWIN 

C Find impe4a nce log, AC, reflection coefficient series, 
c All at sanlpling r.,te SI, and select valid part. 

CALL :iti!PLOG (X, Y, Z, NI, NP ,ACOU,M.I,J.IP, SI, NSWIN) 
C1\LL GENRFS(ACOU,HP,MI,REF,LR) 

synthetic. 

MT=-LR-l:L'I'I - 1 
cALL FoLD( LR, REF, ur,w,MT, RSPT, HP, LWP,H\'IPJ 
M=I'II 
DO 10 I =l, M 

RSP( I }=RSPT( LW/2 - l+I J 
10 CONTINUE 

c 
RETURN 
END 

c------1-- ------ ---- ------------- ---------- ----- ------------ ---- ----
c 

sUsRoUTINE BNP( P, N,SI, IBFAPP} 

I NTEXiER N, IBFAPP 
R~:A.L P{N),SI 

' c9 20 , I "'l,N 
: IF(lBFl\.PP.GT.O) P~I)•S. I*ANHIT(P(I)/SI> 
i IF(IBFAPP . LT.O) P( I>=SI*AINT(P(IJ/$1) 

20 CONTINUE 
c 

RETURN 

""" c~ . . ~ !-----. --- - - ------ ------ . --- ---- - ---- ------ --- -. 

i 
SUBROUTINE IMPLOG ( X, 'i ,T, NI 1 NP,AC, IA 1 HP 1 SI, NSWIN) 

INTEGER NI 1 HP,I/I. 
REAL X(NP), Y( NP},T{IlPJ ,AC(MP) , Sl , TA,TP 

c 
c This subroutine takes x, Y and T (~11th dimensions N), . .,hich describe 
C "the si:arting impedance, the impedance gradient and the aeeumulative 
c "t ime thickness, respectively, and produces a new impedance log AC, 
C samplC!d at intervals SI. IA is the initial siz.e of AC taken taken 
C to be large enough. On exit 1\C have a si:z.e of IA. 
c 

TA • O. 

~6=is 1=1, NI ~t'· • . 

I TP=o·. 
IF (( ,Z .EQ.l).AND . (T(1) . LT .SI)) GO TO 15 
IF (!·I .GT.l).AND . ((T(I)-T(I-1)J .LT . SI)) GO TO 15 

10 IF(TA.GE.T(I}) GO TO 15 
IA=I·A+l 
AC( I ·A ) =X ( I )+Y( I} "~~TP 
"I'A•TA+Sr 
TP=TP+SI 
GO l'() 10 

15 CONTINUE 
IF(IA. NE. NSWIN) THEN ~_.,... 

PRI NT•,' Fatal Error : M a nd NSniN not equal.' 
PRINT*,' M= ',M 
PRIN~*,' NSNIN= ' 1 NSWIN 

ElmiF ' 

RF.TURN 
END 

c--------------- ~-- --------------- ---------------------- --------------
c 

c 

SUBROUTINE JCB(X, Y ,T, NI 1 W, LWP, LWV, SI 1 RSP, RSPP, RSPM, 0\C, R, RSPT,HWP, 
DJ , lo!P, NP,M, N,CElNTRt,p;roblm, ~lSI•IIN) 

c This .subroutine finds the Jacobian matrix . 

c 

REAL X(NP), 'i( NP), 'I'( NP), W( L ... IP) 1 RSP(MP), RSPP(HP) 1 RSPI1:(I-IP), RSPT(Hl>lPJ, 
+ DJ(MP, NP) 1 /I.C( MP ) •. R{MP) ,SI ,TT 1 XX, 'fY., OX, DY 1 DT 1 EPSLN/3 . 45266983E- 4/ 

INTEGER NI, LWV 1 LWP,H, N,MWP, 10\, KY, NSWIN 
LO.GICAL problm(l) ,Cf!:NTRL 

C Loop through col\lliUlS of D.J, by perturbing a variable i n e ach loop. 
KX=O 
KY=O 
DO 40 J =1 1 N 

IF(problm(l)) THEN 
I F( CENTRL) THEN 

DT =SI/2 . 
TT =T(J) 
XX =X( J+l) 
T(J} •T(J)+DT 
DP =T(JJ -TT 
X.(.J+l} =Xi J+1)+Y.(J+1) 1-DT 

IF( (SI*l\NINT('l'(J)/Sl)). EO . (SPANINT(TT/SI} )) THEN 
DO HI I=l,M 

RSPP(I) =RSP(I) 
10 CONTINUE 

ELSE 
CALL RESPON(X, Y1 T, NP, NI, N 1 UfP, LWV, SI, RSPP,l'IP ,M 1 RSP'l', 

MWP,AC 1 R,NSWIN) 
END I F 
T(J) =TT 
X(J+l )=XX 
T (J) =T ( J ) · DT 
DM =TT-T( J) 
X( J+l) • X(J+l) -"i(JH) *DT 
If'( (S l '"ANINT ("I'(J)/$1}) . E:Q. ( SI*ANINT(TT/SI J )) THEN 

DO 20 I=l 1 M 
RS PM(I )=RSP(I) 

CONTINUE 
ELSE 

CALL RESPON(X, 'i, T, NP, t!I, ~1 1 LWP, LWV 1 $1, RSPl'l, HP,M, RSPT, 
WNP 1 AC, R, NS't1IIq 

END IF 
~LSE 

DT •SI 
TT '"T(J) 
XX •X(J+l ) 
T(J) =T (J) + DT 
DP =T(J) -TT 
X(J+ l) "'X(J"'I"l) +Y(J+l I *PT 
CAI.·L RESPON(X 1 "i 1 T 1 NP, NI,'A 1 LWP, Ll'lV ,SI, RSPP,NP,M 1 RSPT, MWP, 

AC, R, NSWIN) 
ENDIF 

END IF 
IF( problm( 2)} 'l'HEN 

IF ( MOD (J,2) . GT . O) THEN 
I<X= KX+1 
XX=X(KX) 
DX•EPS LN*AW..X1(X(KX) ,8QOO .) 

IF( po~. LT. NI) . l\ND. (XX.LT. X( KX+l))) DX= - DX 
X(KX)=X(KX)+DX 

ELSE 

YY=Y(KY) 
OY=EPSLN*AMAX l(ABS ("f( KY) I, 1000. l 
"{(K~)•Y(KY) +DY 

ENOIF 

1 
CALL RESPON(X, 1., T, NP 1 NI , W1 Ll>lP , LWV, SI, RSPP , MP,M, RSPT,MWP, AC, R 1 

NSWIN) 
END IF 

C diff~.rentiate and put results in DJ(I,J) . 
DO 30 I =1 ,M 

IF(probl m(1)) THEN 
IF{CENTRL) THEN 

OJ( I, J ),.(RSPP( I) -RSPM( I))/ (DP+DM) 
ELSE 

OJ( I, J ) =(RSPP( I) - RSP( I) )/DP 
END IF 

END If' 
IF(probl m( 2)) THEN 

IF ( MOD(J,J).GT.OJ THEN 
OJ (I 1 J)= (RSPP (I ) -RSP( I ))/( X(KX) -x:q 

E LS E 
OJ ( I,J)= (RSPP (I) - RSP( I))/ ( Y(KY) -Yi'} 

END IF 
ENDlF 

30 CONTINUE 
IF(problm( 1) ) THEN 

T(J) :TT 

i:(J+l)•X:X 
END1F 
IF(problm(2)) TH~N 

I F(HOD(J,2) .GT.O) TH~N 

X(KX)=XX 
ELSE 

Y(K'f)=YY 
END IF 

END IF 
4 0 CONT INUE 

c 
RETURN 
END 

c------------ ---- -- - ----------------------- ------. -~---------------

SUBROUTINE GENRFS (AC,MP,L,RF,LRF) 

REAL AC(MP), RF (MP) 

LRF .. L-1 
DO 10 l"'l,LRf' 

10 RF(I) = (AC(I+l)-AC(I))/(AC(I+1)f-AC(I)} 

RETURN 
END 

c----- ---------------------------------- ---- --- -···----- ····---- --- - --

c 

c 

SUBROUTINE FORK(LP,LX,CX.,SlCNl) 

COHPLEX CX(LP) ,CARG,CW,CTEMP 

J•l 
IF(SIGNI . LT.O.) THEN 

SC=l. 
ELSE 

SCt>l./FLOAT(LX) 
END IF 

SC =SQRT( 1. /FLOAT{ LX}) 

DO 30 I=l 1 LX 
IF(l.G'l'.J)GO TO 10 
CTEMP=CX(JJ • SC 
CX(J)=CX{I) - SC 
CX(IJ=CTEMP 

10 H=LX/2 
2 0 If'(J.LE.M)GO TO 3Q 

J .. J·M 
H=H/2 
IF(M.GE.l)GO TO 2tl 

30 J=J+H 

DO 50 M=l,L 
C6RG= ( 0 . 0 ,1. 0 > • ( 3 14159265*SIGNI"* {M-1> )/FLOAT(L) 
CYl•CEXP ( CARG) 

DO 50 I=l1,LX, ISTEP 
CTEHP=CW*CX( I+L) 
CX( I +L)"'CX{ I ) -CTEMP 

50 CX(I)o=CJ((I)+CTEHP 

L=ISTEP 
IP(L.LT.LX)G0 -'1'0 40 

RETURN 
END 

c--- ---------------------------------------------- - --·· . -· ·· -· · --- ~-- ---

c ' 
SUBROUTINE FOLD{Ll\, A, LB 1 B, LC,C,HPP, L\~P.MWP) 

c 
C Description 
c This subroutine performs polynomial roultiplication, 
C or equivalently convolution, of two input t ime serioi!s. 
C The operation is conducted in the time domain. 
c 
c 
c 
c 

N.B. At the beginning and end of the output trace the 
number of products per coefficient is adjusted so 
that no implicit padding of the input time series 
takes place . Th e output series is consequently not 
valid within MAXO(LA,LB) samples from either end. 

c Arguments 
C LA 
C LB ,,. 

LC 

Length i n samples of time series 11.. 
l-ength i n samples of time series B. 
Arrays containing input time series. 
Leng th of output time series, needed for 
dimensioning purposes. (Eq ual to LA+LB -1) 
Arr&y containing output time series. 

C Modificat ion : 
This subroutine has bee n ~rodified to include t he physical 
dimensions of the arrays A,B and C. This modification 
was necess<!llry to use it in the constrained case. 
The modification date August 9, 19 93 . 

RE~L A(HPP),B(LWP),C(I1HP) 

DO 10 I =1 1 MWP 
C( I)•O. 

10 CONTINUE 
DO 60 I•l,LA 

DO 20 J = l,LB 
1< = I+J-1 
C(t:) • C(K) +A( 1) *B(J) 

20 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

""" c--- ---- --------------------------------------------------------- --·--·. 

SUBROUTINE G'fN(WP 1 Sl 1 T,WV 1 LWP, LWV ,LWEST 1 PH,CI"lV, l\W'I 1 FWV 1 FVIOL, 
LNSHRT> 

INTEGER LWP, LWV ,LW,LWEST 
REAL AWV( LNP) , FNV(LWP), PH (UIP), WP( 9), WV(LWP), SI ,T,SLPL, SLPM, SLPR 
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c 

CALL 1'RANSP(DJ M,DJM'l' , I-1P,NP , M , N) 
CALL PMTVEC ( DJMT 1 DSCl, G, NP,MP, N, M') 

CALL "PRDMAT ( DJMT, DJM, H, NP 1 MP , NP , N , M, N) 

OONEA- , T RUfl. 
E:NDIF 

1Find HP and GP . 
CALL PRDMAT(ZT , l:t, HTE, NP , NP, NP , NZ, N, N) 
CALL PRDMAT( HTE, Z, HP, NP , NP, NP, NZ , N , NZ ) 
C ALL PMTVEC('Z.T 1 G, GP ,NP , NP,NZ,N) 

c F i nd Cho l e sky .factor& CL, CD a nd CE of HP, magnitude s CEM of CE , 
C and GRM of GP. 

c 

9 1\LL ·CHOLSK( HP , CL,CD,C E,CC , NP, NZ ,perform) 

d~~~L '!':~~!~~~~~~;~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~z I 
dDI"'S(!RT (VNORM(CE, NP, NZ)) 
dRl-t• SQRT(VNORH(GP,NP,NZ)) 

C Teat if CRM is large. 
I •F(GRM. GT.GTOL) THEN 

if so find P using PZ , CL er.nd CD. 

52 

" 
c 

DO 52 1 • 1, NZ 
GPC(I) • -CP { l ) 

CONT·INUE 
CALL F BSUBA(CL, TK ,G PC,l ,NP,N Z) 
DO :)J I • l 1 NZ 

CDRCP~ I ) • T K ( 1) / CD(I) 
CONTINUE 
CALL PBS UBA (CLT , P Z , CDRCP, - 1., NP, NZ ) 
CAL·L PMTV'EC (Z ,P2 , P,NP , NP,N,NZ) 

~LSEIF<CEI>LCT .O.) 'THEN 

c 
c Or e lse modified HP, find nega t i ve curvatu r e P . 

CALL SUBVEC(CD,CE,Sl GS,NP,NZ ) 
CAL L MINYJ\L{SICS , VAL, I S I C, NP, NZ) 
CALL UNIVEC( ES , ISIG,NP,NZ) 
CALL ZE ROlD(P2- 1 NP,NP) 
CALL FBSUBA{CLT , PZ,ES, - l.,NP,NZ) 

c 
c Test lif t he s mall GRM i s posit i ve, so sadd le point . 
C so a ~eak minimum. 

54 

I F (GRM . G'l'. 0.) THEN 
SSIGN• PRODIN(P Z , GP, NP , NZ) 
CALL PHTV'EC(Z,PZ , P,NP , NP,N , NZ ) 
IF(SS IG N.GT .O. ) THEN 

DO 54 I • l, N 
P(I ) - - P ( I) 

EN~~~TINUE ~._. . • 

~LSE 

CALL PHTVEC( Z , PZ, P , NP, tiP , NZ ,N) 
.:lNDIP' 

E.LS E 

~ CEH itj zero, p o sitive defini te HP . 
c Find agrange mu l t i pl i era,decide on delet ion . 

'lF ( INDA. EQ. 0 I T HEN 
NEGLAG • . FALSE. 
GO T O 56 

EtiDIF ,rl!"'· 
DO 2S2 I• l , N2 

GPC(I) .. ·CP ( l) 
252 CONTINUE 

CALL FBSUBA(CL,Tt<.,G PC,l. 1 NP,NZ) 
DO :253 I • l ,NZ 

CORCP ( I ·) •TK( 1)/CD(I) 
)53 CONTINUE 

CALL FBSUBA(CLT , PZ 1 CDRCP, - 1. , NP , NZ) 
CALL PMTVEC( Z 1 PZ 1 P ,NP 1 NP 1 N, NZ. ) 
CALL PMTVEC (H,P 1 HP K,NP 1 NP 1 N1 H) 
DO 2SS I • l, N 

HPKC<l)•C(l) + HPK l I) 
:.;1 55 CONTINUE 

CALL PMTVEC( OlT , HPKG , QlTG , NP, NP 1 MA , NA ) 

1CALL FBSUBB < R, VECU+.G, QlTG, - 1 . , SINGUL , NP, MA) 
, IF( S INGUL) THEN 

Or GRM is ~ero, 

~RIT!:(l2 1 *)'*******"'** Fat a l ERROR: Singula r R.' 
CO TO 99 

c 

55 ,. 

ElNOIP 
NEGU.G• . FALSE. 
DO 55 I~1 t MA 

IF~ (VOCLAG(I) .LT . D.) .AND. ( I NDXA(I) . GE . O)) THEN 
I F(probln\{ l ) . AND. (I .GT. NECT )) THEN 

NEGLAG"" . TRUE . 
GO TO 56 

ENDI F 
IF(probl m<J).li.ND . (I .GT. NECXY)) THEN 

NEG LAG"" . T RUE . 
GO TO 56 

ENDIF 
END I F 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF(.NOT . NEGLAG } THE:tl 

T ERM NT• . TRUE . 
KEEPJG • . TRUE. 
GO TO 199 

ELS E 
IF( probl m( 1 ) ) THF;N 

CA LL HINVJ\L(VECLAG(NECT+l ) , VAL, IDE:L,t11\,HA-NECT) 
IDEL"• NECT+ lDEL 

END IF 
IF(problm(2)) THEN 

CALL HINVAL(VElCLAG( NECX.Y+l), VAL, IDEL, t~,MA - NECXY) 

IOEL• NECX'ItiPE:L 
END I F 

END I F 
CA LL DELROW (A , B,lNDXA, I NDA , IDEL,NP, NP , MA , NA) 
IF(MA .EO . 0) THEN 

MA• NA 
Cii\.Lll UNIMI!.T(Q,NP,NA) 
CALL UNIMAT( Z, NP , NA ) 
CA.~L UNIMAT(R , NP , NA) 
CALL ZER02D(AT, NP 1 NP 1 NA,M11.) 
CALL TRANSP(O,OT,NP,NP , NA,NA) 
CALL TRANS P(Z 1 ZT,NP , NP, NA , NA ) 
NZ•NA 
CAtL ZER01D ( Ql, NP 1 NP,NA , NA.) 

ELS E 
CALL ZER02D ( AT, NP 1 NP 1 NA 1 N1q 
CALL TRANS P(A, AT,NP 1 NP 1 MA 1 NA) 
CALL OR( AT,OT 1 R 1 SAVEQ 1 tlP, NP ;. NA,MA ) 
CALL TRANSP ( QT,Q,NP 1 NP,NA,NA ) 
CALL PARTQ(Q 1 Ql , Z 1 NP, NA 1 INDA1 liZ} 
CALL TRA~IS P (Ql 1 Q1T, NP , NP, HA. 1 MA) 
CALL TRANSP(Z,ZT1 NP,NP,NA,Nl.} 

END IF 

C se.t lot;~ical v ariab le DELION. 
DE LI ON• . TRUE . 

END IF 
c 
C Stage 2. Decid i ng t he ste p l engt h . 

I F (DELIO N) THEN 
AI.F• O. 
t<EEPJ G• . TRUE . 

3 

167 

,. 

177 

ELSE 
I F( INDB . EQ. O) THEN 

CHDI ST=. FALS E. 
GO TO 6 4 

tNOlP 
1F ( problm(1)) THEN 

CALL ABSMXV(P, PMAXV 1 I PMX , NP ,M ) 
I F'( ( ABS( PMAXV ) . GE . ( . 9•HSI) }. AND (ABS( PMAXV) . LT . PSTPMN) ) THEN 

DO 167 l'"'LN 
P < I ) =P( I ) *PSTPMN/ ADS( PMJI.XV) 

COUTINUE 
END IF 
CALL BNP( P 1 N1 SI, 1 ) 
CALL FINDJ>t:K(AC 1 , BCl, I ND:ol~ , INDA1 INDXB, INDB, NECT 1 X 1 Y , T,S I 1 P 1 

DI S T , CHDIST 1 OMAX 1 IADD , NC1P 1 NP , NA 1 NI, problm) 
END If' 
H'(probl m( 1)) CALL FINDHX( ~C2 1 BC:2 , I NOXA, INDA, INDXB, INDB, NECXY, 

X, Y t T, SI , P , DIS T,CHDI S't ,DHAX , I AOO,MC2P , NP 1 NA , NI, problm ) 
CONTINUE 
PNORM1 .. 0. 
PNORM2 = 0 . 
KX = O 
KY =O 
DO 177 I =l 1 N" 

IF( pro b l m( 2 ) I THEH 
I F ( MOD(I,2 ) .G T .O ) THf,;N 

KX•KX+l 
PNORMl .. PNORMl+ABS (P(I)) 

ELSE 
KY= KY+ l 
PNORH2 - P NORM2+ABS ( P (I)) 

END I F 
ELS E 

PNORMl QPNORHl+ABS(P( l l) 
END I F 

CONT INOE 
PCHNGEO= . FALSE . 
I F'(problm(l)) THEN 

I F( PNORM1. LE. l. E-7 ) T HEN 
AI..FMI!.X•A LE'LMTT 

ELSE 
AL FMAX=AHINl (ALFLMTT, AL'f'LHTT/ PNORM1 > 

END IF 
IF(DHAX . GT.O.) 'IHEN 

DO 783 I • 1,N 
IF ( (Sl* ( ( AINT (DMAX*P( 1 )/SI ) ) / DMJ\X:) ) . NE . P < U ) THEN 

PCHNG8D .. . TflUE . 
GO TO 784 

END IF 
783 CONTINUE 

ENDI F 
END I F 

7 84 CONTINUE 
l F{ prob l m( :2} ) THEN 

I F( (PNORMl. L E .l. E-7) . AND. ( PNORMJ . LE . 1. E -7 ) ) THEN 
ALFMAX=AMINl ( ALFLMTX , ALFLMTY) 

ELSE: I F(PNORM1 . LE. 1.E- 7) TH EN 
ALFMJ\X• AHI Nl ( Al.FLHTX , ALFLHTY/PNORHJ > 

ELSEIF( PNORM2. LE . 1 . E - 7 ) THEN 
ALFMAX=AMINl ( ALFLt-rFX/PNORH1 , ALFLI.fl'Y ) 

ELS E: 
ALFMAX=AHIN1 ( ALFLtorFX/PNORHl 1 ALFLNT'f/PNORM2 ) 

ENDIF 
END I F 
I E'(CHDIST . AND . (DMAX. EQ.O.) ~ T.HEN 

ALF= OMAX 
C 1.dd IADD constraint. r;.eep the point , G, H and ER . 

c 

I F (INDA.D:) . O) MA• I NDA 
IF ( p roblm( l )) CALL AJJDROW(A, B,AC l , BC1 , I NOXA, INOXB ( IADD) , MCl P 1 

l~P , MA ,NA , MAC1) 

IF(probl m( 1 ) ) CALL .ADDROW(A 1 8 1 AC 2, BC2 , IN OXA, IlmXB(IADD) ,!iC;2 P, 
NP , HA,.NA , MAC 2 ) 

C I f a d d nonexistent constra i nt t o A, o.r d elet@ from empt y I NDXB exit . 

c 

IF(problmU) . AND . (MA . G-T . MAC1)) GO TO 99 
IF(problm(J) .AND . (MA . GT. MAC1)) GO TO 99 
I F (INDB . LT. 0 ) GO TO 99 
INDA= INDA+ l 
CALL TRANS P(A 1 A.T 1 NP , NP, MA , NA) 
CALL OR(AT, OT, R,SAVEQ 1 NP, NP, NA 1 MA.) 
CALL TRAN9P(QT , Q,NP , NP 1 NA,NA) 
CALL Pl\RTQ(Q 1 Ql 1 Z 1 NP 1 NA, I NDA, Nl.) 
CALL TRAliSP(Ql,Q l T,NP,NP, NA1 HA) 
CALL TRANSP(Z,ZT 1 NP,NP , t!A,NZ.I 
ADD ION= . TRUE . 
KEEPJG"'. TRUE . 

ELS E IF(CHDIST . AND. ( DHAX .LE . ~. ) , AND . (DMAX .LE. ALFMI\X) 
. liND . ( • NOT . PC:HNG ED) ) THEN 

ALF*"DMl!.X 
C Hove step l\LF1 find ERT 1 if ERT <ER( K ) a n d PGPl< O 7\dd !ADD, else do LS . 

7 00 

6 6 

I F ( prob lm(1)) THEN 
DO 780 I • l , N 

P(l) "'ALF+ P ( I ) 
CONTINUE 
CALL BHP(P , N , Sl , -l) 
DO 65 !•1 , N 

TN(I ) z.T(I)+P(I) 
CONTINUE 

END I F 
IF(prob lm(2 ) ) THEN 

KX =O 

00 6 5 I = l,N 
IF(MOD(I,J) . GT.O) THEN 

KX=KX+l 
XN(l<X) • X(IC:X) +ALF*P! I) 

ELSE 

YN(KY) - Y(K Y) +ALF*P ( I ) 

END IF 
6 5 CON TI NUE 

END IF 
IF ( problm( 1) I CAL L RESPON( X, 'i , TN , NP 1 NI, WV , LWP,LWV 1 SI , RSPI2 1 

MP 1 M , RS PT, MWP 1 ACOU1 REF 1 NSWIN) 
I f' (p roblm( 2. ) CALL RESPON ( XN , 'lN , T , NP , NI , WV , L9<1 P1 LWV , SI1 R9Pll 1 

MP 1 M1 RSP T1 MWP , ACOU, REF, NSWIN) 
CALL SUBVEC ( RSPI:l , RSPO, DSCJ , HP ,M ) 
ERT=VNORM( DS C2, HP , M)/2 . 
I F (p rob l m( 1 ~) CALL ' JCB ( X, 'l , 'l'N , NI. WV, LWP , LWV 1 SI , RS PI:l , RSPP, 

RS PM, ACOU, REF , RS P T, MWP, DJMJ , MP , NP,M, tl , CENTRL, probl m, NSWIN) 
IE'(problm(J)) CAl·L J CBt XN 1 YN, T 1 NI 1 WV 1 LWP , LWV , SI 1 RS PI J, R.S PP , 

RSPM, ACOU, REF , RSP T, MI<1P , DJMJ , MP , NP 1 M, N 1 CENTRL , probl m, NSWIN) 
CALL T RANSP( DJM2 1 UJ!-1:2T , MP,NP,H , N ) 
CALL PMTVEC(DJM;;tT ,DSC2,G P1 , NP, MP, N" 1 1"1) 

PGPl=P ROD I N(P 1 GP1 1 NP, N ) 
PMAG=SQRT (VNORH(P 1 NP 1 N ) ) 
IF( (ABS ( ERT - ER(K) I . LE. E:RRUi T ) .1\.ND. ( ( PMAG). LEi . ERRLMT )) THEN 

K=K+l 

ER(K)•ERT 
KEEPJG = . TROE. 

EI.SEIF{ERT.LT . ER(K) ) THEN 
!F(PGP~ . LT . O . ) THEN 

K=l<+ l 

C add l ADD. 
ER(K) =E RT 

IF ( INDA.£Q . 0 ) HA• INDA 
I F( p roblm( l )) CALL ADDRO"I>f( A 1 B, AC 1 1 BC1 1 I NDXA , I NDXB< IADD) , 

MC1P , NP, MA , NA,MAC l ) 


